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LIST

0!"New Books FOR Home=Builders

     

BUNGALOWS AND COTTAGES, 100 DESIGNS, 50c.

To meet the increasing call for this style of

home, moderate in cost, We have largely in

creased the number of designs among our col

lections ot‘ Bungalows and inexpensive Cottages

combining in a new edition 100 designs.

42 Bungalows

58 Cottages } 1 BMW-"100 Plane

These 100 designs were selected from over

one thousand difierent plans and they represent

the houses which have proven the most popular

and for which there has been the greatest call.

Every house is a prize design and everyone

thinking of building a modest cottage home or

bungalow for the lakeside will surely find this

book to be just what is wanted. Price 50 cents.

My former small edition of 45 designs. Bun

galows and Cottages contains a most interest

ing collection and many designs not appearing

in the new edition. Price 25 cents.

Practical Home Decoration

Here is a book (192 pages) that all home

builders and home lovers will find of great

value and of practical assistance in planning

new hall decorations and artistic arrangement

of rooms. It contains many illustrations, in

cluding 12 complete house decorative schemes.

Linen paper cover. Price $1.

Typical Americae Homes

74 designs, homes costing to build, $3,000 to .

$5,000 and 72 designs, homes costing to build,

$5,000 and up.

These plans are picked from some of the best

residence designs oi! about twenty leading ar

chitects of the country and they will give you a

fine variety of ideas. My special offer on either

01‘. these volumes is $1 each or both for $1.50.

100 Designs for Cement lioueee

A book of designs for concrete block, all ce

ment exteriors and the attractive English Half

Timber designs.

The use of concrete as a material for the con

struction of residences has increased with such

strides of late that we have found nearly every

other prospective home-builder inquires about

designs in concrete. We have been working on

a superb collection of such designs for a good

many months, obtaining photographs of some

of the choicest work to be seen and now offer

“New ldeae In Concrete Designs”

A book of 144 pages containing nearly 200 illus

trations of which 100 are designs with tion:

plans. Price $1.

100 Designs for Attractive llomee

Goetlng $2500 to $8000

A splendid collection of plans, the majority

of which are full two-story houses. Price $1.

Beautliul lnterlore ‘

A collection consisting of 120 interior views

from selected photographs of artistic and at

tractive living rooms, halls, dining rooms, etc.

Price, $1.

llere Ie the Llet

100 designs Bungalows and Cottages, cost

ing $400 to $3,000. Price . . . . . . . . . . . ..$ .50

designs Bungalows and Cottages, cost

ing $400 to $3.000, small edition. price .25

100 designs moderate priced homes, cost

4:
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ing $2,500 to $6,000. Price . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

100 designs concrete houses and English

Halt Timber. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

74 designs Typical American Homes, cost

ing $3,000 to $5,000 (special). Price.'. 1.00

72 designs Typical American Homes, cost

ing $5,000 and up (special). Price. . .. 1.00

120 Beautiful Interior Views. Price . . . . .. 1.00

192 page book—Practical House Decora

tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

Total value . . . . ..$6.75

All Eight Books, List Value $8.15, Will Be Sent on One Order. Postpaid for $4.50.

Keith’s Magazine One Year and Any $1 Book in Above List for $2.00.

MAX L. KEITH, Publisher, 399 Lumber Ex., Minneapolis, Minn.
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in Zero Weather

HERE is no longer any necessity for inconvenience and repairs due

I to frozen tanks and pipes. No matter how cold it may be, you can

have a constant supply of fresh running water delivered at a usable

temperature to all fixtures.

be yours, if you install the

Kewanee System

With the Kewanee System, there is no

elevated tank exposed to all extremes in

weather conditions. No freeze-ups in win

ter and no warm stagnant water in sum

mer. Instead, a Kewanee Pneumatic

Tank is located in the cellarI or buried in

the ground. It cannot leak, freeze, over

flow or collapse.

Pump the water from your well, cistern

or other source, into this tank; and it will

be delivered to the fixtures and hydrants

under air pressure. Water will always be

on tap at the plumbing fixtures. Horses

and stock can be watered in the barn.

First-class fire protection assured for your

buildings.

This satisfactory water supply service will

of Water Supply

Over 9000 Kewanee Systems in operation,

supplying water for country and suburban

homes, farms, schools, public and rivate

institutions, etc. Every Kewanee ystem

a success and every user a friend.

The Kewanee System is the original

water supply system, involving the use of

air pressure instead of gravity pressure.

There are imitations now—avord them.

Get the genuine and you will take no

chances—we guarantee that. Look for

our trade-mark m and name plates on

tank and pumping machinery.

No charge for expert engineering ser

vice. Let us help you solve your water

supply problem. Write for our 64-page

illustrated catalog No. 2. It is free.

Kewanee Water Supply Company, Kewanee, Illinois.

710 Diamond Bank Bldg.

Pittsburg,

Pa.
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Special Book and Subscription Offers
 

\Vc are desirous of seeing every purchaser of our books also a subscriber to either

Keith’s Magazine or the Journal of Modern Construction and therefore

make the following combination offers at specially reduced rates.

=KEITI‘I'S MKGKZINE=

\Vith 100 designs—Bungalows and Cottages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l.50

\Vith 100 designs—Medium priced houses, costing $2500 to $6000 . . . . . . . . . . 2.00

With 100 designs—Concrete Houses, English Half Timber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

With 74 designs—Typical American Homes. costing $3000 to $5000 . . . . . . . . 2 00

“'ith 72 designs—Typical American Homes. costing $5000 and up . . . . . . . .. 2.00

thh Practical House Decoration (192 pages) illustrated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

\Vith 120 Beautiful Interior Views . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.75

\Vith any (2) dollar books I publish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.75

\K'ith any (2) books I publish(including 100 designs, Bungalows and Cottages) 3.00

_ JOURNAL OF MODERN CONSTRUCTION

With any single book in above list . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.00

\Vith any (2) books in above list . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2.75

MAX L. KElTH, Publisher

399 Lumber Exchange Minneapolis, Minnesota

 

 

 
 

Are You Building

a New Residence

Or are you going to install a new Heating Plant?

it you are building or contemplate building a new residence you

want it heated properly; you also want it properlv ventilated. You

want a system of heating and ventilating which is at once the best,

costs less and is the easiest toinstnll. We have such a system. The

method of installing Heating Systems have changed wonderfully in

the past 70 years. although there are some dealers who ureter to work

of! some of the old truck they have on hand and others who could not

see an improvement if it were tagged in big letters and pointed out to

them. Such dealers will, oi course. try to sell you somethimz else. but

it you instst upon having the "lone; ‘chieler" and the "lone: Suslem" of

Healing you will get them.

\Vrite tor our new booklet entitled “Advanced Methods of “'arm

Air Heating.“ which will be sent tree to those who want an up-to

datc heating system.

  

To BE EASIEST TO INSTALL

We Guarantee the Jones System To SAVE 5%. To ,5, OF FUEL

a a a TO BE THE MOST EFFICIENT

of Heating and Ventilating {TO cosr LESS

Elie linden fitaira {Register (llnmpang, tam, “$3.33?

OR ANY OF OUR BRANCHES

United States Register Co., Ltd,. United States Register Co., Ltd., The Jones Register Co.,

104 2nd St. N.. Minneapolis. Minn. 217 W. 5th St. Kansas City. Mo. 732 King St. “1, Toronto. Ont.

 

 

 



 

 
  

Building Your

House

You desire to have it as attractive as possible,

in all respects, but sometimes many details are

overlooked or left to some one else.

  

It will pay you to personally look into the

question of the finish of the woodwork and

insist on the use of

“ Bridgeport Standard ”

“Wood Finishing Products ”

which have been recognized for years by all leading architects and painters as the very best that

can be obtained.

It you will use these goods the finish will last permanently and not. sink or pit and become

unsightly. as is the case where interior products are substituted.

It 1': (my to br well I'nlnrmrd. H’rite for 80L!- MANUFACTURERS

"lilodern lVood Finishing“ rulnr/r contains 05

curate reprodnrlinns a! a number a! popular. WOOD F I N I s H I N G . i.

finish“. or simply [ear out this ad. put your "a, lg, NEW MILFORD CONN "Us A

name on the margzn and send 1'! 10 us. “w yo,“ CNCAGQ MUDELPMA BCSTON‘

* ill rlhl llll
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Including My Splendid Book of 100 Plans
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Just out of the bindery, a new collection of artistic designs for 100 of the most popu

lar houses selected from over a thousand plans. Each design is a prize.

The Collection Includes 42 Bungalows

MY OFFER. To everyone sending me the subscription price, $1.50, to HKeith’sH I

will enter a full year‘s subscription to “Keith’s” and mail a copy of the above book

FREE. Send Today!

MAX L. KEITH, 525 Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minnesota
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BIG CLUB OFFERS

This season some of the largest standard magazines are offering

special inducements to club their publications With the best known and

leading, authorative magazine on “home building”—“Keith’s.”

These special clubs make it possible for us to offer you a year’s sub

scription to Keith’s Magazine in combination with these standard publi

cations at the very attractive prices given below.

Here are the leaders:—

Woman's Home Companion and Keith's Magazine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.00

“ " “ " “ and. McClure's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.00

“ " “ “ “ “ Review of Reviews . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.85

“ " “ “ “ McClure's and Review of Reviews . . . . . . . . . . . 4.50

After February 1. add 25 cents to any club including Woman's Home Companion.

Delineator and Keith’s Magazine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . .. $2.00

“ “ . " and Everybody’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.00

“ “ “ “ \Vorld's Work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.50

“ " “ “ " and Everybody’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.50

" “ " " “ “ Garden Mag . , _ _ . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00

Everybody's, Keith‘s Magazine and World's Work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.50

“ “ “ “ Garden Mag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .p. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.75

“ " “ World’s Work and Garden Mag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.00

‘ “ “ and Country Life in America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.00

Home l‘i-‘agazine and “Keith’s” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1.75

" " Keith's and McClure’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.50

“ “ “ McCluie’s and Woman's Home Companion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.25

“ “ “ - Delineator and Everybody‘s . . . . . . . . . . v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.25

Hampton‘s Boarding Magazine and Keith's with Pictorial Review . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.50

Any book published by Max L. Keith included with club offers for 50 cents additional.

800]: premiums offered with subscription to Keith‘s Magazine alone, not included in club offers.

Postage extra on Canadian and Foreign subscriptions. \Vrite for figures.

Please remit by check, money order or draft, direct to

MAX L. KEITH Ek‘é'liifigr Minneapolis, Minn.
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Building Cement Houses
 

 

Today we are entering upon an era of new construction in residence building—the “all cement house."

It is of the greatest importance that prospective builders realize the wonderful opportunities be

fore them in securing very effective and artistic work in designs for residences, in getting a house

which will be warmer in winter, in building a house which will not call upon the pocket-book in after

years for constant painting bills, all of these advantages thru the use of the coming material—

Portland Cement.

  

The Journal of Modern Construction monthly magazine has widened its field so as to cover and spec

ialize the cement industry in the direct interests of the home builder. This Jonrnal will have each

month a splendid article on “The Adaptation of Concretein Residence \Vork". It will illustrate this

important feature with examples of the nicest work in this class of construction. It will give com

. plete, authentic information as to the advantages of concrete

construction—the comparative cost against regulation

frame, brick or stone work. It will also give many practi

cal articles of interest to those intendihg to build any kind

of a structure. There are several helpful departments and

a "Free information Service" to all subscribers.

Each issue contains 32 pages large siZe, 9x12, and the sub

scription price is $2.00 a year. Single copies 20 cents. In

connection with this magazine I am preparing a new

BOOK OF 100 PLANS

a beautiful collection of “All Cement Exteriors," "Con

crete Block” and “English Half Timber” designs for

medium cost homes. In addition to the hundred designs

which will show floor plans, there will be many photo re

productions of the latest and choicest work in the use of

cement in residence building. The price of this splendid

book is $1.00.

Here Is The Big Offer of the Year.

To every one sending me $2.00 for a year's subscription to

the Journal of Modern Construction I will mail upon re

quest free, a copy of this book of 100 plans.

MAX L. KEITH, Publisher,

399 Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis
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The Swiss Chalet Form as Adapted

to American Design

By Henrietta P. Keith

 

  

    

 

 

 

"AUSLEGER BAUERNHAUSER aus OBERBUYERN."

late Leopold Eidlitz of New York

City—was an ardent advocate of

the Swiss Chalet as a form of

domestic architecture, claiming it to be the

highest development of timber construction.

Though chiefly known by his more impor

tant work of more than thirty-five churches

and large public buildings, he nevertheless

left many delightful houses, to substantiate

his claims for the chalet form of design.

His own charming home on Riverside

! GREAT American architect—the
Drive, N. Y., is a felicitous exponent of

his favorite prototype, in a perfect environ

ment. It is to be regretted that more of

our architects do not perceive the charm of

this architecture, nor the possibilities of its

adaptation to modern requirements. Or per

haps they do, and it is the clients who balk

at the romantic, steep roofs with their ex

tremely deep and wide projecting eaves,

characteristic features of the true chalet

form. Even Eidlitz did not venture on

these extreme roofs, but contented himself

4
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with the flat roofed type of mountain chalet, arrangement. That “summum bonum” of

though in this variety. much of the pic—

turesque charm is lost. In the chalet

country were many varieties of both forms.

The old builders had ever a reason for what

they did. The high, steep—roofed chalet

was for districts where there was much

rain and wet weather. The rain slid rapid

ly down the steeply sloping sides, instead

of gathering in every cranny. Thus the

first motive was one of practical protection.

\

.

v

 

most people—an economical floor plan—is

not so easy to contrive as in houses of

square, box—like dimensions. Especially

was the second story—which according to

the French idea is “bella etage”—cramped

and darkened by the low descending eaves.

But certainly it cannot be beyond the wit

and skill of our architects to surmont these

(lifiiculties, and problems are ever more in

teresting than plain sailing.

  

CALIFORNIA EXAMPLE OF CHALET STYLE.

The raised gables were brought far for

ward. to shelter the front facade—those

charming facades, upon which was lavished

such loving elaboration of decorative art—

envcloping the house in their protecting

embrace. The wood construction demanded

such protection. but this logical application

of utilitarian principles, resulted in an ar—

chitccture of the greatest distinction, im

parting to these dwellings an extreme grace

and elegance as well as artistic picturesque

ness.

It must be admitted that these narrow

fronts and steeply sloping roofs are not

so favorable for convenience of interior

American cleverness can surely adapt this

romantic style to modern requirements with

out such elimination and pruning as shall

deprive it of its essential charm. Especially

in wooded districts, or for country homes,

whether beside a mountain brook, in a pine

grove, near a tangled ravine or in a hillside

glen—there are a thousand situations where

this type of construction would add far

more to the charm of the landscape and be

vastly more in harmony with its environ

ment, than Greek porticos and engaged

columns or the Moorish arabesques of half

baked stucco that now flood the land in

pretentious but unpleasing pomp. As to
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BUNGALOVV WITH CHALET FEATURES

the objection of not being able to pack

so many bedrooms into the second story,

let us have two of them up in that steep

roof, and look out into the treetops along

with the bluebirds and swallows. Could

anything be more delightful than such an

uplift above the confusion and squalor of

the street? As a matter of fact. one notes

quite a movement toward this type of wood

construction in the country houses being

erected, tho for the most part the flat

roofed variety of the chalet is the model

chosen. We present several photographs

"Q'.

of recent modifications of the chalet form,

in houses of moderate cost. All of them

have the flat roof except the first, in which

the true high roofed chalet though much

modified, is taken for the prototype. This

dwelling is one of the most interesting

suburban homes in Minneapolis, and one

of the most felicitous creations of its artistic

architect. The deeply projecting roof

shelters the long narrow balcony beneath

in true chalet style and the pierced wood

ornamentation is a happy reproduction of

this decorative feature. Some concession

  

MODERN HOME SUGGESTING CHALET FORM.
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is made to modern ideas in the rounding

bay and porch entrance, but the type is un

mistakably stamped upon the dwelling. The

material used for the lower story is plaster,

and illustrates how perfectly this style lends

itself to the popular concrete materials, as

in- some of the finest of the old world

chalets stone was employed for the lower

story.

In the succeeding four examples, the in

troduction of the chalet idea into the design

is almost too timid to be successful. They

are all of the low roofed variety, a form

which is indeed well suited to the bungalow

Style of dwelling so popular today, and of

which the bungalow with chalet features

here illustrated, is a happy example. It

is certainly an agreeable variation of the

ordinary bungalow architecture. The

"shakes" used for exterior walls are in

harmony with the chalet idea; so, too, are

the projecting timbers of the roof con—

struction. Here, too, are suggestions of

the irregular windows which are always a

marked feature of chalet design and one

of its greatest charms. The slight sugges

tion of penthouse shelters over the windows

are further carried out over the door.

These penthouse window shelters of the

original chalet design, were decorative as

well as protective features, especially when

carried on boldly projecting brackets; and

our architects could find a rich store of

suggestion in these picturesque and original

window treatments. It is a good thing to

get away from the eternal commonplace,

which nowhere has greater sway than in

the ordinary architectural treatment of open

ings. Too often a house loses all character

by the studied placement of windows, one

on top of another, a practice obstinater

adhered to by the ordinary architect, instead

of the graceful freedom of individual need.

The chalet builders studied deeply the mat—

ter of windows, and their treatment of them

furnishes a fruitful source for study. Many

of their characteristics, such as the low,

elongated connecting groups, the prolong

ing of the exterior center frame to the floor

  

STEEP ROOF ADAPTED TO MODERN REQUIREMENTS.
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ANOTHER ADAPTATION OF CHALET DESIGN.

of the story and decorating the panel, as

well as the irregular placement, might be

rendered in our modern achitecture with

pleasing results. The window openings in

the last example illustrate the point of this

criticism. Here the treatment is so com—

monplace as to completely nullify the really

fine roof lines, the boldly projecting brack

ets and the characteristic upper balcony.

The chimney, too, is quite out of keeping

with the chalet idea, for the chimney of

the chalet must be a subordinate feature.

The galleries of the Swiss chalet were dis

tinctive. Always on the upper story, where

they had the shelter of the roof, they were

often elaborately carved and decorated. A

chalet facade of the better class—wealthy

farmers and the like—was a beautiful ob

ject, enriched by carved and painted panels.

as well as the pierced and carved balus

trades of the galleries. The

method of using wood is the deadly, mono

tone of the clapboard, with its long, over

lapping, parallel lines. As if this were not

bad enough, these tiresome exteriors are

covered with paint as a shroud, which is

perhaps the only way to deal with them,

American

such as they are. But why should our

beautiful woods be treated in this

heathenish manner. It is a land of

forests—despite the hue and cry raised

of late. Wood is the most beautiful of all

building materials when sympathetically

used, and not made to assume forms un

suited to it. Wood is not afraid of high

relief; of exposed timbers; of deep projec

tions casting soft shadows. The construc

tion itself, in this material, affords oppor

tunity for architectural effects, and when

finished naturally with oil as a protecting

coat both for inside and outside, it takes

on rich, soft shades, growing more beautiful

with age. Let us use this essentially home

like material with more intelligent regard

for its excellence anl beauty. \Ne may not

be able to reproduce the equisite carvings

and decorations of the Old \IVorld chalet,

but we can go far toward a re—incarnation

of the spirit of this charming style. And

win}~ should not people spend money upon

carved balconies and decorated

frames, as well as on terra cotta reliefs and

sculptured friezes, or marble tiles?

window
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OF CUT GRANITE.

Entrances as Features

By Una Nixon Hopkins

HE entrance to a place is like the

T first sentence of a story—a sure

indication of what is to follow.

And the better this first architec

tural hint is, the more promising are the

things to come—the house and the garden.

The entrance belongs to the one as cer—

tainly as to the other. The material used

in its construction must be more or less

like the house, and yet the lines and general

feeling should agree with the grounds also,

generally speaking.

Our more pretentious homes have out

grown the old way of letting the lawn run

to the pavement without anything to sug

gest where publicity leaves off and privacy

begins. To be sure this first doing away

with fences, hedges, etc.. in fact any border

line, so—to-speak, was for the purpose of

extending the apparent area of grounds,

and on small city lots there is still a pref

erence for so doing, but for country and

suburban homes there is a growing ten

dency to boundaries, and of making the

entrance a “feature.” and there is no end

to the designs for approaches; many are

good, others bad, with the usual quota of

those that might come under the head of

indifi‘erent.

Not yet have we seen fit in this country

to altogether exclude the public gaze from

our residences, and it is possible for the

most part to enjoy the beautiful houses

and gardens of our neighbors; quite after

the fashion of Mr. Skimpoole—at some—

body else’s expense, even though we have

made them a whit more retired.

Where the climate is not too rigorous.

entrances reinforced by hedges are especi

ally pleasing. 'The hedge may be of one

sort or another according to the geography

and climatical conditions of their where-a

bouts.

The first illustration pictures an entrance
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that is very happy in its combination of

material, being gray cut stone and plaster.

Running from this is a hedge probably three

feet high, and while it does not obscure

the view of a beautiful mansion, it gives

the house the impression of aristocratic

aloofness. Beginning with the cut stone

which forms a substantial foundation for

the shafts of plaster like the house, the

top is capped by electric lights. And very

decorative are the set-in placques with

heads in demi-relief, having been exhumed

in Egypt by the original owner of this es

tate. Not every one can dig up such

decorative features in Egypt or anywhere

alse for that matter. but the idea offers sug

gestions.

The second picture illustrates a simpler

approach, and in place of a hedge the

cement is run in a low wall along the edge

of the pavement, and the square posts here

are also capped with lights, which is for

tunate since the house stands on a hill, so

far distant that the light there-a—bouts would

not reach the entrance. There is, of course,

no particular seclusion offered by so low

a wall, only that it appears to exclude the

street.

Cobblestone approaches with iron gates

and a high hedge of cypress is a varying

combination that looks well for an old

  

OF GREY CUT STONE AND PLASTHR.

time mansion, where the grounds are very

large, with patriarch trees. Indeed where

the trees are large there is a demand for

a substantial approach, and a higher wall

or hedge to environ them, else the entrance

appears inconsequent in comparison.

Cut granite used alone is apt to look

heavy in any design used to guard an or

dinary entrance, but in some localities it

is the only available stone, and wood is

only desirable for small, rustic places.

The last illustration shows an approach

that has been cleverly managed. It is of

cement, in color like the house, and in

place of both sides being exactly alike. the

  

A SIMPLER APPROACH.
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wall at the right hand side has been omitted

for about three feet, in order that pedestri

ans may pass through and not be obliged

to traverse the driveway; a cement walk,

further borders the drive to the house.

Brick. either common or pressed, make

suitable walls and approaches for the or

dinary dwelling, and in the west arch brick

and cobblestone are largely used. resulting

in a pepper and salt combination. Latticed

gates of wood are sometimes used with it.

and in one place a very unique entrance

gate is made of timbers of medium size and

between them are immense green Japanese

tiles. probably a foot and a half square.

lncongruous approaches are seen now

and then. but they have been built by those

who do not realize the importance of the

  

OF CLEVERLY MANAGED CEMENT.

“first impression.” Again, it calls forth the

reiteration that an integral part of the whole

must receive its due amount of considera

tion in order to make the whole entirely

satisfactory.
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A Building Experience in the Catskills

By John Barry

 

EITH'S MAGAZINE has been a

great help to me in planning a

little country house that I have

been building for the past two or

three years in the Catskill Mountains.

  

 

I will give you some of my experience

in building up my cottage. l have about

eight acres, and the spot is ideal. Very

high and dry, with a mountain brook on

I

.illiL
it

‘

. at

eighteen inch wall solid with Portland

cement to two feet above the grade with

a 7.6 ft. cellar for a given sum. After

the foundation was completed I was ready

with my frame work to go on and raise

the house. I had hired two good all-around

country carpenters who knew how to do

work such as they do in the mountain

country, but by hiring them by the day I

 

  

“SHADY BROOK CAMP” IN THE CATSKILLS.

two sides of me. There is a waterfall of

nearly eighty feet, so located that I can

sit on my piazza and look through the grove

of large trees right into the falls. The

scenery is both grand and restful.

After I contracted for the land, the first

thing I did was to build a two-story barn.

18x30. And the next seasOn we camped

out and lived very comfortable for five

months in the barn. I found it very

handy to be on the job most of the time.

I used the cellar of the barn to store my

material in while the house was being built.

I had plenty of good building stone on the

ground about two hundred feet from where

the house was to be built. I made a con

tract with a mason (a native) to dig out

the cellar under the entire building. He

was to do the excavation and lay up an

had no trouble to get them to follow my

orders and directions and work to my

plan which I had made by my architect

from the study that I had made from time

to time. we got the house all enclosed

by September. After that time we put the

floors down, the first floor was comb grain

Georgia pine, second floor spruce, 4—in.

wide, made from spruce timber cut in the

mountains and worked by a mill near by

for $22.00 per M. after this was done it

was about October 15th. I concluded to

close the house for that year and let it

stand until the next summer. We did set

all partitions that October, so you can see

the house had a good chance to get well

seasoned before the walls were put in. The

next summer I wrote to the carpenter in

April to go on and put the lath on, ready
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to plaster when I would get up, which was

in June, the lath being ordered on the

ground in March.

I got on track of two good masons who

lived twenty miles away. Masons and other

mechanics in that location are not very plen

tiful. They go all over the whole county

and board where they do the work and

only go home when the job is completed,

They came and looked my house over and

said they would rather work by the day

than to do it by contract. I paid them $3

per day and board. They went to work

with a good will and got the house all fin—

ished in about two weeks. I was well

pleased with the result. They did me a

good job. I was well satisfied when they

got through and made them a present of

ten dollars. I did the same with the stone

mason. The carpenters worked for $2.50

per day and boarded themselves, as they

lived near by. We completed the house that

season about the last of September and

moved from the barn into the house to

stay one month. About the last part of Oc

tober in that country we get snow squalls

every other day. We locked the house up

the last of October. I will say that we had

two large open fireplaces in the house,

which made it very comfortable.

An open fireplace is a thing of beauty

and a joy to watch the logs burn on a cold

fall evening, when the wind is howling on

the outside.

The next May we started in to enjoy the

cottage in the mountains. I found there

was lots of work yet to be done, such as

little things to be fixed up for the comfort

of my wife, daughter and grandchildren

to their liking. The grounds had to be

graded, flower beds made up. garden to be

looked after and planted. I have set out

50 crimson ramblers and lots of other roses.

I have from time to time planted about

three hundred fruit trees, all choice vari

eties. also about 50 sugar maples along the

road side. I will in a few short years have

a place good enough for a king to reside in.

I have changed a wild uncultivated spot

into a beautiful home. My cottage has

three rooms on the first floor with a good

large ball, with living room. 12x20, dining

room 12x20, hall 10x20 and kitchen 12x12,

with plenty of windows in every room. The

second floor has five good bedrooms; one

of these will be made into a bath room later

on. I have got a living spring of pure ice

cold water about five hundred feet from

my house, and last fall I put pipe line

from spring into my kitchen. The spring

is so elevated that I can have water up in

my attic by the natural flow of the water.

This season I will put plumbing in where

provision has been made as the building

was being built. When I started on this

plan I told my friends that I would have

the whole thing completed in ten years. I

don’t want to get it finished up in a hurry,

as then my interest would stop. I like the

outdoor life and enjoy working around the

place. It is what we call the simple life,

and good for one’s health.

When the house was being built I had

fixed it so it can be heated by hot air fur

nace in the cellar. There are three chim

neys. They all go down to the cellar foum

dation with concrete footings, also haw

flue linings in them all.

I think the best way to build a home

is to furnish all the material and hire your

labor done by days \\ ork or contract some

parts out as the case may be. It may cost

a little more the first cost, but when you

take into consideration after the building

has been built five years, the first plan is

the best.

I have had some experience in both the

different plans. There is some satisfaction

in knowing that you get what you pay for.

I hope this crude account of some of my

experience in house building may be of

interest to you. I intend to do some more

at the work. It is an education and I like

it. My mountain cottage is known as

Shady Brook Camp, at Lexington, Greene

 

Co. N. Y.. Catskill Mountains. Elevation

3,000 feet from New York City.

The cost of my place is about:

llarn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500.00

House . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,000.00

Ground . . . . . . . . . . .. 500.00

House furniture. . . . 500.00

Total . . . . . . . . . . .$4.500.00
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Paint as a Hygenic Element

W HEREVER there is dampness in

the walls of a building, then de

cay is certain to ensue, sooner or later,

unless the dampness be thoroughly erad

dicated. Dampness may not only cause

decay in the material affected, but also

produce germs that shall spread disease

throughout the house. It is very essen

tial, in order to have a wholesome dwell

ing, that the interior surface of the ceil

ings and walls be thoroughly dry, and

all the woodwork be well seasoned. But

these conditions are not always to be

found in our- modern buildings. Some~

times through negligence, the timber

utilized in a building is not thoroughly

seasoned, and the germs of decay eventu

ally begin to appear.

Paint then may be applied with con—

siderable effect, and prevent much of the

decay which would otherwise happen.

It also acts as an important hygienic

agent in promoting the health of the in

mates of the house.

Cleanliness is a most important point

to observe in connection with health,and

the application of paint to the surface

of any kind of building material may not

only prevent it from decay, but main

tain it in a clean condition which is con

ducive to the general health. It is re

markable the number of little destructive

insects which find their way into the

pores and crevices of wood. These mul

tiply at such an extraordinary rate, that

soon their ravages are manifest in various

portions of the timber, and ultimately

cause them to crumble away into dust.

The component elements of paint, how

ever, form a powerful antidote against

their ravages, for not only does it tend

to their extinction, but fills up the pores

in the timber and prevents others find

ing ingress. The germs which float

about in the vitiated atmosphere of

dwellings are frequently the result of un

cleanliness and lack of proper ventila

tion. When these two causes are re—

moved then not only shall the material

of the building maintain greater durabil

ity, but a more sanitary condition will

pervade the home. There is nothing

which can maintain the plaster, wood and

iron work of a building in a sanitary con

dition, better than the proper application

of good paint or varnish. \Ne may 1e

mark here, by the way, that wall papers

are not so effective in maintaining a

sanitary condition as paint. The germs

may be produced by any dampness which

may exist in the cracks or crevices in

the paper, or where the paper is not

closely attached to the plaster of ceil

ings or walls. There is a practice fre

quently adopted of covering the old paper

with new paper, instead of previously

stripping the existing material. It can

readily be understood that if any germs

have found a lodgment in the 01d paper,

that the covering of them up will not

eradicate them, and that it is essential

from a hygienic point of view, that the

old paper should be stripped, and the

groundwork, whatever it may he, should

be thoroughly cleaned and prepared. But

paint obviates these disadvantages which

frequently arise from papering.

Painting may be more costly, but it is

more durable and effective in producing

the sanitary condition desired.

Of course, there are several important

particulars to be attended to in the proper

application of paint. In the first place

the material to be painted should be care

fully examined, and any flaw or defect

be remedied, and thoroughly prepared

for the reception of the paint. As al

ready indicated, the paint should not be

put on too thick at first, yet of a proper

consistency, and each coat being left to

dry thoroughly, preparatory to the others

being applied.

But we would observe here also that

color has an indirect hygienic influence,

especially as regards the healthy condi—

tion of the eyes. Wherever the eyes are

subjected to colors of too brilliant a hue,

then the optical nerves receive a strain

that is very injurious to the physical sys—

tem, and may ultimately impair the gen

eral health. It is also very remarkable

that certain colors have either an inspir

ing or depressing effect upon the mind,

while others have a soothing and pleas

ing influence. It has been observed that

in asylums for the insane, the effects of

colors have operated in no small degree,

either to the irritation of the mental con

dition of the patients, or to the soothing

of their troubled minds. From this we

naturally deduce, that whatever affects

one part of the physical constitution has
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an influence upon the other members,

either of a beneficial or detrimental char

acter. A proper harmony of colors has

therefore not only an esthetic, but also

indirectly a hygienic element. This leads

us to observe those kinds of colors which

are more suitable for the several apart

ments of a house, according to their

hygienic requirements. For sleeping

apartments it is preferable to have the

ceiling and wall papers of a cheerful, yet

subdued tone of coloring in the pattern,

as the chief object to be desired is that

calm influence which is conducive to

quietude of mind, and in no way a hind

rance to the promotion of sleep. Of

course there are various tastes, yet a

floral pattern with light pink and green

colorings, or light blue, in beautiful

variegated designs, may prove very ap

propriate in meeting the requirements.

Wherever the coloring is top loud or

gaudy in a pattern, then the mind cannot

find that repose which is sought for. when

confined during sickness.

The surroundings, undoubtedly, havea

salutary or detrimental effect upon the

recovery of a patient. For if the mind is

maintained in a quiet and composed con

dition during convalescence. especially in

nervous ailments, the patient has a more

favorable opportunity of regaining

strenth, and ultimately complete recov

ery. Again, each of the apartments of

the home is so constituted to fulfil cer

tain characteristics of its own, and the

coloring must be in most suitable har

mony to meet these requirements. Much

of this branch of the subject would come

up for consideration under “the esthetic

element,” yet some of them, in various

aspects, may be considered in relation

to “the hygienic element” of the home.

Thus we have the very important sub

ject of the “bathroom,” which calls for

the highest authoritative and scientific

knowledge to be brought to bear upon

its proper equipment in every respect.

Of course, the plumber’s work is the

prominent feature of the bathroom, yet

the painter’s work also demands partic—

ular attention to maintain the former in

a thoroughly healthy and sanitary con

dition. It is preferable where the supply

soil, and other pipes are exposed in the

bathroom, that they be painted a suitable

color of durable paint. The germs of

disease are more likely to be generated

here, if there be any leakage or deficiency

in the plumbing fittings, than in any

other apartment. For this reason, it Is

advisable to have the ceiling, walls and

woodwork painted a suitable color, rather

than have the ceiling and walls papered.

They can then be washed down with

soap and water when desired, and so

maintain their freshness, while any dirt

or germs of disease may be prevented

from finding a lodgment there. The

kitchen and scullery are two important

apartments that should have particular

attention given to them, from a hygienic

point of view. For as many cooking

operations and their accessories are con

ducted within their walls, it is very es

sential that the painting of the ceilings,

walls and woodwork, etc., have the at

tention given it, that it will be conducive

to health. There are the influences from

fines, from steam boilers and pans to

counteract, which are not only injurious

to the cooking operations, but also to the

plaster and timber materials of these

apartments. The paint work should be

of a very durable character, and in order

that it may be cleaned with facility, it is

preferable to be finished with one or two

coats of varnish. It is advisable that the

whole of these apartments be painted

and varnished, as paper on ceilings or

walls are apt sometimes to become loos

ened through the influence of steam, and

the dirt arising from smoke gets into the

seams or cracks of the paper, and germs

of disease may be fostered and dis

seminated.

Although the dining room, drawing

room, parlor, sitting rooms, library, and

entrance hall of a house require the con—

sideration of painter’s work, from a

hygienic aspect, yet the artistic tastes

differ so much, that is would be difficult

to lay down hard and fast lines on the

subject to meet all requirements in this

respect. The matter of “taste” in decora—

tiOn comes naturally to be considered un-

der “the esthetic element” in painter's

work.

Paint is also a great preventive from

the intrusion of certain kinds of vermin,

and the smell of paint sometimes is

enough to drive them away. Vermin

thrive best amongst filth and dirt, but

whenever cleaning operations are begun

they are generally extirpated. It is well

known that vermin carry disease, so if

we exterminate them from the house by

the process of painting we are promot

ing a hygienic and sanitary state of af

fairs.
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The Decoration of Ceiling and Walls

  

ARTS AND CRAFTS DECORATION IN HARMONY \VITH FURNISHING AND “'OOD\\'ORK.

The chief requirements in the decora

tion of dwelling places, are restfulness

and comfort. It follows, then, that the

satisfactory room is that which embodies

the qualities most conducive to this end.

And, firstly, as to color, much research

has of recent years been devoted to ex

periments for demonstrating the immense

physical effects of color, and the different

effects produced by different colors and

degrees of light upon all forms of organic

life, from the lowest to the highest; from

the growing plants upward. In the case

of human being the effects produced

mentally exceeds, if anything, the mere

physical effect. It is hardly possible,

therefore, to over-rate the importance of

the color scheme in decoration, as affect

ing the health and happiness of those who

may be exposed to its influence. In gen—

eral the proper mean is attained by that

which is cheerful without being gaudy,

and quiet without being sombre. In the

selection of colors, again, the aspect of

any given room should, of course, be tak

en into account. Ground floor rooms in

narrow streets, where opposite houses

conduce to deaden the light, require

brightening as far as possible: while

rooms in open spaces, particularly in the

country, in general, admit a comparative

ly subdued color scheme. Moreover, in

the latter case, if green be chosen, care

should be taken that it should be nothing

approaching to a vivid aniline that would

clash by juxtapOsition with the rich, but

always harmoniously blended, hues of

surrounding nature.

As to colors and form in ornament, the

balance should be struck between that

which is neither too strange on the one

hand, nor yet dull and commonplace on

the other. Monotony is wearisome and

depressing, while eccentricity or exces

sively violent contrast shocks and star—

tles. That which provides a gentle stimu—

lus to the imagination is agreeable; any

thing beyond this is apt to become an an

noyance. Over-severity has the effect of

repelling, while what is too lavish savors

0f vulgarity and ostentation.

And next as to proportions. In small

rooms, since their tendency is to give a.

sense of cramped and dwarfed space, an

arrangement that shall counteract this

impression and shall increase their ap

parent size, is usually an improvement.

Whereas large rooms, if they be very

vast, are apt to give a sense of vacancy

and loneliness. Therefore (except, in
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deed, where they be intended for public

purposes) they may sometimes be made

to look smaller than they really are, with

out loss, at any rate, if indeed the process

be not rather a positive advantage.

But proportion is not a question of

merely regulating the sub-division of

spaces; it is one also of the correct

amount respectively of ornamented and

plain surfaces that go to make up the

most pleasing sum-total result. This is

a point that does not receive the atten

tion it deserves. The tendency in dec

orating is to err rather on the side of

over-doing than of over-severity. Even

with a limited purse the temptation seems

to be to make the biggest show for one’s

money at the expense of quality, not that

of quantity. But it should be borne in

mind that any object which has its sur

face decorated all over, whether it be a

little box covered with chip carvings, or

a whole room ornamented from floor to

ceiling, is not nearly so telling as if parts

only were embellished and the other part

left plain for contrast. Herein consists

the art of proportion, in determining ex

actly the due relationship between reti

cence and enrichment that shall cause the

.
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latter to be appreciated at its full value.

Costliness and elaboration demand a foil

for their appraisement; without it they

are virtually wasted.

In practice, the natural order is to deal

first with ceilings and walls, with their

applied decorations and fixtures, before

the movable objects of the furniture.

One invariable condition to be observed

of interior wall-surfaces is that they keep

their places as backgrounds for human—

kind, and for the furniture and other ob

jects requisite for human needs.

\Valls, in a word, should never be al

lowed to obtrude themselves into greater

prominence than strictly belongs to

things accessory and subordinate.

The full number of horizontal divisions

that a wall will admit are five—viz., to

enumerate them from the top down—

wards, cornice frieze, filling, dado, and

skirting. Of these the first and last may

be regarded as fairly constant, while of

the remainder it is rather exceptional to

find more than two, the dado having fall

en out of favor for years past. But there

are instances where an effective subdivi

sion may be produced by deepening the

upper band, and thus making a space that
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might, with about equal justice, be de—

scribed as a frieze or as a filling, with a

high dado below. If the proportions of

this particular arrangement are somewhat

unusual, at least, it is one which has the

merit of adding seemingly to the height

of the room. It is, however, in general

._,lz- V
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not a safe plan to run a horizontal divi

sion of the wall space midway between

the floor and the ceiling. It is a device

that is almost certain to diminish the

height of the room without adding any

thing to its attractiveness from the aes—

thetic point of view.

 

 

RESTFUL EFFECT OF PLAIN WALL TREATMENT IN CONNECTION \VITPI \VOOD PANELING.

 

THE UNDECIDED

Sometimes he cuts from magazines

The plans of wondrous bungalows

With pergolas all hid by beans,

Or something else that grows in rows;

And then he talks of building one

In which to hang with pride his hat,

But, ’mid such dreams, the hours run,

And still he rents that ancient flat.

And when he’s just made up his mind,

The bungalorious dream gives away

To plan of quite another kind—

Five acres, chickens, Jerseys, hay,

And all the joys of rural life

Where lambkins frisk on nature’s mat—

But still he’s in the city strife,

And still he rents thatiancient flat.

’Twixt city house and Country place

’Tis thus he hesitates to choose,

Just as a player with the ace

The joy of holding will not lose;

His spirit’s willing. goodness knows,

But seems to strike out at the bat,

And when he’s borne to last repose

’Twill be from out that ancient flat.
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DESIGNS FOR THE HOME BUILDER

 

 

AKING up the regular house designs

this month we have a decided variety

in style of architecture ranging from

the most interesting Swiss design

where pleasing efi‘ect is obtained in the

‘ combination of brick and concrete to

the simple little cottage home.

Design “B 34"

The design under our No. B34 is for a house

which will meet a popular and average require

ment, that of a four-room residence. The re

ception hall and living room with beamed ceil

ings, open up in a very attractive manner. The

dining room is of generous size and leads di

rectly into the kitchen where numerous cup

boards and shelves take the place of the regula—

tion pantry. The house is rather a simple square

one, the exterior iii siding; we would suggest.

the most pleasing effect from making this an all

shingle exterior. The roof is hipped, the most

inexpensive construction to be had and the house

should be built in any locality for a very modest

sum, approximately $3,500. The porch is the

full width of house and has a pleasing overhang.

Full basement under the entire house with pro

vision for the laundry, vegetable cellar, etc.

Deoign "B 35"

Our next home is that of a house, the style of

which is not seen on every street. and follows

in design somewhat on the Swiss chalet plan. It

is not overly fussy following this style of archi

tecture, and we only regret that the photograph

was taken before the grounds were put in order.

The first story is of brick construction, the

brick used being a dark burnt brick. The upper

story is concrete applied over metal lath and the

gables are shingled. A very original design in

many respects.

The floor plan arrangement is most desirable

and interesting. The entrance is made on the

side, opening into a central reception hall, off

from which is a wide opening into the main liv

ing room extending across the entire width of

the house. Leading off from the hall also is a

cozy den.

Full basement with the general equipment for

a house of this character and it is estimated that

it would cost about $8,500.

Deoign "B 3_6"

A pretty little bungalow effect and yet a cot

tage with considerable room in it. Direct en

trance is made from the porch into living room

from which also leads the stairway. The design

has a little touch of English about the details

and again a suggestion of the Swiss chalet. hav

ing the usual front balcony which always goes

with that style. The house is equipped for win

ter occupancy and could probably be built for

the modest sum of $3,400 to $3,600.

Design “B 37"

This cottage design, while a cottage in its ex

terior appearance. is nevertheless quite a spacious

house, as it will be seen on examination of the

plans. The‘ plan is one of peculiar attractive

ness, the magnificent living room being the main

 

~ parlor, and reception hall.

feature of the interior, extending as it does en

tirely across the front. The left hand end is par

tially separated. however, by an unusually wide

columned archway. The effect is practically one

room. The stairway and stair hall is a very

pretty feature in the design. It is partially

screened from the main room and yet fully

enough in view to add to the attractiveness of

the living room.

There are three fine bedrooms on the second

floor with unusually spacious closets coming tin

der the slope of the rafters of the roof.

There is a full basement under the entire house

and a hot water heating system provided. Also

complete laundry and servants' bath in basement.

The finish throughout is intended to be of soft

wood. The exterior of the house is clapboarded

and in the gables, either plaster or shingles can

be used to good effect.

Width, 36 feet, 6 inches; depth, 47 feet, 6 inch

es; height of basement, 7 feet, 6 inches: first

story. 9 feet, 5' inches: second story, 8 feet 3

inches; lowest wall height, second story, 5 feet,

6 inches. Estimated cost, to build, about $3,200.

Design "5 38“

\Vc are certainly progressing with regard to

our ideas of the proper and best looking exter

iors for our American homes. A few years ago

when the “Queen Ann” style was the rage our

design number five would be considered too plain.

It would be looked upon by many as too severe

even to the extent of comparing it unfavorably

with a barn. Today, however, it stands an en

tirely acceptable fulfillment of our highest ideals.

\Ne have tried the complex life with its fastidious

ideas of living and its architecture and found

them wanting. \Ve are therefore going back with

Pastor Wagner to the simple life, with its high

ideals. ideals which find their affinity in simple

things.

This design is very plain so far as embellish

ment in the way of unnecessary mill work is

concerned; even the materials of which it is

composed are of the simplest. The plan is also

in keeping with the simple life, but the propor

tions of this house are such as will excite favor

able comment wherever it may be built. It will

be noticed that the family porch is on the side

having a door near the stair to the living room.

The public entrance is a chapel like shelter

which always extends a sincere welcome to visi

tors. Nothing could be more simple than the

broad dormer on the roof yet it serves the pur

pose admirably and looks well. The large living

room with its broad fireplace occupies over half

of the first floor. The simple stairway is in this

room which serves at once as a 'sitting room,

‘ On the second floor

are three good sized chambers, a bathroom and

two linen closets. The house should cost about

$2.950.

Design “B 39"

The large well designed colonial porch is the

principal attraction to the house. \Vhen the

photo was taken the house was painted a dark

color. It would look better painted plain white

or possibly a light rye straw yellow with white
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Bertrand & Chamberlain, Architects.

A Design Which Meets a Popular Demand

DESIGN “B 34 "
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trim. Light colors always set off the detail to

colonial designs. The porch mentioned is de

signed in the Dorie style, having all the simple

charm of that order of architecture. A unique

feature of the plan is the octagonal reception

room. There is also a book library with a fire

place. It would cost to build this eleven-room

house, about $5,000.

Benign "B 40"

For a prospective home builder who wants a

good sized, plain house of a cottage appearance,

with plenty of room in it, this design will fill all

his requirements. The house is exactly square

but the usual box like appearance of the average

square house has been entirely eliminated by the

clever construction and design of the roof. It is

this roof which gives it its character, to which

the outside brick fireplace chimney is a support

ing element. The front porch is a large one and

may be screened or not as its location requires.

It will of course present a better appearance

without the screens. The lower story is sided

and the upper part is shingled. It is suggested

that this house would look well with an all

shingled exterior in one tone of brown stain

with a green ahingled roof. The floor plan ar

rangement is very good. The parlor has a broad

brick fireplace in it and the dining room a bay

window. Both of them cheerful adjuncts to a

home. This house would cost to-build about

$2.80).
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Kees 8; Colburn, Architects.

Somewhat on the Swiss Chalet Order

DESIGN “B as"
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Knapp & West, Architects.

Pretty Bungalow Effect

DESlGN “B 36”
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The Keith C0., Architects. ‘

An Excellent Cottage Plan for Comer Lot

 

 

 

  

DESIGN “ B 37”
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Journal of Modern Construction Series.

Designed Very Simply and for Economical Construction

DESIGN “B 38"
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William M. Kenyon, Architect.

A Well Balanced House in Semi-Colonial Style

DESIGN “B 39"
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Journal of Modern Construction Series.

A Cozy Cottage Home

DESIGN “B 40"
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FOR THIS FINE HOUSE - ' ~ ' “‘ '4

Including Architect's Plans, Blue Prints and Complete SpecificationsThe above offer is an example of the tremendous saving on material for any

size and style of house, it you buy direct from us. Anyone can take our Free Floorle ofHouse

Book of 44 Complete Plans and figure from our Catalog the exact cost of mate- see r- A

rial for any house there shown. me "angeme'fl

We will furnish all the material needed to build this handsome home complete r—

with porches and art windows. as shown above. for only $619. This includes all

the Millwork and Lumber to build this house. together with correct and easily g was,

understood Plans. Blue Prints and Specifications. See Floor Places in space at the

right. Undoubtedly the greatest house bargain ever offered. Our prices save

you at least half. house like this is easily worth $3,000 when finished. We

carry a tremendous stock and can ship promptly. at lowest prices in America

Direct from World's Largest Building Material Plant

Quality, Safe Delivery and Satisfaction Guaranteed

We sell over a million dollars' worth of building material a ear. We have no

  

  

DL'VLVCDM

"0 llrl‘

  

  

 
 

 

traveling men—sell only for cash. We are the only large sas , door and lumber _ _

concern selling direct to the consumer. Our low prices will save you big money.

We have customers in every locality. Ask any of them about our goods, our

Your local banker “W’DM'

 

methods, our prices, our guarantee. our prompt shipment.

or any bank in Davenport, Iowa, will tell you we are responsible. See our

rating in Dun and Bradstreet. If goods are not satisfactory we guarantee to

refund money and pay freight both ways. You take no risk. Why pay double?

We Undersell Everybody on Guaranteed

Building Material. We Ship Everywhere

No other concern can duplicate our prices. We control our sources of timber

supply and operate the largest building material plant in the world. We ship

direct from our own warehouses and lumberb'ards. All our material is guaran

teed up to the official grades of the Sash & oor Manufacturers‘ Associations.

Our lumber is first air-dried, then put through a scientific drying process.

There is no “come apart" to our work.

Write for Grand FREE CATALOG

of 5,000 Bargains in Materials for

New Buildings or Remodeling Old Houses

Write for this great Free Millwork and Building Material Catalog, which pictures,

describes and puts a bargain price on over 5.000 difierent building material

items. Saves you the huge profits of the retail dealer. Ofiers everything

needed to build, remodel or repair. at an actual saving of 50 to 75 per cent.

"<0 "so"

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

May save 'ou hundreds of dollars. An endless variety of styles. Latest archi- cum,“

tectural i eas. Many illustrations in colors. Tells how to order correctly. """"

Makes everything plain. Gives freight rate to your nearest shipaing point.

A postal brings you this valuable catalog by return mail—FREE. rite now. ' ’

Gordon-Van Tine's Famous Book of Plans FREE! My.

44 Complete Houses, Bungalows, Cottages, Barns

The most popular collection of plans for beautiful, practical homes. Up-to-the-niinute

in style. Correct in every detail. Designed by licensed architects. Don't build until you t i

see these handsome homes. The complete Book of Plans mailed tree on receipt of 10 _ h H c I '

cents to cover cost of packing and postage. Send for ll. “557 Bill“! A vs W" "W ¢ ¢

GORDON-VAN TINE (10., 1434 Case StreetI DAVENPORT, IOWA

RFC C‘A'L) - F'IF‘CL‘ ' P’ Alv

J
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A VERY COMFORTABLE LIVING ROOM WITH INGLENOOK.

 

 

No. 82 “Silent” Parlor Door Hanger
  

“Silent” in name

and in fact.

Pointers:--

Roller Bearings

Wheel has vulcan

ized fibre tread

Flexible hinge

ioint
MIL?! [M I)

Simple in con

struction

Can’t get out of

order

Adjustable

MADE BY

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

STERLING. ILLINOIS
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INTERIORS BEAUTIFUL

A Very Choloo Collection of IZO Intorostlng Rooms

 

 

IQ

  

 

I There is a facination in seeing the inside of other peoples houses, particularly where taste and the

artistic atmosphere prevail. We have examined hundreds of interior views and selected from them

120 of the best, each one of.which has some special feature of interest and merit. A group of modern

Halls, Stairways, Living Rooms, Dens, Fireplaces, Dining Rooms, Bed Rooms. Be sure to order this

book and add to your ideas for interior treatment, style of fireplaces, cozy seats, wall decorations,

mm 81-00- TIIIS 800K wrrn xerru's run one YEAR, $1.75

MAX L. KEITH, Lumber Exch. Bldg., Minneapolis.

 

 

Typical American Homes.
An unexcelled collection of designs for

74 Houses costing $3,000 to $5,000.

70 Houses costing $5,000 and upward.

From a large number of designs I have

selected and put into two volumes what

must be conceded to be the finest lot of

House Plans for medium cost houses to be

found anywhere.

No such collection is possible where the

designs are confined to the work of one archi

tect as there is bound to be a sameness.

These designs are picked from the best

work of some 25 different leading architects

of the country. twc, three or four designs

Fullpage design oithls house on page so. from each and gives you what may readily

be called a "cream" collection. Many ex

amples of the very newest work in all cement exterior, combination brick and cement, frame and

cement and the English hall timbered architecture are shoWn. Price $1.50 per volume

lllher Volume Wlth Keith's For One Year $2.00.

MAX L. KEITH, Lumber Exchange Bldg.,

Mlnneapolls, Minn.
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DECO TION'

I: FURNISHING

Q

 

Cool Treatments

AST month, I had a good deal to

I say about the use of blue in interior

decoration. In this number, I want

I to say something about the employ

ment of green in a room flooded with sun

light. And, right here, I want to enter a

protest against the too prevalent idea that

green is a panacea for every decorative ill.

Some of the most extraordinarily ugly

rooms I have ever seen have been green

rooms, and the average green wall paper or

textile is a nightmare to anyone possessed

of a cultivated color sense. Crude in sun—

shine and cold in shadow is the verdict com

pelled by the larger number of the greens

put upon the market. Some of them might

be tolerable in combination with another

color, but this foil is rarely supplied. The

more green the better seems to be the mot

to of most people.

As I said last month, the rooms in which

the sunlight requires to be tempered by the

color scheme are usually upstairs rooms,

and bedrooms at that. we do well in plan

ning for a satisfactory sleeping room to

have the wall treatment as quiet as possible.

The highly decorated wall, however beauti

ful in itself, is a great trial in case of sick

ness, when a fevered fancy is apt to find

the materials for a nightmare in the repe

tition of the design of the paper. The

painted wall, which is ideal for a bedroom,

is not always practicable. The plain—sur—

faced papers are apt to have a dressed—up

air, which is hardly desirable. A striped

paper affords a compromise.

 

We are all familiar with the papers, usu—

ally of German make, in which the ground

color is toned down and darkened by the

use of a criss-cross of waving lines of black.

The same sort of thing, but with a different

effect, is done in some of the new papers

by a powdering of white dots. A paper

striped in two shades of green, with this

Conducted by Eleanor Allionn Cummino, Decorator—Brooklyn. N. Y.

sprinkling of small white spots has a de

lightfully fresh effect. A plain striped

paper in which as much white has been

added to the original greens would have

looked faded, and washy, and characterless,

in strong sunshine.

What to do with the woodwork depends

very largely on the furniture of the room.

Mahogany is all right with white wood

work, but oak looks unhappy. If the wood

work can be painted a soft dull green, con

siderably darker than the wall paper, the

yellowish brown of the oak may be the key

note of an arrangement of green and brown.

With this in mind, have the floor painted

green also, a darker tone of the woodwork.

and use green rag rugs with touches of

brown and ecru, and here and there a line

of old rose.

I have in mind an art ticking. with _a

ground of light tan color and a design of

soft green leaves and pink lilac (or is it

hydrangea?) which would be charming for

such a room and equally good with birdseye

maple furniture. Have straight curtains,

hanging t0 the floor and drawn well back

at each side of the windows, with a nine

inch valance across the top. Use the cre

tonne also for a bedspread. ruffling the

sides and letting them hang nearly to the

floor, a capital way of disguising the naked

ness of the ordinary wooden bed. Use it

also for cushion covers and table covers

and for the bureau, 0r chitfonier. For these

last you can get a sort of cotton gimp, with

a pointed edge, in a variety of coloriugs,

which is newer and more effective than

fringe. A high screen, to conceal the

washstand, can be covered with the cre

tonne, but it is quite probable that with so

much flowered fabric, a plain denim or bur—

lap one will look better.

Instead of wooden chairs, I would sug

gest reed or wicker, in the natural color,

with loose cushions of cretonne. If the

room is wide enough, have a long utility
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Decoration and Furnishing—Continued

box, covered with cretonne to stand against

the foot of the bed, with two heavily stuffed

pillows standing stiHly against the foot

board.

If a foil to so much pattern seems desir—

able, cover some of the cushions with a sil

very green denim, the sort woven with a

green thread crossed bya white one. Use

it for portieres, if they are needed. One

caution is needed in the use of denim. Do

not expose it to strong sunshine, as it fades

badly. Nor does it fade with dignity, but a

very drabby middle age succeeds its charm

ing youth.

English and American Drawing Room:

In this country, the drawing room is un

usual and where existent apt to be con

sidered somewhat of an affectation. In

England, everyone has one. Not to do so

would be the affectation. The American

drawing room is a highly formal apartment,

furnished in the French style, in light and

delicate colors and distinctly meant for

show. The English drawing room is apt

to be a matter of chintz covers and water

tinted walls.

we all know the native article, but a

description of an English room, done by a

well known decorator, may be of interest.

To begin with, it was long and low, with

windows at either end, a wooden mantel

piece at one side and two heavy beams

crossing the ceiling. These beams were oak

and were left in their natural state, except

that they were darkened slightly with a

mixture of varnish, Berlin black and tur

pentine. The woodwork was painted Van

dyke brown and varnished and the floor was

given two coats of dark olive paint, sized

and finished with an oak varnish.

The walls were divided by a moulding, at

five feet six inches from the floor, the equiv

alent of a plate rail or card rack, and

stained with water stain a very dark pur

ple, almost black. Above this, ceiling and

wall were tinted a pale mauve or heliotrope.

Below this moulding the walls were covered

with a fibre paper in olive green, a cool

shade harmonizing with the frieze. Against

the frieze were hung watercolors in black

and dark oak frames, below the moulding

a variety of Oriental china plates.

The mantel shelf was adorned with a

scarf of mauve linen with embroidered

ends, hanging down eighteen inches. Above
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Ornamental Brick

Last longest—look best—are not too costly.

There's no other kind so good—so pleasing.

Our Sketch Book tells all about them.

Write for it before you build or remodel.

PHILA. Q BOSTON PACE BRICK CO.

I. 0. Be: 8518, Boston. Moll.
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FAB-Bl-KOJIA
( Trade Mark Registered in U. S. Pal. OJ.

and in Pat. 0]. in GI. Britain)

WOVEN WALL COVERINGS

Burlap. Canvas, Krash, Hessian and Art fabrics:

Plain, Kurd. Art, Lustrous. Metallic and Vellum

elects; ofler great variety oi combinations in fabrics

that lan, and colors that are just; easily cleaned,

pcrlectly sanitary.

FREE'IEAUTIFUL BOOKLETS

Send for one. and say abnut what the cost 0! your

house Is. We will send you a book with reproduced

photos otactnaiia‘uric covered, fully decorated and

lumished rooms, with detailed description, alternate

color srhemcs, suggestions as to woodwork. floor

coverings, hangings, upholstery, etc., by John

Ta 10! and John Ednle.

rado Mark-printed on back qury yard of

36-inch 9004);.

II. B. WIGGIII'S SONS 00.,

42 Arch St" lloomllolll, N. J.

FAB-R1~KO-NA Woven Wall Coverings are known

and sold by all first-class Decorators.
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Decoration and Furnishing—Continued

it hung a circular mirror in a mahogany

frame and a collection of miniatures in

black frames. At the windows were

straight curtains hanging to the floor of

cream colored Bolton sheeting with appli

que embroidery of mauve.

For the Bodoide Table

A carafe fitted with a stopple is a much

more sanitary arrangement for water

than the usual pitcher, unless ice water is

necessary to one's comfort. A linen doy—

ley, with a pad of canton flannel and table

oil cloth under it, will protect the table

sufficiently. The best sort of bedroom

candlestick is of enamel, with a very

deep tray to catch the drippings and hold

matches. These cost only a quarter and

can be had in a variety of bright colors.

Mahogany Cnndlooticlts

Candlesticks of mahogany are quite

new. They come singly or in groups,

perfectly plain, on Mission lines. A

group of five, the central one higher than

the others, costs $3.50. Single ones, per

haps a foot in height, are $3.00. They

are intended for the ends of a dull finished

mahogany mantel, or to flank the key

board of an upright piano. The cup to

hold the candle is brass, and prudence

would suggest the use of a glass socket,

below the canlle.

With White Woodwork

When the furnishings 0f the room admit

of the use of white woodwork, one has a

wide choice of cretonnes, with foliage and

pink or yellow flowers on a white ground.

The green floor and rugs are equally suit

able. \\-"ith white enamel furniture a rather

light cretonne is best. If economy need not

be considered, there are beautiful glazed

chintzes, at a dollar and a quarter a yard,

with a pattern of green foliage on a white

ground, which are beautiful and distin

gnished.

When the furniture is mahogany, al

though the green walls are excellent a cre—

tonne of stronger coloring is desirable. For

such use, there is a cotton taffeta, at forty

cents a yard. with a design of hollyhocks

and foliage, in mellow pinks and gray

greens, which is immensely effective. With

a handsome wood like mahogany, the rag

rugs are out of keeping. A carpet rug,

of small-patterned Brussels, in several

shades of green, is a better purchase, cost

 

  

 

 

. Beauty and Strength

stand out prominently in every Morgan Door. Their

beauty il not only in the exquisite grain of selected

woods from which they are made. but in their digni

fied designs which harmonize with any interior

finish or exterior style of architecture.

Morgan Doors
are the most perfect doors manufactured. They are

made of several layers of wood with the grain run

ning crosswise. making shrinking, warping or

swelling impossible and giving them great strength

and they are veneered in all varieties of hard-wood,

birch. plain or quarter-sawed red or white oak.

brown ash, mahogany. etc..——the coloring of each

particular wood being brought out to the highest

degree.

Morgan Doors are correctly designed by experts,

in all styles of architecture—Colonial. Empire. Mis

sion, etc, and you will have none of the disappoint

ments that invariably result from the use of ordin

ary doors if you insist that Morgan Doors are used

in your building.

Write today for our handsome illustrated book

"The Door Beautiful" win} I! s/wus you war:

of the dl‘ldlltd brauty of Morgan Doorland ml:y

they are the only door: you should use in your

building.

Morgan Company

Dept. F, Oshkosh, Wisconsin

Distributed by Morgan Sash 8: Door Co.. Chicago.

Ill. Morgan Company. Oshkosh. Wis. Morgan

'4 Company. Baltimore. Md
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Decorate the Home

FREE

Our large Catalogue of 800 pages showing 8000 de

signs of practically everything in the building line will

be mailed Free to any one sending 20c to cover cost of

mailing.
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\

Write for a Copy of this Large BookINo. lO4-N

Stairs; Grilles, Mantels, Wood

Carpets, Art Glass, Sash

Doors, Blinds, Storm

Sash, Mouldings
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Do Your

Sliding Doors

  

The Round Track
will prevent your sliding doors froni'jainming,

binding or sticking in the ways. It Will prevent

the doors from iuinping the track or getting out

of order. This is what makes the

ALLITH

"Reliable" Parlor Door Hangers

the best on the market. They make the slide

noiseless. are not affected by the sagging or

warping of walls. floors or doors. and can be

adjusted without removing strips or stops. It

you are going to build ii house or remodel your

present one, put in sliding doors and hang them

on Allith's "Reliable" Parlor Door Hangers.

Every Allith Hanger is guaranteed to give

complete satisiaction. Send us your name and

address and the name of your architect, and get

our latest catalog. with prices.etc..iree oicharge.

Allitli Manufacturing Company

2 l [8 West Taylor Street Chicnio, Illinois

  

  

 

Decoration and Furishing— Continued

ing no more than a rag rug of good size.

Or cover the floor entirely with a good mat

ting and have small rugs of green terry

before the bureau and beside the bed.

'I he Necessary Bit of Black

Do not, in all this array of color, forget

the touch of black which gives character to

the whole. It may be a single chair, an

lndia stool or a small table, painted a bright,

not dull, black, or only a pair of wrought

'iron candlesticks with bayberry candles,

but, like a patch on a beautiful check, it

brings out the best points of all its neigh

bors.

New Dress Boxes

The shirt waist box has expanded in

size and improved in proportions and

now we have long, 10w dress boxes, three

feet wide, perhaps twelve inches deep,

with wheel-like castors, and long

enough to permit of a dress being laid

out at full length. The front part of the

cover is hinged, about nine inches from

the back. Some are covered with mat

ting, others are of polished golden oak.

They cost $7.50 and, with a supply of

cushions could be used for a divaii.

\Vhat is known as the utility, portable

closet also shows signs of improvement,

although one may well pause, before ex

pending twenty dollars upon one of them.

However they take to pieces and are

very useful in summer quarters. One of

the newest designs has red burlap panels,

a weathered oak frame and hunting

scenes painted upon wood, inserted in

the tops of the doors. This is for a

man’s room.
 

 

»

Information

SerV1cc.

1] We are constantly receiving

inquiries concerning the build

ing and furnishing of homes, as

well as questions about lighting,

heating, plumbing, water s s

tems, etc. To meet this stea ily

increasing demand for advice

and help we have established an

‘ ‘Intormation Service Dept. " for

readers of this magazine. This of

fice will furnish any information

at its command concerning these

subjects free of cost, and give

the names of persons best able

to supply our readers needs.

Address “Information Service Depart."
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Anstders to Questions

INTERIOR DECORATION I

N. B.—Pleue address letters intended (or answer in this column to Decoration end Furnishing Department. You should

state in your letter the exposure of room. interior finish, height of ceiling and dimensionl.

Answer will be given in next issue to go to press it possible.

Norm—Color schemes for Exterior Painting or Staining furnished to our readers without charge by an expert on this

work. Enclose stamped envelope for reply by mail.

W. A. R.—I would like to take advan

tage of your Decoration Dept.‘and to that

end I enclose a rough sketch of my cot

tage now being built. I would like sug

gestions for wall tints, the wood finish

ing, picture frames, rugs, draperies and

curtains, floors, furniture, etc. I will say

that this is but a mining cam and does

not justify the expenditure of) too large

an amount of money in the home. Fur

ther, I am doing most of the work myself

as labor is so high. Consequently I can—

not attempt any but simple schemes of

decoration.

Ans—The best and simplest finish for

the woodwork is a brown stain for living

and dining rooms. A maple floor is good

in bedroom and bath, and that needs no

stain; finish with either wax or floor var

nish. Paint the kitchen floor and have

a linoleum square in .center space. Paint

woodwork in chamber, kitchen and bath

white. Paint kitchen walls a good, clear

buff, ceiling white. Paint bathroom walls

pale green. Tint chamber walls old pink

with white ceiling. Living room light

ecru, ceiling same; dining room wall old

blue, ceiling same as living room. In

these two rooms use brown weathered

furniture in simple shapes, with some

green wicker in living room. Shaded

green rug in living room, also green

couch. Curtains of corn net. Get two

small Brussels rugs in old pink. darker

than the walls, for chamber, with white

muslin curtains. As to picture frames,

impossible to advise with no knowledge

of the pictures to be framed. “Practical

House Decoration” gives good general

advice on this subject. ,

Mrs. P. B. E.——I want to ask about my

two front rooms, living room and dining

room, which are across front of house.

I have wanted to use a cove moulding

about 4 or 5 inches wide with a finishing

moulding on either side of it about 1%

inches wide—one to extend on ceiling

and one on side wall; the woodwork in

these two rooms is to be weathered oak

with two-toned green paper, white, cream

or lighter green ceiling, and just the dark

moulding finish. I have never seen any

thing like this. Is it practical and artis

tic? Would it look right?

Ans—The coved moulding you de

scribe would be entirely correct and a

handsome finish if the walls are not too

low. Such a moulding should have a

9 ft. 6 in. wall at least. The two-toned

green paper will make the rooms rather

somber. Would prefer tan or putty

color on the walls, with green rugs and

furnishings. I have never seen “bro~

cade” Madras, but should advise a raw

silk in plain green for over draperies, with

the lace curtains.

I. A. B.—We have been buying your

magazine for several years. Have been

interested in practical and artistic home

building. Now we are building a home

and we wish your advise about wall decora

tions. House on bungalow order, shingled.

Outside light cedar stain with cream trim

mings.

Ans—The brown tone of the living room

wall had best be a golden tone; that will

light up well, and this could be carried

into the dining room combined with dull

yellow and deep orange shades above the

plate rail. Repeat either the yellow or

the orange, in silk curtains at the north

windows, and you will get an effect of sun

light, very desirable in that room. The

ceiling in both rooms should be a light yel

low cream. Plain china silk would be

preferable to figured, and you should get it

32 inches wide for 85 cents a yard.

As the bedrooms have the oiled wood—

work it is best to use rather stronger wall

color tones than if done in white. There

are a number of figured blue and white

papers in a rather strong but not too bright

blue that would be a good choice for one

room. The other might be done in a grey

check paper, using a ten inch frieze of wild

roses at the top and carrying the roses into

the curtains and other furnishings.
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Answer. to Quoationo—Contlnuod

M. S.—Will you kindly help me, as you

have so many others, through the columns

of your magazine? We are about to make

alterations in our old homestead and I wish

to get advice as to best way of securing a

In dining room the11 onions whole.

furniture is old English and a heavy wool,

home made rag carpet rug. Hall is narrow,

7x15, faces north. The wood work in all

is grained in light oak, but is to be re—

finished. Would white enamel for the wood

work, with dark doors—walnut—be advis—

able? The spindles of the hall stair are

now of that wood. The white marble

mantel is to be replaced—what would be

the best substitute? Living room furnished

in mahogany. What would be the best

color scheme for the walls of the three

rooms? I hope I am not immodest in ask

ing so many questions, but perhaps the

answers will be of help to others, beside

myself—this thought gives me the courage

to write them

Ans—WVe take great pleasure in answer

ing your inquiries and your questions are

not at all burdensome. we are very glad

to be of service to so appreciative a sub

scriber.

Your choice of white paint for refinishing

the grained woodwork is a good one, and

in the hall and dining room, doors of black

walnut would be in keeping with the style

of the house, and really give it more dis—

tinction than if you modernize it completely.

Preserve this old time atmosphere, while

you make your improvements. The marble

mantel, for instance, if good style, simple

in outline. why not let it remain? The

finish in living room we would advise to

be all white; if a new mantel is put in it

may be either white, painted like wood

work or a dark mahogany finish to match

the mahogany furniture. The best choice

for the northeast living room which seems

to have little light, would be a warm pretty

grey, one of the papers where the design

is almost invisible at a little distance. With

this background, your dark mahogany will

show up well, and you should emphasize

the green of the rug in as many ways as

possible with hangings, cushions and fur

nishings, paying no attention to the wood

browns of rug. The narrow north hall

should have a red ground paper with white

colonial wreaths scattered over it. The

South dining room, in old blue.

H. ]. D.—\\’ill you kindly give me a

little advice as to the color I should make

colonial columns between parlor, which is

in white and 16x13, and the living room,

which is in oak and 25x13. The living

room will have a large stone or brick fire

place. The decorations and hangings

will be in old red; opening to the south

from living room is sun parlor, 14x14, in

white and green; to the east of living

room the dining room. is oak-beamed

ceiling; the decorating we thought would

be probably some good shade of brown

and old blue. The hall finish has not

been decided upon, but probably in white

with mahogany trim; sliding plate glass

doors between dining room and hall, and

living room and hall, and parlor and hall.

Ans—The columns should be white

like the parlor woodwork; it is unfortu—

nate, however, that the woodwork in

these rooms is not the same. In the hall,

the hand-rail of the staircase may be ma

hogany, also the doors if preferred, and

the outer doors should be mahogany.

The oak woodwork in the dining room

may be stained English oak. As this

room has a north and east exposure, a

decorative scheme in dull yellows or

pomegranate red would be preferable to

old blue. As the great living room with

its south, west and east exposures has

much sunlight, red is not a good choice

for the wall decoration, but the hangings

and furnishings may be in old red with

a wall of soft, pretty gray.

There are now many beautiful wall

papers in different shades and designs in

this gray wall decoration, which forms a

fine background for furnishings in either

old red, deep rich blue or green. As the

division between parlor and living room

is so slight, merely indicated by the col—

umns. the wall color should be the same

in both rooms, tho 3. handsomer paper in

the same tones of gray may be used on

the parlor wall. \Ve should prefer to

keep the parlor in silvery gray and lacy

white rather than any color, confining the

red to the living room. A Colonial red

and white wall paper in the hall, and rich

red rug and stair carpet would complete

a very beautiful and harmonious interior.
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Ind Bung flows-artistic, fire-prool,

inexpensive. U s e Rib-Lath for

exterior walls and interior partitions,

and Hy-rib Sheathing for light, fire

proof cement root's, wall siding and

solid partitions without studs. Sample

and Illustrated Booklet on request.

Reinforced Concrete as applied to any

term of construction work is described

In "Trussed Concrete Illustrated"—wtite

lot copy.

Trussed Concrete Steel Co.

52 Trnsed Concrete Bldg" Del-roll, lleh.
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cost of keeping _

your house warm in

winter—NEPONSET I

BUILDING PAPER makes every ton of

your coal last longer because it keeps the heat

inside and shuts out cold and dampness. No drafts

can get through the walls—heat cannot escape. You

will easily save a large part ofyour fuel bill if NEPQN

SET is used in your house—some have saved one third.

NWQNSE
BUILDING PAPER

Keeps HousesWarm
It is strong, thick and durable.

No matter what you are building—a

residence, stable, poultry-house, or a

barn, you should know about NEPON

SET BUIIDING PAPER. FLORIAN

SOUND-DEADENING FELT or PAR

OID. the money-back roofing.

IV: have at least an! baakyau need.

Writefor it today.

OUR FREE BOOK

“COMFORTABLE HOMES"

Shows a score or more attractive,

comfortable homes that In

sheathedwlth NEPONSET. If

you are planning to build a

house, you should have this

book. It is free. Writefflit

now. Address Dept-M

_ F. W. BIRD & SON

Tstablished r8r7)

EastWalpole,Maes.

and Hamilton, Ont.

  

 

 
 

Central’s Mantels

In Your Home

will be a constant source of satisfaction—STYLE—

QUALITY—and WORKMANSHIP the BEST.

  

We Save

Direct You to

From 50 per

Factory cent on

to You Your

Purchase

The above is one of many designs shown in our 108

page_book which is the finest, most complete and ex

penstve MANTEL catalog ever issued. Catalog sent

free on request to Carpenters, Builders or anyone

building a home.

CENTRAL MANTEL CO"

No. 1227 Olive Street, St. Louis, U. 8. A,

“REPUTATION AND QUALITY COUNT"
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ATTENTION T0 DETAILS

Will

INSURE COMFORT

in Your Home.

See that your doors are hung with

STANLEY’S

Bail-Bearing Hinges
 

 

No creaking of doors

No need of oiling

No sagging

ARTISTIC BOOKLET FREE

THE STANLEY WORKS

Dept. T, NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
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After the Holidays

HE Christmas season, with its hurry

l and bustle over, the children back

in school, one settles down to the

real, uninterrupted work of the

year. From now on, until the lengthening

days of June bring vacations and the plans

for the summer outing, there are no sensi

ble breaks in the routine of most of us.

It is well, in these first quiet days, to

take account of stock. Not materially.

The fall housecleaning has brought to us a

realizing sense of the extent of our belong

ings. Happy we, if we have managed to

lighten our burdens by disposing of some

of them. Rather the serious inquiry,

“What am I doing and is it worth while P”

It is a very exceptional woman who can

persuade herself of the absolute necessity

of every detail of her complicated routine.

It is a more exceptional one whose daily

schedule of duties has been reduced to its

lowest point, so as to leave leisure for the

things that really count, books, and friend

ship, and intelligent companionship with

her husband and children.

Part of the trouble, of course, lies in the

adoption of a false standard, in the lack of

the courage to say frankly, “This or that is

not worth to me the trouble it costs me.”

Given this sort of courage, how many small

scoial interests, neither pleasurable nor

profitable, would drop out of people's lives,

and how agreeably the void might be filled.

Another difficulty is a false idea of duty.

Altruism is a fine thing in its way, and

could not be spared from the scheme of the

universe, but most women need a develop—

ment of enlightened selfishness. In the

long run it is not selfishness at all, but self

preservation for the sake of others. Time

taken every day for rest, for the enjoyment

of some special interest, if it be only the

doing of a bit of fancy work, for regular

out-door exercise, all these things redound

to the benefit of the family far more than

to one’s own. Quivering nerves and tired

muscles have a provoking way of reacting

upon the tempers of other people not con

ducive to domestic calm.

Whatever the individual circumstances

may be, let the New Year find each of us

intent upon making life, hard enough at

best, a little easier for herself and inciden—

tally for others. And let us be very sure

that the way to the goal lies along the line

of retrenchment rather than amplification,

of simplicity rather than complexity.

The Small Kitchen

Many of our readers are engaged in the

pleasant occupation of planning for houses

to be built in the near future, if not al—

ready under way. Almost all of these

plans embrace a kitchen of generous size.

One has to have summered and wintered

with a small kitchen to realize its advan

tages over the large one. It may seem a

trifle to walk across a fifteen-foot kitchen,

from ironing table to range, but when it

must be done forty times in the course of

the morning. the addition to the labor of

ironing is considerable. When, as often

happens. a pantry is annexed to the kitchen,

in which all the food supplies and utensils

are kept, the amount of traveling is per

ceptibly increased. Every step means so

much waste of tissue.

The tiny kitchen which one gets in city'

apartments has its disadvantages. It is apt

to be cluttered, and having the refrigerator

in close proximity to the kitchen range

wastes the ice, but in the long run it saves

a great deal of time and strength. Admit

that it is intolerable on washing days, and

devote the space saved from the general

area to a special room for laundry work,
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Household Economics—Continued

adjoining the kitchen, and you will have

the advantages of the large room combined

with those of the tiny one.

Nor need the tiny kitchen be cluttered.

If one can afford a kitchen cabinet, all the

necessary supplies and many of the utensils

can be kept out of sight and easily acces

sible. The initial cost of one of these cab—

inets is considerable, often prohibitive, but

there are makeshifts.

One of the best of these is a washstand

with drawers. The best sort for the pur

pose has two drawers running the entire

width, two smaller ones and a closet, at

one side. The closet will hold pans, screw

hooks attached to the ends of the stand the

saucepans, and the small drawers the sup

ply of dishtowels in everyday use. One of

the long drawers can be devoted to cut

lery, the other to spices and the like.

Then screw to the top of the stand, let

ting it project at the back, a large-sized

moulding board. Have the old casters

taken off and supply their places with others

moving so easily that only a touch is nec—

essary to start the whole thing across the

floor. Provide a cover of white oilcloth to

protect the moulding board, when it is not

in use. You will find a washstand of this

sort, for a trifle, in almost any secondhand

shop. It pays to work oFf the varnish and

to give the bare wood two or three coats of

boiled linseed oil, well rubbed in, as var—

nished surfaces in a kitchen are very apt to

turn white.

A Hanging Cabinet for the Kitchen

A convenient hanging closet for the

small kitchen can be made from a grocer's

packing box. For a small one use a box in

which condensed milk is packed; for a

larger one a tomato case. There is a choice

in the finish of these boxes and some of

them are quite smooth. If not, a little

planing and sandpapering will improve

them. Use the width of the box for the

height of the cabinet and fasten a cleat

midway of each end, to hold a shelf which

can usually be gotten out of the box cover.

Paint or enamel the cabinet and supply the

front with a brass rod and brackets and a

washable curtain. Such a cabinet can

stand on the refrigerator, if it is of the

sort which opens at the front, or it may be

suspended against the wall and will hold

a great variety of small things. A shal

lower box fitted with shelves, and enameled

white, is useful in the bathroom, for medi

cines. Either is quite within the skill of

the small boy of the family, if he can handle

tools at all, and the cost is practically noth

ing.

The Kitchen Sink

A very eminent physician once said,

“If I am called in to a case of diphtheria

the first thing I look at is the kitchen

sink.” The dangers arising from a badly

kept sink cannot be exaggerated, nor can

any degree of care in avoiding them be

considered extreme. The waste pipe

from a kitchen sink should have boiling
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Household Economics—Contlnuea'

water and ammonia or washing soda

poured down it each day. At least once

a week it should be treated to a dose of

some good disinfectant such as chloride

of lime.

This old standby is very inexpensive

and quite as good as many of the modern

high priced articles. Put a large teacup

ful of chloride of lime into two quarts of

water.

Moth Protection

In packing away the winter woolens,

nothing is any more serviceable than

common fine cut tobacco, the cheaper

the better. It goes without saying that

garments should be thoroughly brushed

and aired, before folding away, and it is
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well to separate the more valuable arti

cles from the others, so as to take extra

precautions. As far as furs are con

cerned, it certainly pays in peace of mind

to send them to cold storage. Under

flannels will do very well if folded away

clean in drawers, with a sprinkling of

English lavender flowers. All the rest of

the winter garments will maintain their

integrity if plentifully treated with

tobacco. A thorough airing in early

autumn will dispose of the odor com

pletely.

Some vanity and vexation of spirit is

saved by remembering that moths never

attack silk or cotton. It seems as if

everyone must know this, but camphor

chests are often encumbered with silk

gowns and cotton blankets. This does

not apply to the popular rag rugs which,

ostensibly cotton, often have enough

woolen rags introduced to make a feast

for the moths. On the other hand, many

of the draperies which have a semblance

of wool are either linen, cotton or jute.

An Economical Way of Getting

Firewood

The economist is acquainted with a fam

iliy, living in the city, which never buys

kindling wood. Instead of patronizing the

woodyard, these people buy packing boxes

of the grocer, paying three or four cents

apiece. To take them to pieces and saw

the boards into short lengths is a trifling

matter. So is knocking up the lengths

with a hatchet. Here, too, is a suggestion

for the boys of the family.
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Twelfth Night

' HE typical holiday of January is

I Twelfth Night, the medieval name

for the feast of the Epiphany,

which, rather than the Octave, is

supposed to close the Christmas season.

New Year’s Day, once so important in the

Middle States. has fallen into disuse, at

least among that part of the community

which pretends to smartness. If celebrated

at all. it is more apt to be in a very informal

way than by any special festivity.

Twelfth Night affords an opportunity for

an aFfair in costume. As it was celebrated

on the continent pretty well up to the be

ginning of the nineteenth century, indeed

still is among the peasantry, in some places,

costumes may have a wide range. The day

may serve as a peg to hang a minuet or a

peasant dance upon. A good deal should

be made of the supper. One of the guests

should be chosen as king of the revels and

there are many quaint customs connected

with the day, which are detailed in the

Book of Days and similar works. A large

cake, of which everyone has a slice, is an

inseparable feature from the proper celebra

tion of the day, a ring being inserted before

the cake is baked. \Vhoever gets the ring

will be married within the year.

The Twelfth Night Cake

Once upon a time everyone made a con

siderable quantity of rich fruit cake for

the holiday season. Now we are wiser, or

more dyspeptic. At any rate we seldom

tempt providence with anything of the

sort. The old fashioned fruit cake was

black with spice, perhaps the reason why it

was so indigestible. A very good cake in

 

 

deed, but not so deadly, can be made in this

way: A large cup of butter thoroughly

creamed, then creamed with two cups of

brown sugar. Add four eggs and beat all

together hard, with an egg whip, or Dover

beater. Add a cup of milk. or hot water,

and beat hard again. Then four small cups

of prepared flour and beat till perfectly

smooth. Flavor with vanilla and stir in

enough unsweetened cocoa, 0r scraped

chocolate, to give the mixture a dark color.

Chop a pound of seeded raisins enough to

divide each raisin into two or three pieces.

Add to them a quarter of a pound of shaved

citron, a pound of mixed lemon and orange

peel, shaved. and a pound of cleaned cur

rants, rub the whole in flour and add them

to the batter. Bake in a round loaf, in a

moderate oven, at a perfectly even heat, for

about two hours. The next day cover the

cake with a thick icing and, when the icing

is quite hard, wrap it in waxed paper. For

a very large cake, double the rule and allow

a longer time for the baking. If it is to be

kept more than a week, increase the quan

tity of butter. The texture of the cake

depends very much upon the care used in

creaming the butter and in mixing the

creamed butter and sugar together. Cake

is one of the things in which nothing takes

the place of elbow grease.

A Layer of Almond Paste

Almond paste can be bought at a shop

where they sell confectioner’s supplies. A

layer of almond paste always forms a part

of an English wedding cake. Cut the loaf

of fruit cake in half, laterally, join the two

layers with one of the paste and ice over

the whole. A substitute for almond paste
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can be made by stirring crushed macca—

roons into boiled icing.

The Juvenile Waitress

Just how to make the busy school girl

take her share of the work, in the maidless

household, is a good deal of a problem. In

this strenuous age, all school girls are hur

ried, if not actually over-worked, as is too

often the case. Much dish-washing or bed

making is out of the question, except at

night, and who wants beds left airing till

evening, or would keep the child from her

lessons after dinner? Waiting on the table

remains and is more of a relief to the head

of the family than something requiring

more muscular exertion. It is such a com

fort to sit back in one’s chair while younger

hands clear the table and bring on the des

sert. With a little pains a ten or twelve

year-old girl can be trained to wait upon

the table quietly and quickly. I remember

to have heard of a violet luncheon, of a

good many covers, where all the waiting

was done by the two young daughters of

the house, in white frocks, with violet

sashes and hair-ribbons. But do not put

an apron on your little daughter, when she

waits at table. That is to take all the

charm out of the pleasant service and make

her just a substitute maid.

A Rose of a Hundred Leaves

For children’s parties, there is a substi

tute for the Jack Horner pie, which has

had its day. This is an enormous rose,

fashioned from crepe paper, with as many

petals as there are guests. It is perhaps

two feet across, of any color which fits in

with the decorations, and rests upon a wire

easel. Hidden within each of the much

curled petals is a gift, with a ribbon, green,

red, or pink, as the color of the petals may

be, attached to it. The ribbons may be

numbered, or the children may draw lots

for the choice.

These roses, with the gifts, are sold for

about eight dollars and a half, but could

be gotten up by any one skillful in manip

ulating paper for very much less.

When the gifts provided are too large to

be hidden in the leaves, they can be piled

upon a table, prettily wrapped, each pack

age numbered, a corresponding number at

tached to the hidden end of each ribbon.

Each child draws, then presents his num

bered ticket to be exchanged for a gift.

Economical Plate Doylies

Table cloths have a way of wearing so

unevenly that some parts are quite good

while the corners and the folded sections

are badly frayed. If the linen is sufficiently

heavy, these unworn parts can be trans

formed into very goodlooking doylies, to

be uSed on the bare table. Transfer pat—

terns can be had which only require the

application of a warm iron to stamp the

pattern of a prettily waved edge, which

can be buttonholed with mercerized cotton,

supplemented by an inner row of long and

short stitches, making a pretty and durable

edge with very little work. If half an inch

of the damask is left beyond the work, it

can be neatly hemmed, and the edge will

never fray. A monogram worked in the

quaint up-and—down fashion, popular for

marking silver, adds much to the effect.

Individual Orange and Apple Dishes

Among individual dishes are those for

oranges and apples. The orange dish is a

rather deep bowl, with a plate to match.

For baked apples are a similar dish and

plate, but the dish is larger to allow room

for the cream, which most people like to

eat with apples. Such pieces are nice to

give to an invalid. Sometimes a small

cream pitcher accompanies the bowl and

plate.

Japanese Bowls for Cereals

Search on the shelves of an Oriental shop

is sure to discover a variety of pretty bowls,

at very moderate prices, just the thing for

porridge. or uncooked cereals, or for soup

for the children’s luncheon. With or with
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out plates to match, they make a pleasant

variety in the table furniture. They are

also useful for a thin pudding, such as cus

tard, rice or junket.

Chiffontide Salads

This is a term applied to any sort of a

salad in which the ingredients are shredded

fine. It is a good method to use in win

ter when lettuce is scarce and dear. The

greater part of the outside leaves of a head

can be used. The shredding may be done

with a silver fork, but no one will be much

the wiser if scissors are used. A chiffonade

bed with slices of hard boiled eggs ranged

upon it is a good winter salad. Another

chiflonade has balls of equal parts of Neuf

chatel and Roquefort rubbed to a paste.

Still another has slices of beets cut in fancy

shapes arranged upon the lettuce and cov

ered with mayonnaise.

A Japanese Menu

A Japanese supper is a pretty ending to

a card party, served on bare tables. with

a tiny fir tree in the centre of each in a

.Japanese pot. Rice paper napkins should

be laid at each place and the names of

the guests and the menu be written on

little fans. All the dishes, of course,

would be Japanese. Hot bouillon should

have rice in it. A course of birds should

have rice croquettes accompanying it,

the salad shouldbe of mixed fruits with

mayonnaise, and the ice a cherry one,

served with crystallized ginger. At the

end of the meal, serve tea in dainty cups,

which the guests may take away with

them. If the weather is warm enough

to have the function on the piazza, it may

be decorated with lanterns and um

brellas, at no great expense.

Home-Made Candy Boxes

Pretty candy boxes imitate a valise,

in form. Box and lid are cut in one piece,

from the orange brown Aristo mounting

paper, sold by photograph supply places.

The cover has a flap-like extension, com— -

ing over the front of the box. Other exten

sions to the front and back sections al

low the box to be pasted together.

Double slits, in the top and bottom, have

a ribbon passed through them, which is

tied in a bow, when the box is filled. A

pasteboard box, fitting exactly, is slipped

inside to hold the candy. The same sort

of a box may be made of white water

color paper, painted more or less elabo

rately. Naturally, one would not manu—

facture such boxes in quantities, but

they are charming for a few cakes or

candies, for some special friend.
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Finishing Woodwork

N ATURAL wood effects are some

times so beautiful that any attempt

to treat them with stains results only in

spoiling them. To this class belong most

of our hard woods, which need simply a

surface treatment with oil, wax or var

nish to bring out their natural grain and

color, and a few of our softer woods

which have unusual qualities when care

fully polished. But the increasing scarc

ity of hard woods for building purposes

makes it important that the use of stains

should be made a study in treating the

common woods that are now used exten

sively for the interior trim in our homes.

Owing to the greater beauty of coloring

and durability of hard woods, we natural—

ly prefer them for finishing off the inte

rior, but when this means an added cost

of several hundred dollars it is not al

ways possible to gratify our desires in

this respect.

Stains were formerly employed entirely

for imitating the more expensive hard

woods, and their use was discredited by

first-class architects as a sham. Common

whitewood and white pine then masquer—

aded under the guise of walnut, oak,

cherry, rosewood or mahogany. To

make the practice more reprehensible the

durability of the stains was so slight that

after a few months or a year the wood

turned a dark, muddy color and in time

lost all resemblance to any natural ef

fects. Conditions of the trade have nec—

essitated new treatments of woods, and

with the problem facing them of using

soft woods for interior finish when they

much preferred hard woods, architects

have had to seriously consider the em

ployment of stains on a wide range of

subjects. Staining has therefore in the

last few years reached almost the dignity

of an art.

Many Imitation:

Great ingenuity has been displayed in

producing oil and pigment stains to imi

tate colors that would harmonize with

the rich burlaps, denims and wall fabrics

of the modern schools of art. We have

such stains as forest green, Flemish oak,

golden oak, Mission oak, sealing wax red

.41 Ld‘plinters and Jbavings

and tobacco brown. These stains can be

employed with great effect in harmoniz

ing the interior woodwork with all the

rich colors of modern furnishings. Some

of the stains thus developed posses intrin

sic value, and they are carried deep

enough into the wood to produce perma~

nent effects. But it is difficult sometimes

for one to distinguish between the spur

ious and the genuine unless a comprehen

sive knowledge is had of stains in general.

The oil and pigment stains are but sur

face applications of ingredients, and they

do not improve the wood, and their dur—

ability is very uncertain. They do not as

a rule preserve the natural tone of the

wood, but produce cloudy effects where

the wood is marred and long after the

stains are applied the surface of the wood

underneath continues to darken. One

may then secure a desired effect in colors

with this class of stains, but only to find

the tone gradually changing to a darker

hue. There is nothing so unsatisfactory

as this, and the whole work is practically

nullified. These stains are very easy of

application, and for unimportant work

they answer their purpose. They are

naturally much used for touching up

fui'niture or improving old woodwork,

but they are hardly suitable for careful

and artistic finish of new wood.

The water and spirit or alcohol stains

in the hand of an expert produce astound

ing results, and they are responsible for

the more general use of light and soft

woods for interior finish. They have

their disadvantages, but these can be

overcome. They are not so easily ap—

plied, and on certain woods, such as

white pine, whitewood, cypress and other

spongy woods, they can never be used

with good effect. They do not produce

even colors on these woods, and a really

artistic finish cannot be obtained. But

on oak, cherry, ash, mahogany and simi

lar hard woods, they yield results of a

most brilliant nature. Even then the

work of applying them is not so simple

and easy as the oil and pigment stains.

They tend to raise the grain of the wood

1nd to offset this the surface must be

carefully sandpapered before any varnish

is applied. Sometimes a very small ad

dition of castor oil or glycerine will pre
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vent the stains from raising the grain,

but too much of the oil will leave a

greasy effect on the surface. This will

prevent the varnish from adhering, and

the work will prove a decided failure.

The clearer tones of these stains are very

durable, for they penetrate deep into the

fiber of the wood. But some of them

are much better than others, especially

those obtained from the roots or bark of

sandalwood, logwood, tobacco, dragon’s

blood and campeachy. Those made from

analine colors and dyes are not so per—

manent.

Mortar for Wall Planter-ing

Among the improvements in building

methods and materials it is strange that

so important a factor in the construction

of a building as plastering should have

stood still so many years. For some

years past, however, the common mortar

in ordinary use has not been standing

still, but has, on the contrary, been grow

ing worse and worse each year. One

reason for poor mortar is carelessness in

making up and seasoning, but the chief

cause is the use of lime made from lime

stone, which is very hot, and even with

the greatest care refuses to slack evenly,

says the National Builder. This heating

quality causes the disagreeable effect

known as “pitting out.” The tiny lumps

of lime in the plaster, which refuses to

slack, before being applied to the wall,

swell as they come in contact with the

air, burst and fall off; so that many a job

of plastering which seemed at the time

of finishing to be a first-class piece of

work, has looked after a few weeks as

though it had been afilicted with the

smallpox. Lime made from shells is

much cooler and therefore better for

the manufacture of plaster than that

made from limestone.
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Plumbing Specification.

Function of Specifications—Plumbing

plans show only the quantity, extent and

lay-out of the work, but give no indica

tion as to the character of the goods to

be used or the quality or make of the

fixtures; consequently a description or

specification must accompany the plans

to make clear the requirements not shown

or indicated. For instance, where wa

ter-closets are shown on plans, in the

absence of an express description of what

kind of closet_is to be used, any fixture,

from the cheapest hopper to the most

expensive siphon jet, would comply with

the requirements.

By referring to the following specifica—

tions, which were prepared to accom

pany the plans, all these points are made

clear, and by studying the layout on the

plans, carefully, in connection with the

specifications, it will be found that there

is no question which can arise regarding

the system of drain pipes or water sup

ply that is not answered in the specifica~

tions. That is the crucial test in speci

fication writing. If there is any uncer—

tainty as to what material will be re

quired to install the plumbing system, or

any doubt as to the quality of materials

or method of installing the work, some

thing is lacking either on the drawings

or in the specifications, and the lay-out

should be studied until the lacking ele

ment is discovered and incorporated

where it belongs.

The layout of pipes in the bathroom

shows unmistakably the two-pipe system

of plumbing with siphon traps, and indi

cates in what manner the several pipes

are to be run; also, their several sizes.

There is nothing on the drawings to show

what weight of lead pipe will be used.

how the joints shall be made and how

the closets and slop sinks will be con

nected to the drainage system. These

several points, however, are fully covered

in the specifications, so that, so far as

the drainage system is concerned, there

is nothing which an estimator or con

tractor cannot learn by a reference to the

plans and specifications, and nothing is

left to be done “according to the direc

tion of the architect,” a provision which

cannot intelligently be estimated on.
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A Concrete Ice House

OUBLE walls, which are such a requi

site in an up—to-date ice house, can be

easily made with cement. The appro—

priate mixture for such a house, says Car

pentry and Building, is one part cement to

two parts clean sand and four parts of small

broken stone. The excavation should be

carried 5 feet below the surface and 16

inches should be allowed for the walls. A

layer of broken stone, followed by one of

coarse sand, well pounded down, should

form the floor, and Over this a good mixture

of concrete should be spread.

The walls are formed by making boxes

for every foot-section with boards. The

walls should be 2 inches thick with a 10 inch

space between. A layer of galvanized iron

fiat strips should bind the inner and outer

wall together every other foot-section up.

The ends of the bonds should be turned in

to give greater strength. After each sec

tion has hardened the forms can be removed

and used for the section above. If the bot

tom and tOp of the walls are filled in solid

with cement the air space will have no out—

let for the air to circulate. The roof is

made of wood and should be slanting to

shed the rain, the eaves projecting a foot

beyond the walls. The roof should be dou

ble, like the walls.

In all ice house construction the cardinal

principles of its purpose should be kept well

in mind. The first consideration is that the

ice must be protected from the outside air.

If a current of outside air comes in contact

with the ice it will quickly melt it, and any

type of house which permits this will not

answer the purpose. Another point that

may be frequently overlooked is the need

of perfect drainage. Some of the ice will

melt, and as a consequence the water accu—

mulates at the bottom. Ice standing in wa

ter will quickly melt, no matter how well

the inside is protected from outside air cur

rents. The cement bottom of the ice house

must, therefore, be able to carry away the

moisture. If a cement bottom is used it

must slope toward one side or in the middle,

where a drain pipe is installed. Care must

be taken in selecting the site to see that this

drainage can be carried away. If the soil

is thick it may be necessary to lay a soil

pipe to conduct the water away from the

foundations. Good drainage can be had in

thick soil by digging a hole in the middle or
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corner of the foundations and sinking an

old barrel. The barrel is then filled with

loose stone and the drainage carried into

this.

It is more important to have the bottom

of the ice house amply protected from out

side air than the top. The ice in the bottom

of the house must be used last, and for this

reason it needs the most protection. It is

posible to make an ice house too tight—that

is, under the roof it may be so tight that

there is no circulation of air. The result

of this is that moisture collects inside and

causes loss. The roof is simply to protect

the house from rain and sun. Underneath

it there should be good air ventilation. This

will absorb the moisture and cary off foul

air. VentilatiOn in the roof should be pro

vided so that it can be increased or de—

creased to suit the conditions of the weather

and ice. \IVhen the interior is clamp it is a

sign that there is not sufficient roof ventila

tion.

tion, and if this can be obtained the ice will

keep indefinitely.
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Colonial, Craftsman, Mission,and every historic

period, or we will make to your special order.

All woods, all finishes. Prices $10 to $250.

Don’t think of buying a mantel without

seeing the many beautiful and unique designs

in our splendid 100-page catalogue. Sent free

on request so write for it today.

We also set and furnish all kinds of tile

and mosaic work.

Chas. F. Lorenzen & Co.

304 N-Ashland Ave., Chicago

  

 

  

LORENZEN

PAYS THE

FREIGHT

  

 

  

 

 

iUntll we learn to make it better, we shall Insist that i

“ALBERENE”

00"o

n.-m.~».-~me~....__.n.»¢~.o»¢  

II Pon'u'veiy the BEST Laundry Tray that can be

Produced.

ALBERENE STONE COMPANY,

- New York. Chicago. Bolton.

 

Mo““0M.»~.~...

we  

 
 

BUILD A HOME

Send $l.00 Ior our portfolio oi blue

prlntod plans and our book “The Plan"

ning and Building oi Model Homes," just

published, neatly bound, 6x9, iinely ll

lustraled on heavy paper, Collages,

Bungalows and Country Houses. Ex

plains relation oi architect, owner and

builder. and proper charges.

Architectural Publishing Society

Dept. B. Box 404. Hartford,Conn.

 

  

 

 

Do

You

Want

The

Best?

We make a

4, .

_4 Specialty ol

  

.p-r

Hot Air, Combination, Hot Water

HEATING
Space here is too valuable to tell you why. Write on for

catalogue. We have cheaper luruaceo if you desire them.

——T H E—

PRINCE ROYAL FURNACE

ll particularly luited for reeidenceo.

MANUFACTURED av

HART & CROUSE CO" Utlca, N. Y.

80 Lake St., CHICAGO. 41“ St. & Pork Ave., N. V.

son) or

SAXTON HEATING CO.

405 Sixth Avenue South MINNEAPHLIS. MINN.
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HARDUFWUUD M

f$>>

      

scoting in any part of the U. S

No. Ill 3. fiilh Sl.

 

ANTELS

ARTISTIC DESIGN

Tell us your re

quirements and we

will forward large

catalogue con

taining designs

which will appeal

to you most. Send

postage 7 cents to

cover cost of liiflil~

ing.

'1‘ h e Heitiand

Grates a re buili

for service: No.51

will heat an entire

residence. D e s »

criptive circular

Free at request

Write today.

We pay freight

and ship subject

to approval.

Special induce

m e n t s offered

Architects a n d

Contractors. Send

y o u r business

card.

Contracts taken for Tile Floors and Waiti

lltllllNll Million 00.,

Quincy, Illinois, ll. 8. A.

 

 

 

 

Gain Comfort, Secure

Economize Heating

look bright and warms More than

011G room.

The Jackson

does all these things. and

More. it draws in fresh air

ironi outside, warm! 1! by cir

culating it around the fire in a

warming chamber and then

pours it out into the room thru

the register over the arch, hut anally u a tunnel

Ion. it warms several connecting rooms. or

other rooms upstairs, lurnllhln four times the

heat from the some fuel. The st healing in'

remnant to: a cheer-loving home. Any mqmn

unset it up from our null-to Illll lurniallel

Free. Beats the house in Fail or Spring as well

as a furnace with About half the loci.

In! lar I'm hill" of ventilating grates.

mantell. indirons. and ill kinds of fireplace

fixtures. with explanationl. lllultrotlonl. lull

information and prices; also reimnce to \isl-rs

in your region.

  

and

  

 

 

 

by warming your home with our

open grate fire that does More than

Ventilating Grate

Study this diagram

and you will see at

once the heating

ventilating

principle which makes this

Health and

Expense

 

 

  

Architect's Corner

A. L. \V.-—Asks for suggestions regard

ing several items. \iVoodwork in front,

or living, room is in oak and plain, no

mouldings. \Nhat shape should post be?

Contractor advised a square post. I

would prefer a round post if I can have

sliding doors to close properly. If nec

essary to use square post, the corners are

to be rounded. \Vhat would you sug

gest?

Ans—Make post perfectly square. Do

not attempt to make it look like a column.

Omit the cap and base. It will have to

be cut into for door joints too much to

attempt to make it an ornamental feature.

The less you try to do with it the less

conspicuous and unsightly it will be.

To obtain a dull finish rub down with

pumice—stone and oil.

E. R. ].—I am building a new home

.and would like your advice upon the fin

ishing of the floor in bathroom, which is

of yellow pine the same as the other

woodwork.

Ans—The following specification will

be found perfectly satisfactory for the

refinishing of the bathroom floor in ques

tion, which we would advise being fin

ished natural as follows: Three coats

of floor varnish shall be applied.

Thin first coat 10 per cent and second

coat 5 per cent with pure spirits of tur

pentine, and applying the third coat as it

comes from the can, leaving sufficient

time between coats for drying. All coats

of varnish except the last shall be sanded

to-a good surface with 00 sandpaper.

This will supply you with a good prac—

tical and durable floor for your bathroom.

 

 

 

 
 

..5‘

‘sr

MALLORY’S

Standard

Shutter Worker.

superior to all

EDWIN A.
Many style! at grate and

Mantels to choose from.
25 leelunn it.

grate

others

JACKSON Ii BRO.

MANUFACTURERS

low Yuri

ll ‘ The only practice! ("he to
i open and clone the Shutters with

out rolling window! or disturb

inl wroonl.

Can be applied to old or new hon-on. whether brick. stone

or frame. and will hold the blind firm in my position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Send/0r Ill-111mm! Cirndor, lt your hardware dealer do”

not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO"

25] Main Street Fleminllon, Ihw Jerloy, U. 5. l.

w.

llllll
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- The

Hour Has

Struck !

Truly, the hour has struck for the passing of time

worn, Hcheap” and inferior materials and methods; for

a keener realization of past mistakes in home building, I

and for a firm resolve upon higher building ideals.

Time to think about making the heart right—the

heart of your home—your interior walls and ceilings,

where you really live.

Lime plastering, for instance, is a mistake—let it

pass! It is weak and crumbly—a poor investment. It

is porous, absorbent, damp, drafty—a poor protection.

It is unclean, unsanitary.

  

So are other cheap and inferior plastering materials— bury them with

the past!

When 31011 build, this New Year, let your Resolutions include

U. S. G. Hard Plaster

Made from Pure Rock Gypsum

Resolve to keep healthy by keeping dry, and free from drafts.

Resolve to keep comfortable, by preserving normal temperatures.

Resolve to keep warm in winter and cool in summer, in your home.

Resolve to reduce your fuel expense, and your ice bills.

Resolve to protect your beautiful mural decorations.

Resolve to cut out needless repair expenses and doctor bills.

You can keep these resolutions if you live within U. S. G. Plastered

walls—for they are hard, dense, dry, enduring, non-absorbent, non-conducting,

germ-proof, vermin-proof, damp-proof, weather-proof, clean, sanitary.

Resolve NOW to know more about this plastering question, and just how

it interests you and each member of your family. Write to our nearest oflice

for Handsome Illustrated Booklet, Sent Free, Postpaid.

United States Gypsum Company

Chicago Cleveland New York Minneapolis San Francisco
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This is a low cost house in frame and is especially studied with reference to maximum ampunt of available space to

m nimum floor area. In No. 5 and 6 books of plans scheduled below are many variations of this general plan and it is a

good "seller". If you ever want to sell your property you can sell this.

- - It means much to you: the home you build expresses your personality.

select WIth care Your ArChltect! “Through {It halls and portrait run: the star) of your 12ft." Your home

should he a credit to you. Spend your money wisely: we can n", Th. rum. (:9, Arghlloala'

help you make every dollar count. I. Puollolnl Archlleol illm nee.

THE BUILDING OF IT.

128-page book, illustrated, enabling you to recognize and remedy faulty work and so supervise the construction of your own home, 'I

Historic Architecture for the Home Builder!

Know something of the design of your home. It will elevate your

ideals and save you the embarrassment of ignorance on a popular subject oi

absorbing interest. 272 pages. 116 magnificent hali-tonc illustrations, only

'2. (This is not a book of plans.)

Our Leleel loolrl ol Plant. Giving Viewe, Sizer. Celia. etc., are:

190 Designs of Small Cottages and I 5. 19‘ Costing {7.000 to $2500

Bungalows, Log Cabins, Etc. 6. 17b Costing $2500 to $3000

3. 136 Costing $1200 to IloUO 7. 189 Costing $3000 to $4000

I 4. 186 Costing “600 to $2000 8. l54 CostlngMOO and upward

"‘5 Books ILOO each. Also on sale at all leading BkasEII‘H’Q.

TIIE KEITH 60., mm 1721 llclluil Anne, linmnolis, linnmta

A FINE COLLECTION

148 ATTRACTIVE HOMES

360 Illustrations, including 148 exterior views of Attractive Homes, 89 full-page

Designs with Floor Plans, and 47 Selected Interiors.

Some of the leading articles of direct interest and practical value to intending home

builders contained in this Book, ere—

HTreatment of Entrances,” “Evolution in Architecture in Our Homes,” HThe Living

Room," “Porches,” Georgian Style of Furniture,” New Things in Plaster Houses,”
“Home Arts and Crafts.” HPointers for Color Trim on Cement Houses,” HThe Start

for a Home,” l‘Electricity in the Home," HOriol Windows," uHow We Furnished Our

Bungalow," HGeneral Use of Terra Cotta,” HThe Charm of Cottage Architecture in the

Southwest," “Reconstruction of a Country House,” HModern Plumbing for the Home,"

“The Garage" (10 illustrations), “How to Warm and Ventilate the Home," uGood

Club Houses," “A House on a Hill Side,” “A Children’s Pleasure Resort,” HLeaded

Glass Work in the Modern House,” “An Artistic Wall Decoration,” and many other

valuable contributions.

All Contained in the New Cloth

BOUND EDITION KEITH’S MAGAZINE

A Fine Volume for Your Table

EXPRESSED, ALL CHARGES PREPAID FOR $2.

MAX L. KEITH. 525 Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Don’t Pay Gash m. Millwork

    

  

  
  

Send Us Your The Home

Plans for Beautiful

0ur Estimate our Big "6"
  

B f You can add greatly

e ore ou build, send -
3; r to the beauty and at

115 Your D 11115, 01' a 15': tracttveness of your

of the material on need ' '
y W» Free rooms by putting in a

for our quotatlon- e Mantel or Console, Par

make itemized estimates 101- Columns of Colon

and guarantee the nade Arch or a Grille,

Hardwood Flooring, and

Leaded or Art Glass in

your Windows.

  

  

  

  
K  
-

l

1
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L'VINO ROOM BED ROOI'I

 

k-.\>--30-0._-_.
 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 
  

l7“) mm P ‘

mzzA 7-zs I u?" q . ..

_——J You Need Thls L Flt" " " 1

nest noon mm .; 1 r . ., -.

Book

Our prices will save The cost is not large.

you from 20 to 75 per We can furnish you Oak
  

It will be a big help to you

in planning your Home.

  

cent, and we back up Flooring for a room I

our promise to furnish 10x12 as low as $6.55.

only first-class material Its 203 Pages are Brimful A Plate Rail for a Din

by the Strongest Guar- 0f the Newest, BlighteSt and ing Room 12x14 would

antee ever made 0 n 1110*“ UP'tO'Date DeSigns- cost $1.60 and up. We

MillWOYk—Our offer to n quotes the VERY LOW- have ‘he. very. newest

patterns in Grilles for

  

Ship on Cred“- EST PRICES and fully ex- 60 cents per foot.

You don't have to send plains our CREDIT PLAN.

us any money with your . All the up-to-date

f .orden Write today or your copy designs_those which

  

You pay only after you Address are now being specified
  

have satisfied yourself that by architects and which

the quality .0( limtenal and u are becoming so popular

workmanship is the very in our cities_are shown

best.

U d h 't - - in our new catalog.
n er sue a gum-an ee— I30 Douala. Elation .Y

where we take all the risk— \ our llame Fm a post

we can‘t afford to ship any_ card Will bl'lng you a
  

thing but the best. copy.

See Our Catalog tori Credit Plan
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That Bungalow

which you intend to build this Spring

will need the soft, artistic tones of

Cabot’s Shingle Stains
to make it harmonize with its surroundings.

They are for shingles and all other exterior wood ‘ - I v

work, and preserve the wood thoroughly from de- . . .- .

cay and insects. 505%v cheaper than paint, 100% 1

handsomer, andanyintelligentboy can apply them. '

Sendfur mmlplu of Sminrd Wood and Circulars. Free

Samuel Cabot, Inc. swarm?

Agents at all central points.

 

  

  

 
 

 

 

he Man Who Must Be d‘hotem

is the man we want to talk to, for invariably he has had enough costly ex

perience with Roofings to make him a Competent Judge of the truly High Grade

ki“d_1ike_ Underielt Burlap Granite Surface Rooting

l The kind that carries a Guarantee for 10 years from the

manufacturer.

Comes Rubber and Sand Surfaced also. Ask for samples.

Branch“: Duluth. Minn. Fargo. N. D. Jioux Falls. J. 1).

La Crone, Wis.

 

  

 

 

 

  

A DECORATIVE BIT FROM

Practical House Decoration

The book for all who intend to decorate either

a new or old home. Written by experienced

de_orators. 192 pages, profusely illustratedv

’ *.:’:.i?r::::-.af::;.d madame“ I N F of; FDA;r1203: FREE

\ -

This B°°k W‘ M“ Mam“ DETROIT HEATING
[or one far. bfpth tdor {Ei00.lilricludingl:he foitrreze

tra num 21’50 ere WI I 8 new SU SCX'II) IOI'IS.

Order YOUR Copy Today (:0.

MAX L. KEITH, Publlnher, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN, M

'
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Sargent’s Book oi Designs—Free

Contains illustrations and descrip

tions of over seventy

beautiful styles, be

sides numerous sug

gestions to home

builders, etc.

A valuable book

to you—~ sent tree

  

The Artistic Value of Hardware

There is a value in hardware fittings far beyond actual cost or mere utility—a lasting

decorative value that cannot be overlooked by the home builder. The possibilities for effective

ornamentation in hardware are many—and find their greatest expression in

Sargent’s Artistic Hardware
Wide variety assures you whatever your individual taste may dictate—every design carrying

with it the same reputation for durability and satisfaction.

  The Colonial Book

is of especial interest to those

who favor this scheme of

architecture—free. Ask

for it when you write.

  

    

Sargent

& Co.

15] Leonard St.

 

 

Rock Maple

FLOORING

BIRCH. RED BIRCH

Cherry and Bird's Eye

Maple FLOORING

Thoroughly air seasoned and kiln dried. steel

polished, end matched, bored and bundled.

Made By

Wisconsin Land 81 Lumber Co.

HERMANSVILLE. MICHIGAN.

_.WRITE FOR BOOKLET

 

l Plumbing

 

 

 

Suppfies

--A'l‘__

Wholesale

Prices.

Everything in the

Plumbing Line.

  

I guarantee to save you 20% to 40% on high clue goods. No

neoonde,only am duality. Write and let me prove to you

the money I can save you. Illustrated catalogue troo.

B. K KAROL, 235 West Harrison St. Chicago. Ill.

 

 

 

  

THE CELEBRATED FURMAN BOILERS
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cc. Addrcsl

Tho Hound-on Monulnelurlng Company

llllll! OFFICE All! WORKS

l lirth 31., . emu, KW lDl'fK

Vuunblo Catalogue on Modern Steam and Hot Water “Ina..- no“ Al a! lamb Purmua Boiler! return Large Dividends la Improon

lulllQPUIl ll" . - - . o

'0“...

Health. increased Comfort and Fuel Saved.

\
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Special Subjects in Building

———EAND DECORATING—=—————

Following Is a Tabulated List of Particular Subjects and Special Classes of Designs

‘ Treated in Former Numbers of Keith’s Magazine

ALL FULLY ILLUSTRATE=D

Subject Month Price Per

Published Copy

_ While they last

Concrete Block Construction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oct. 1907 $ .15

10 Auto Houses, with Full Description of Materials and Cost. . .Aug. 1907 .15

Two and Four-Family Duplex Houses and Flats . . . . . . . . . . . ..June 1907 .15

Good Club Houses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sept. 1907 .15

Heating and Plumbing . . . . . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dec. 1907 .15

Types of Colonial Mansions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Jan. 1908 - .15
" U “ (Concluded) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Feb. 1908 .15

The Out Door Living Room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .June 1908 .15

Six Modern Homes Built in Denver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July 1908 .15

American Homes of English Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Aug. 1908 .15

A Mountain Camp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 1908 .15

Vines for Porches and Arbors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 1908 .15

Entrance Gates (English) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oct. 1908 .15

Building a Five-Room Bungalow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Dec. 1908 .15

INSIDE THE HOUSE

ILLUSTRATED Inside Plastering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oct. 1907 $ .15

" Leaded Glass Work. .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oct. 1908 .15

“ Rugs and Carpets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov. 1907 .15

“ Decorative Metal \Nork . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dec. 1907 1 .15

“ Character in Detail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jan. 1908 .15

" Care of House Plants During Winter. . . . .Feb. 1908 .15

“ Kitchen Ideas for a Cottage . . . . . . . . . . . . .June 1908 .15

" Colonial Halls and Stairways . . . . . . . . . . .Aug. 1908 .15

“ Putting in a Hot Air Furnace . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 1908 .15

“ Suggestions on House Painting . . . . . . . . .Sept. 1908 .15

" Concrete Floors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 1908 .15

KEITH’S MAGAZINE, -:- Minneapolis, Minn.
 

Special Subjects Published in Journal of Modern Construction

I (ANY TWO NUMBERS 50c)

Jan. 1907—The Fire Place, Its Construction and Septic Tank Sewerage.

Design. (Illustrated) July 1907—The Pantry Problem. (Illu'strated.)

How to Secure Dry Cellars. How to Build A Home.

A New Cement Block and Its Applica- Aug. 1907—Surfacing Concrete Walls.

tion to Old Buildings. Cornice P bl .Feb. 1907—Sand Stone Brick and A New Cement r0 em (Illummted')

Sept. 1907—Details Covering Built-in Sideboards.

Shin le. _ Proper Mixture for Concrete

Ellliillrittiod‘tlo‘iirs.the Fire Place With 7 Oct. 1907—That Dormer Problem. (Illustrated)

A Substitute for White
__ mb r. Nov. 1907—Concrete, its Uses and Abuses.

Mar. 1907 Fllgmlgll (lflustrated‘) Finishing Concrete Surfaces.

Entrances and Other Doors for Homes 1360- 1907—Concrete Blocks. ~

0! Moderate Cost. (illustrated by Orlol Windows (Illustrated)

detail drawings.) Strength of Foundations.

The Window Problem. (Illustrated) Jan. 1908—High Art in Concrete Stone. (Illus¢

May 1907—The Stairway Problem. (Illustrated) trated.)

June 1907—Bath Room Dados. Facts About the Wrecking Business.



How to Know Pure Paint

 
 

After a building has been paint- l

ed long enough for a weatherl

test, it is easy to tell if the paintused was made of pure VVhitC‘

Lead or not. But such belatedknowledge comes like locking1

the barn after the colt is stolen. 1

What one wants is a test thatwill tell the quality of the paintbefore it and the labor of putting 1

it on are paid for. '

Nature has provided a way in l

which genuine \Vhite Lead maybe positively distinguished from l

adulterated or fake White Lead l

before you spend a cent on your 5

painting. ;

Pure White Lead is made fromrl

metalic lead, and under intenseheat, such as is produced by a i

blow-pipe, pure White Lead willresolve itself back into metalicl

lead. If, however, it is not:

genuine White Lead, or if it

contains the slightest trace of

adulteration, the change will not

take place. Therefore the “blow

pipe” test is an absolute and final

one:

The National Lead Company

are urging everyone interested in

painting to make this test of paint

before using it, and they guaran

tee that the pure White Lead sold

under their “Dutch Boy Painter”

trade-mark will always prove ab

solutely pure under the “blow

pipe” or any other test. To

make it easy for you to perform

the experiment they will send

you free upon request, a blow

pipe and everything necessary

for you to make the test, together

with a valuable booklet on paint.

Ask for test equipment K. E.

Address:

National Lead Company

Philadelphia

  

New York,

Cincinnati, Cleveland, St. Louis

(John T. Lewis & Bros. Co.)

Pittsburgh (National Lead & Oil Co.)

in whichever of the following cities is

nearest you: v

Boston, Buffalo, Chicago- '
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Complete

Plant;Not
MerelyFor

Boilerand
Radiators.

 

     

  

  

ustandgas,andcomfortableineveryroom.

Dosuchsweepingclaimsseemuntrue?Stoptoconsiderhowmuchitwouldcosttobuyagoodserviceablestovetowarmthoroughlyeveryroominyourhouseasisdonebyahot

watersystem.Besides,stovesandfurnacesburnandrustoutandneed,

  

_ _frequentrepairs

t ,.-whilethehotwaterheatingplantwilll:ist_:tsIonasthehouse.

itCostalonehasstoodintheway.Now

 

   

owever,byourmethodofsellingdirect _yproduction,bywhichthousandsofplantsumcostbyspeciallyadaptedmachineryandskilledworkers,every
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5......carted.and1.1;...T

\VeemploythelargestforceofheatingengineersinAmerica.Eachjobhastheir
individualattention,particularcnreistaken

inlocatingthepipingandradiatorstocon

ANDREWS

,..h,- ~‘rlr'

SYSTEMcan?

heatingfirmdoingamere]Inca]businesscouldaffordtheso,“OurPricesinclude:AndrewaSteelBoiler-completeoutfitofrichly

icesofsuchaforceofbigsalariedexperts.

ni'n1trii“‘""1"1'ironpipe:cmironfittings;

.....0orancoln-a.-;._-r-- .

,"wer."an"ram-"WMy“‘'"£2112.“tiffiiiifi'fi'ii.”'25.?“itfii'Zi-Lfidfi

eatures,nooringtienrev"egurmpg..‘0ya\‘eangroup53'»cm,.~_ '~' _. _...

ofpipingthatproduceshotterradiatorsandquickercirculation,carrying0Mrelbow"nipples'plu‘"arecameo,"I?“(or“he”hronm'andhrugh‘“hmclmk"hm'k‘“linker

moreheatinthewater.Thisinsuresintenseheat.inseverestWeather,as ‘

wellasgreatfueleconomyinmildweather.alsoplentyofhotwaterforbath.

andfluebrush;infacteverythingnecessaryto
completetheplantwithoutfurtherexpense.
. . Andrewssteelboilersarebuiltfromsame\\emanufactureourownboilersfromsteel. materialasmainpowerboiler-uburnanyYepreareplans.With‘fulldetailedbillof fuel;fireisClosetowater:tranmnissionof

_materi's(snluuittingtotheownerofthehouseforhisapproval).Allthepipeiscut

andreamedinthefactoryandshippedcom

heatrapidandfree;largohon'

sorbsallheatfromfuel:rockinganddump
inggrates;mytoclean;savesone-thirdfuel.

pletetiedinbundles,boxed,readytoscrew
together;withfullinstructionsforerecting,sothatanymanat.all

handywithtoolscanplaceitinposition:thuswed

  

oI.

l’-

 

  

''emanycustomerswhostatethatthefuelre—
Finished(orold)housescanbe

‘uccessfulin1500citiesandtowns.

360DAYSFREETRIALGUARANTYBOND

SuchconfidencehaveweintheAn'

eachabondoffullsatisfaction.

theplantuponitsreturn.Allyouneedanyisthatyouarenotsatisfiedandwant

otherheatingconcerninAn

THIS64-PAGE
BOOKFREE

  

bodofdoingbusinessthatwefurnishwiththepurchasepriceof
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Sendusto

(“7"1°PI!!!ofyour
house.orroughsketchwithmeasurements.andwewillsubmitan

exactestimateofcostdeliveredtoyourcity,
withanestimateofwhatyoushouldpayforinstallingtheplant.ityouemploya

mechanicorhandymanforthatwork.

  

SeeCatalog.

    

  

 

 

0awayWm,SENDFOROUR64-PAGEBOOK“HOMEHEATING”

costlyandwastefulcut-and-trymethodsofsmalltradesmen. ,‘~»—lbvllthotwaterheating.valuabletoeveryhomeowner,freeforthenamesortwoperson.

_Theradiator!(70percentoftheWeight!areshippedfromthenearest‘ _r.ANDREWSlikelytobeinterested.Sendforlargebutofusers.comeofwhommaybeknowntoyou.

distributingpoint.Wepaythefreight.OurmethodgivesyouthebenefitofmLOCOMOTIVE

ourlargeexperienceandaccumulatedinformation.‘ STEEL

Onecustomerwritestoafriend:"Don'tbuythesmallestplant,don't“''

    

  

getthelargest;simplypermitthecompanysupplyyouwithwhatyourlitu-"

BOILER.

 

 

ANDREWSrHEATlNGCQ.

1043HeatingBldg.,Minneapolis1043MarineBldg.,Chicago
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Plummg & Hearing Mate-rial
Sold in Consumers a+ Manufacturers Prlce

Clean—Sanitary—Odorless

Newest Designs

Best Appliances

Finest Nickel Trimmings

 

 

QIWe sell you these modern

Bath Room Outfits direct——

you need not pay exorbitant

profits to your plumber.

Prices @- Outfits

as shown:

Number 1, $ 34.00

Number 2, 39.00

Number 3, 52.50

Number 5, 100.00

Satisfaction guaranteed or

money refunded. Con

nectionseasily made. Any

ordinary mechanic can in

stall with the aid of our

comprehensive working

plans and instructions.

Ask for Book—Modem Methods of Sanitary Plumbing—containing charts, drawings and diagrams, showing

how any ordinary mechanic can install plumbing fixtures without wiping joints. Also tells how to secure

perfect sanitation. We will send it free if you mention this Magazine.

Heating Plants f_or Buildings 2f Every Kind

 

We Cart save , A. i g ' QWe employ an efficient

engineering department that
you from 30 r ;. a ‘ ~- .. will cheerfully furnish you

to 50percent Lit, ‘ "" v f l . _ ~- " ideas as to the correct

' i ' '. ‘ ' l ' method of heating your

home or building. Weguar

anteesatisfaction. Any one

used to handling tools can

. install our heating plants,

_ either in a new or old

(1' Steam and Hot I r . building, by following our

Water plants of most f“ ll COmPka“ limp]e imme

' ; nummc--umwrum YOU PLANS _ r1 tions.mOdem consuucuon' \ um runnsn ruu lNSTRUCTlONs

Write for our BOOK “Cold Weather CGMfOI‘i." )USC‘U] information and heating guide. It tells you

every phase of the heating question—also gives full and necessary information on the care of your plant.

Mailed free to anyone mentioning this Magazine. ASK ALSO FOR OUR GENERAL 500-PAGE

CATALOG No. C. S. 77 on merchandise for the Home, the Field, and the Workshop.

ElllEAlil] l‘lUUSE WREEKING Ell.
35*"AN0 IRON STREETS. CHICAG a.

(1] Send us sketch ordiagram of your house

for our estimate.
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‘ The Advantages of a

Good Water Supply

always possible with the

Kewanee System of Water Supply

Plenty of water at an even temperature,

under good strong pressure, delivered to all

parts of the house—bath-room, kitchen, laundry,

etc.,—to the barn, garden, lawn—anywhere.

Running water, ready for use at all times.

All the conveniences and comforts of the best

city water work system are at your service if

you install the

Kewanee System

of Water Supply

With theKewaneeSystem Over 9000 Kewanee Sys

there is no elevated 0r attic terms in operation, supply

tank exposed to allextremes ing water for country and

in weather conditions. No suburban homes, farm s,

freeze-ups in winter and no schools, public and private

warm sta nant water in institutions, etc.,——over

summer. nstead, a Kewa- 9000 water supply problems

nee Pneumatic Tank is solvedwithabsolutesuccess.

located'in the cellar, or The Kewanee System is

buried in the ground. It the origin,“ water supply

cannot leak, freeze, over- System, involving the use

flow 01' conalike. of air pressure instead of

Pumpthe waterfrom your gravity pressure. There

well,cistern or other source, are imitations now—avoid

into the tank; and it will them. Get the genuine and

be delivered to the fixtures you will take no chances—

and hydrants under air weguaranteethat. Look for

pressure. First class our trade-mark and

fire protection assured for name plates on tank

your buildings. and pumping machinery.

Kewanee Pumping Outfits

Kewanee pumping outfits are furnished for an

special pumping requirements. The same technical skill

and practical knowledge required to develop and perfect

complete Kewanee Systems, are devoted to the solution

of individual pumping problems.

No charge for expert engineering service. Let us

help you solve your wnler problem. Write for our

64-page illustrated catalogue No. 2. It in free.

Kewanee Water Supply Company, Kewanee, Illinois

1566 Hudson-Terminal Bldg. . 50 Church St. , New York City, N. Y.

1212 Marquette Building. Chicago. Illinois.

305 Diamond Bank Building, Pittsburg. Pa.

   

 

 

 

 



  

Special Book and Subscription Offers
 

We are desirous of seeing every purchaser of our books also a subscriber to either

Keith’s Magazine or the Journal of Modern Construction and therefore

make the following combination offers at specially reduced rates.

=KEITII’S MKGKZINE=

With 100 designs—Bungalows and Cottages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l.50

With 100 designs—Medium priced houses, costing $2500 to $6000. . . . . . . . . . 2.00

With 100 designs—Concrete Houses, English Half Timber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

With 74 designs—Typical American Homes, costing $3000 to $5000. . . . . . . . 2.00

With 72 designs—Typical American Homes, costing $5000 and up . . . . . . . .. 2.00

thh Practical House Decoration (192 pages) illustrated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

With 120 Beautiful Interior Views . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.75

With any (2) dollar books I publish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.75

With any (2) books I publish(including 100 designs, Bungalows and Cottages) 3.00

JOURNAL OF MODERN CONSTRUCTION

\Vith any single book in above list . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.00

With any (2) books in above list . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2.75

MAX L. KEITH, Publisher

399 Lumber Exchange Minneapolis, Minnesota

 

 

 

 

FOR YOUR

New Country House
It you are building a country home or n city residence you

want it heated properly; you also want it properly ventilated. You

want a system of heating and ventilating which is at once the best.

costs less and is the easiest toinstall. We have such a system. The

method of installing Heating Systems have changed wonderfully in

the past 70 years, although there are some dealers who prefer to work

off some of the old truck they have on hand and Others who could not

see an improvement if it were tagged in big letters and pointed out to

them. Such dealers will. of course. try to sell you something else. but

if you insist upon having the “lone: Register" and the "lone: System" of

Heating you will get them.

Write for our new booklet entitled"Advanced Methods of Warm

. - .- A» ‘0 Air Heating." which will be sent tree to those who want an up-to

The Jones Side Wail Register and Ventilator date heating system.

  

‘AFV

We Guarantee the Jones System 18 §EV?Z'§§J?SL:‘SJ$‘;LUEL

. o e i TO BE THE MOST EFFICIENof Heating and Ventilating 'ro cosr LBS T

Ellie ifinitrh Suntan iKrgiatPr (llnmnang, 151 ., “295$?

OR ANY OF OUR BRANCHES

United States Register Co. , Ltd,, United States Register Co. , Ltd. , The Jones Register Co. ,

104 2nd St. N., Minneapolis. Minn. 217 W. 5th St. Kansas City, Mo. 732 King St. W.. Toronto. Ont.

 

  



LIST "

orNew Books m Home=Builders

 
   

BUNGALOWS AND COTTAGES, 100 DESIGNS, 50c.

To meet the increasing call for this style of

home, moderate in cost, we have largely in

creased the number oi' designs among our col

lections of Bungalows and inexpensive Cottages

combining in a new edition 100 designs.

42 Bun alows

58 cottages } 1 Book---100 Plans

These 100 designs were selected from over

one thousand different plans and they represent

the houses which have proven the most popular

and for which there has been the greatest call.

Every house is a prize design and everyone

thinking of building a modest cottage home or

bungalow for the lakeside will surely find this

book to be just what is wanted. Price 50 cents.

My former small edition of 45 designs. Bun

galows and Cottages contains a most interest

ing collection and many designs not appearing

in the new edition. Price 25 cents.

Practical House Decoration

Here is a book (192 pages) that all home

builders and home lovers will find of great

value and of practical assistance in planning

new ball decorations and artistic arrangement

of rooms. It contains many illustrations, in

cluding 12 complete house decorative schemes.

Linen paper cover. Price $1.

Typical American llomes

74 designs, homes costing to build, $3,000 to

$5,000 and 72 designs, homes costing to build,

$5,000 and up.

These plans are picked from some of the best

residence designs of about twenty leading ar

chitects of the country and they will give you a

fine variety of ideas. My special offer on either

of these volumes is $1 each or both for $1.50.

100 Designs for Gomont llousoo

A book of designs for concrete block, all ce

ment exteriors and the attractive English Half

Timber designs.

The use of concrete as a material for the con

struction of residences has increased with such

strides of late that we have found nearly every

other prospective home-builder inquires about

designs in concrete. We have been working on

a superb collection of such designs for a good

many months, obtaining photographs of some

of the choicest work to be seen and now offer

“New Ideas In Concrete Designs"

A book of 144 pages containing nearly 200 illus

trations of which 100 are designs with floor

plans. Price $1.

100 Designs for Attractive llomos

Booting $2500 to $8000

A splendid collection of plans, the majority

of. which are full two-story houses. Price $1.

Beautiful Interiors

 

A collection consisting of 120 interior views

from selected photographs of artistic and at

tractive living rooms, halls, dining rooms, etc.

Price, $1.

iloro Is the List

100 designs Bungalows and Cottages, cost

ing $400 to $3,000. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . .$ .50

45 designs Bungalows and Cottages, cost

ing $400 to $3,000, small edition. price .25

100 designs moderate priced homes, cost

ing $2,500 to $6,000. Price . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00

100 designs concrete houses and English

Half Timber. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00

74 designs Typical American Homes, cost

ing $3,000 to $5,000 (special). Price. . 1.00

72 designs Typical American Homes, cost

ing $5.000 and up (special). Price. . . . 1.00

120 Beautiful Interior Views. Price . . . . .. 1.00

192 page book—Practical House Decora

tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1.00

Total value . . . . . . $6.75

All Eight Books, List Value 58.75, Will Be Sent on Ono Order. Postpaid for $4.60.

Keith's Iagazlno one Year and Any $1 Book in Abovo List for $2.00.

MAX L. KEITH, Publisher, 399 Lumber Ex., Minneapolis, Minn.



Building Cement Houses

  

Today we are entering upon an era of new construction in residence building—the l‘all cement house."

It is of the greatest importance that prospective builders realize the wonderful opportunities be

fore them in securing very effective and artistic work in designs for residences, in getting a house

which will be warmer in winter, in building a house which will not call upon the pocket-book in after

years for constant painting bills, all of these advantages thru the use of the coming material—

Portland Cement. \

 

 

  

The Journal of Modern Construction monthly magazine has widened its field so as to cover and spec

alize the cement industry in the direct interests of the home builder. This Journal will have each

month a splendid article on “The Adaptation of Concretein Residence Work”. It will illustrate this

mportant feature with examples of the nicest work in this class of construction. It will give com~

plete, authentic information as to the advantages of concrete

construction—the comparative cost against regulation

frame, brick or stone work. It will also give many practi

cal articles of interest to those intending to build any kind

of a structure. There are several helpful departments and

a “Free information Service” to all subscribers.

Each issue contains 32 pages large siZe, 9x12, and the sub

scription price is $2.00 a year. Single copies 20 cents. In

connection with this magazine I am preparing a new

BOOK OF 100 PLANS

a beautiful collection of “All Cement Exteriors," “Con

crete Block" and “English Half Timber" designs for

medium cost homes. In addition to the hundred designs

which will show floor plans, there will be many photo re

productions of the latest and choicest work in the use of

cement in residence building. The price of this splendid

book is $1.00.

Here Is The Big Offer of the Year.

To every one sending me $2.00 for a year's subscription to

the Journal of Modern Construction 1 will mail upon re

quest free, a copy of this book of 100 plans.

~ MAX L. KEITH, Publisher,

399 Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis
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A Concrete Country House in California

By Helen Lukens Gaut

(Photographs by the Author.)

   

 

Exlen'or of “Mexican Shack H

\

HOME and its environment, the

entire theme of which pulsates

with the poetry and romance of

the Southland, is that owned by

C. D. Allen, of Altadena, Cal. Mr. A1

len, who designed his house, calls it a

“Mexican Shack” explaining that it is built

on the same lines as the plaster huts scat—

tered along the railroads in Southern Cali

fornia, Arizona, and New Mexico, and used

as shelters by the Mexican laborers.

Though retaining the theme of these com

mon dwellings, this house, like a new-fash—

ioned melody, has variations—variations

   

 

abounding in harmony, full, rich, a very

luxury of tone.

Four years ago this home site, consist

ing of several acres, was a vineyard, at

that time celebrating its twentieth birth

day. Considering the fact that the grape

vines had devitalized the soil, the growth

of the garden during its four years of life,

has been almost miraculous, even in this

country, where trees and flowers, like

mushrooms, spring up in a night. About

this home gardens are everywhere. There

is a garden within the house—in other

words a spacious patio. There is a garden
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on the roof, while a splendid garden cud

dles the building on every side. The splash

ing fountain, the acres of velvet lawn,

dotted with rare trees and flowering shrubs,

the gurgling brook as it glides down its

own little fern and rock-lined canon, each

rock a note in its song, all make a fitting

stage setting for the antics of laughing

winds, honey-laden bees and merry birds.

The house is built on the beautiful high

mesa of Altadena, the foothill annex of

house and its surroundings are perfect, and

while practicability and art don’t always

keep company, they are closely allied in

this home scheme, for the house is not

only thoroughly artistic, but it is thorough

ly practicable. The building faces the south,

the bedrooms are located in the cast wing,

where they have abundance of morning sun,

while dining room, kitchen and servant's

room are to be found in the west wing. The

house, not including the front veranda.

     

 

Looking info [he Polio from the Outside Garden

Pasadena. It is close to the base of the

Sierra Madres, and from the roof garden.

or the wide veranda, there is a far-reach

ing view of God’s country. On clear days,

the Pacific, sixty miles distant, with its

picturesque freight of sailing vessels, steam

ers and small craft, can be seen almost as

distinctly from this elevation, as if it were

just beyond the garden, such is the tele—

scopic quality of the atmosphere in South—

ern California. Sometimes, near sunset,

the ocean appears a marvelous plain of bur

nished gold, walled with a brilliant color

studded horizon.

From an aesthetic point of view, the

which alone measures 15 by 100 feet, covers

a ground space 56 by 76 feet. The steps

approaching the front entrance are twenty

feet wide.

The exterior walls are a combination of

sheathing, steel lath and cement, the last

coat of cement having been applied when

the previous coat was still wet. The re—

suit is that known as “pebbledash” plaster,

in appearance extremely rough. The roof

is almost flat, the eaves extending six feet

beyond the walls, thus keeping them cool

and shaded throughout the year. This roof

is covered with heavy rubberoid, tarred

and sanded. On this roof are four tower
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rooms, one at each corner. Between them

:to south, east and west, are lines of flower

boxes connected with festoons of black iron

chains. These boxes are filled with pro

fusely blooming pink geraniums. From

this roof one can look down into the patio,

while the landscape view is rich with semi

tropical delights.

The tower rooms are each fourteen feet

square, the floors being sunk two feet be

low the roof level. Their only approach

is from the roof which is made accessible

by a cement stairway leading from the

patio. Two of these tower rooms are

used for studies, or dens, and two for

chambers.

The patio is really the feature of the

house. It covers a space 32 by 48 feet,

proper, and on the remaining side of an

eighteen foot cement wall, broken only

by a redwood door, of quaint design, that

leads into the outer garden. In this patio

are over 100 varieties of rare ferns rang

ing from delicate maiden hair to tall, ma—

jestic fern trees. Besides these, there are

palms, papyrus, and many other growths,

while vines cling against the rough plaster

walls. Here and there an old bark-cov

ered log has been carelessly laid on the

soil among the plants, making the garden

look like a bit escaped from the “forest

primeval.” Occasional openings have been

left in the cement walks, in which plants

are growing. In the center of the patio

is a fountain, sportive with gold fish, while

in two corners are aviaries. They consist,

each of a deep square enclosure in the

outer wall, where birds can seek protec

tion in times of storm, and a roomy cage

of wire netting, where sunbeams and bird

song can play together. In these aviaries

are a score or two of canaries, and their

incessant twittering mingles pleasantly with

the tinkling of the fountain. The patio

is roofed with two inch slats, set two

inches apart, and between these the sun

light comes in subdued drifts. This roof is

supported by pillars covered with the bark

of the cork oak. Hanging baskets are

\Valks andcovered with the same bark.

fountain are of cement.

Next in charm to the patio is the roof

  

 

fl R uslic Pergola
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garden, then comes the great front veranda.

It is roofed solid for a distance of thirty

feet above the front entrance, the remain—

ing space at either end, having a pergola

roof of rough, heavy timbers. At inter

vals, odd, hand-made wood lanterns of

Japanese design, hang from the beams. A

Craftsman hammock, cheerfuly uphol

stered and pillowed, is suspended from the

roof beams by black iron chains. This,

with numerous lounging chairs, gives an

atmosphere of luxurious comfort. The

porch rail is slatted, and topped with a

wide plank. All the wood trim is stained

dark brown, this color contrasting most

agreeably with the gray plaster. The east

end of the pergola porch roof is massed

solid with the magenta Bougainvillea, while

the balance of the porch is screened by

clambering roses, and other vines. Down

in the garden, scarce a hundred feet away,

partially surrounded by pampas grass,

papyrus and palms, and banked with em

erald lawn, is a minature cement—walled

 

lake, which members of the family call the

“swimming pool.” Here, an early morn

ing “dip” affords great frolic.

There are two wide French windows

leading into the living room off the veranda.

This room measures 21 by 32 feet, and is

finished in enamel. Two wide French win

dows, directly opposite those leading from

the veranda, open into the patio so that,

in reality, two sides of the living room open

upon gardens. The floor, as are all the

floors in the lower part of the house, is of

quartered oak, laid diagonally. The din

ing room, by means of a wide curtained

opening, and two steps, connects with the

living room.

The black oak paneling is especially rich

and beautiful. The plaster above the pan

eling is tinted moss green. The portion

of the ceiling showing between the black

beam is cream. The east end of the liv

ing room is the library, and its walls are

covered with tapestry paper, in a wood

land design. The scene is that of a dark

  

One End of Ike Veranda
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Looking from the Roof Carden~$howing One of the Tower Rooms

forest, the gold of moonlight glimmering

between the trees, and resting on the sur

face of silent streams. Vertical strips of

molding are placed at intervals, from base

board to picture mold, and give the effect

of a frame for a series of forest pictures.

One side of the room is filled in by built

in bookcases, while on another side are

built—in cabinets. The house contains 14

rooms, and costs approximately $12,000.

 

The Legend of The Architect

By Florence Ethel Crosby

 

HERE are no such beautiful

buildings as in India. The warm

climate permits architects to leave

a great deal of open space in

structures, and this enables them to make

designs with that lightness which causes

the buildings to resemble the abodes of

fairyland.

There was once an Indian king who was

ambitious to excel all other kings in the

beauty of his palace. He therefore called

upon all the architects of his kingdom for

  

 

designs, offering a prize so desirable that

it could not fail to stimulate some mighty

effort of genius. The king had but one

child, a daughter. He gave out that the

successful competitor should have his

daughter to wife and reign with her after

his own death.

Now, there was a young architect of

the capitol, A'bdul Kerim. He had been

employed to rebuild a wing of the palace

containing the princess’ apartments, and

the two had met, and loved. Abdul Kerim,
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on hearing of the prize offered, was over

joyed and set to work with high hope to

make a design that would give him the

girl he loved. Three years were given in

which to hand in drawings, and during

these three years Abdul worked night and

day, designing, throwing away his work,

starting it again, till at the expiration of

half the allotted time he had produced a

plan that satisfied him. Then he occupied

the remaining half in perfecting it. Stim

lated by love, he evolved a structure

which when built would far exceed any—

thing of its kind in India. _

\Vhen the king saw the design he was

delighted. But he had never intended to

keep his word by giving his daughter to

the successful competitor and now trumped

up a charge as an excuse for not doing so.

He accused Abdul Kerim of being in league

with a conspiracy against the government

discovered at the time and threw him into

prison.

When the princess heard of this she

was inconsolable, but Kerim told the

princess to be of good cheer; that the king

would be forced to keep to his agreement,

because an architect is the best person to

superintend his own plans, and he believed

he would sooner or later be called upon

to build the palace.

There was in the kingdom a quarry of

stone, tinted like the opal, which when pol

ished had a beautiful, iridescent effect. It

had been reserved by the king for the new

place. Great care was to be taken in get

ting out the stone and shaping it into the

individual parts which were to make up

the palace, for there was but enough of

it to make one such building, and if any

serious blunder were made by which it

should become necessary to use other

stone the king’s hopes would be blasted.

Among Kerim’s plans were a description

and diagram of every stone to be used in

the construction, and the king decided that

it would be safer to get out the material

and shape each stone in accordance with

this description. After all had been hewn

it would be a simple matter to set them

up in place.

So he brought Abdul Kerim from prison

and he was placed in charge of the work,

and as every stone came from the quarry

and was shaped it was marked in accord

ance with a system devised by Kerim him

helf. At last the stones which were to

compose the building were finished, the

quarry meanwhile having been exhausted.

Then Kerim astonished the king by refus

ing to superintend the erection of the

palace. His majesty was about to order

the architect's head stricken off when it

occurred to him that he must first get the

markings of the stones. So he sent to

Kerim for it. Kerim replied that he did

not have it. Then the king ordered him

to produce it on pain of instant death.

Kerim refused. The king was in a quan

dary. Unless he could get the marking

from the architect the palace could not be

built. Then the king ordered him put to

the torture to exort what was necessary,

but directed that his life should not be

risked. Kerim was tortured till it was

plain he would die if the torture were con

tinued.

It was now plain that the king must

either give up his palace or fulfill his con—

dition. He sent for his daughter and told

her of the situation. She confessed that

she and Kerim had secretly loved each

other and said that it was this love which

had produced the wonderful design.

Then the king saw that to obtain the

palace he coveted, built of the beautiful,

iridescent opal stone, he must keep to his

agreement. He satisfied the architect that

he would do so by a public declaration,

and the palace was built. But the wicked

king was punished for his duplicity, for

he died just as the work was finished, and

it was the architect, who as king took

possession.
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Use of Cobblestones in Country Houses

and Bungalows

By Chas. Alma Byers
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"Fair Oaks“—Cobblesloncs Arlislically Arranged"

N LOCALITIES where they may

I be obtained without too much ex

pense, coblestones, as an aux

iliary building material in the con—

struction of suburban and"countr}' houses

and bungalows, have found a place of un

doubted favor in the eyes of the artist and

the economist. Their adaptability for such

use may be described as being almost with

out limitation. They can be made to har

monize more or less with almost any style of

architecture about which there is any sem

blance of ruggedness, and the effects ob

tained by their use for foundations, pillars,

chimneys and even for such interior use as

in chimney-pieces are always, or near

ly always, pleasing and interesting. They

give to the house an appearance of in

dividuality, making it more than ordinarily

attractive; and to the traveler the style, if

 

it may be so called, is a pleasing reminder

of the picturesque chalets of Switzerland,

although subjected to the modifications

which made itsuitable for the particular

locality where used.

The accompanying illustrations show the

various uses to which cobblestones may be

put in house construction. In some they

are used only in the foundation and chim

ney; in others in the porch or veranda pil

lars as well, and in one or two instances in

the wall enclosing the yard, a use that is

very effective in bringing the house and its

surroundings into close harmony. In this

respect there is, in fact, no set rule to fol

low. They can be used for any purpose

that any other kind of stone can be made to

serve. Cobblestones cannot, however, be

used with good taste in conjunction with

any other kind of stone, either natural or
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Pretty Cobbleslone House in Carvariza, Cal., Built for $7,000

artificial, nor can they be recommended for

use in the architecture of the conventional

city house.

The color scheme of the woodwork of

the house, into the construction of which

a

the cobblestones enter, should be one which

will harmonize with the gray stone. Pref

erence, in this matter, is given to the dull

greens and browns, colors that by contrast

invariably add picturesqueness to the fin

 

  

  

fln Allraclive Home in Soul/1 Pasadena, Cal., Costing $4, 200
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ished creation. In such a house the roof is

frequently painted either white or gray, a

scheme that brings the roof and the founda

tion into appropriate relation and produces

a very striking effect. The walls of these

houses are sometimes weatherboarded with

unsurfaced lumber and sometimes shingled

with rough cedar shingles; either style is

very satisfactory. The latter are also

sometimes simply oiled, instead of stained

0r painted, which leaves the natural color

of the shingles only a little darker, and the

exterior trim is usually painted some color

cobblestones in the foundation, the chim

ney, the pillars and the veranda walls, as

well as the wall enclosing the grounds—

which is not shone in the illustration. The

weatherboarding is of shingles, stained

brown, while the roofs are painted white.

The color combination is striking, and the

lavish use of hanging baskets, window

boxes, potted plants and clinging vines

makes the whole effect most pleasing.

The house designated as Fig. 2, repre

senting an expenditure of about $7,000,

shows the use of cobblestones for the

  

 

  

Large Cobblesloncs Arechrc Used in Porch Pillars

that is darker than the walls, or a rich

creamy white is used.

The cobblestones should be of varying

sizes; and should be laid “hit or miss”

and never laid in courses. The ce

ment should be raked out from between

the stones, which produces a pronounced

light and shade effect which is the point

wherein their greatest beauty lies.

An excellent example of the use of cob

blestones in home building is shown in the

accompanying photographic illustration,

designated as Fig. 1, a photograph of “Four

Oaks" in South Pasadena, Cal. This house,

which was built at a cost of about $6,000,

presents a very artistic arrangement of

foundation, the porch pillars, the chimneys

and the wall enclosing the yard. The

stones show good selection, being of the

whitest variety and of medium sizes, and

the straight square lines of the chimneys,

despite the natural roughness of the cob

bles. are well preserved. The weather

boarding is dull green in color, and the roof

is painted white. The house, though large,

possessing ten large rooms, is designed so

as to admit the use of such stones with ex

cellent taste, and with its setting of syca

mores and various kinds of vines and flow

ers the appearance of the home en masse

is pleasingly picturesque.

Figure 3 shows an attractive little house
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Fix. 5

 

Cobblestone Chimney, Foundation and Retaining Wall

of seven rooms, representing an expendi

ture of $4,200, in the construction of which

cobblestones are used for the foundation,

the porch parapet and the porch pillars.

Here, again, the cobblestones show good

selection and the lines are well preserved.

The weatherboarding is dull brown in color

and the roof is painted whiten The archi

tectural design is enhanced by tastefully se—

lected and arranged flowers, which consist

of scarlet geraniums extending from the

front steps to each corner of the porch en

closed by a row of “dusty millers.” The

latter correspond in color with the cobble

stones and the white roof. and thus is

created a general appearance that is very

pretty and attractive. The house has a

frontage of forty feet and extends back

a distance of thirty-four feet.

Figure 4 is rather unique in design, and,

at the same time, possesses some excellent

structural features. Cobblestones are

shown only in the massive pyramidal porch

pillars and in the diminutive chimney. It

is unfortunate that these two features em—

phasize the defects in design, each of the

other to such a marked degree, when the

plans otherwise are so good. The walls of

   

B. L. Oliver's Home, Pasadena, Cal.
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the house are of redwood “shakes,” stained

a dull brown, and the roof and the window

.sashes are painted white. Despite the de

feet noted, the effect is extremely fas

cinating.

The house designated as Figure 5 shows

an interesting and artistic mixing of white

and almost black cobbles, the latter variety

usually being every difficult to find, except

in a few localities. The stones are used

for the foundation, the wall enclosing the

yard and the chimney only a corner of the

latter being shown in the illustration. The

The house shown as Fig. 7 is very pre

tentious in architectural style. Carrying

the chimney up above the roof line in brick,

however, instead of cobblestones as shown

in its base, is open to criticism. Otherwise

the house is an artistic one—and since the

cobblestone work nowhere extends above

the first story, there is a possible excuse

for building the top of the chimney in brick.

The walls of the house are weatherboarded

from the ground to the second story and

shingled from there up. The woodwork is

painted a dull green.

 
 

  

 

 

'Fign

fln Allraclive $4,500 Home Near Los Angelcs, Cal.

walls of the house are covered with cedar

shingles. which are oiled, leaving them

nearly their natural color. The roof and

the window sashes are painted white and

the balance of the trim is given a coat of

dull brown paint. The mixed colors of the

cobblestones harmonize well with the wood

work colors, and the whole effect is at

tractive and pretty. The cost of the house

was $9,000.

Fig. 6 shows a house of rather pretty

design set picturesquer on the crown of a

hill. Here cobblestones are used for chim

neys, porch pillars and foundation. The

weatherboarding is stained dull green and

the roofs are painted white.

It will be observed from the foregoing

comments that cobblestones can be em

ployed in the building of a house of almost

any cost. The houses here shown were,

in fact, built at costs varying from $2,500

to $15,000. And it may be stated, inci

dentally. that cobblestones as a building

material are usually inexpensive. The

rustic character of this ,kind of work

lends itself well to the embellishments and

art of the landscape gardener. All forms

of vines, plants, shrubs and trees seem to

enhance its beauty, while they, in turn, seem

to be at home in its company, and both thus

form part of the natural combination.
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The Terrace for the Small House

By Chas. Edw. Hooper

 

N THE days of our forefathers,

when the common people worked

from sunrise to sunset, the needs

of the piazza were not felt as much as at

the present time. Conditions are changed.

The same people today condense the day's

work into a much shorter period and their

leisure is correspondingly affected. Then,

too, we buy now what then was mostly

of home manufacture. Thus, gradually the

outdoor life has called upon us and we

have responded. \

The common unit toward this end is the

piazza; most excellent but monotonous. It

  

 

  

The Hood Overhangs the BenchesflThe

Fence is Solid and in Harmony

with the House

is true that it fills a place that cannot be

taken by anything else, and yet there are

times when a small terrace is far better

and of greater utility.

Most people think of the terrace as per

taining to the larger estates, particularly

those of Europe. It is not necessary, how

ever, that it be thus limited. More room

can be secured and more durability assured

than in a piazza. The ordinary founda

tion for the latter is the wooden post which

is short-lived. Even if stone posts be used,

they are apt to settle and distort the struc

ture. A terrace wall can be built in the

same manner as a house foundation and

last as long. If any settlement takes place

in the walks or sodded portions they are

easily repaired, it being only necessary to

replace the defective portion. In the piazza,

one thing depends so greatly upon another

that wholesale rebuilding is often impera

tive.

From an artistic point of view, the ter

race has many possibilities. Its grass plot

and stone or concrete flags are a relief

from the everlasting wooden floor. Fur

ther than this, is the great variety of treat

ment offered. Flags are put just where

they are wanted, covering the whole if de

sired. It may even be developed into a

small flower garden or effect an easy and

legitimate connection with the pergola or

summer house. Small or large, it still fits

and is ever interesting and inviting.

The simple illustration here shown was

built in connection with a house at Kings

ton, N. Y., and was designed together with

the structure by a Philadelphia architect.

The planting varies a little from the orig

inal.

Fitting, as it does, the angle of the house,

it becomes a part and natural outgrowth

of it. The approach is in line with the
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front steps and the front entrance, while

connection is also provided with the rear.

The benches, flanking the front door, are

built against the house and are protected

from ordinary weather by an overhanging

“Germantown” hood. The enclosure fence

is of wood, and being solid, affords more

privacy than the open variety. It is upon

the height and character of this last that

the seclusion mostly depends.

The planting may be varied. As shown

here it is simple and effective. The small

shrubs flanking the front steps might well

be crimson ramblers trained over an arch.

Going a step further this arch might be a

feature of the fence itself. The office of

the tree is evident. One could extend the

hood further by using brackets, if such

were desirable.

This is but one example. The chances

are many and varied, and for this reason

we would advise the prospective builder

to seriously consider the many possibilities Showing 11w Home Entrance. Tanking

of the terrace_ Benches and Hood
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Plan of Terrace
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An Ideal Porch Arrangement

    

 

The Conventional Use of Brown Shingle and Gray Stone Results in this Hand

some Bungalow—The Roof Brought Down in English Porch Effect at

One Side Gives it a Pleasing Appearance—This House

Could Probably be Built at 0 Cost of $3,000

 

Roof Overhangs the Porch

     

   

Deeply Projecting Eaves and the—Roof Projection Over the Porch on Simple

Timber Supports Render This an Extremely Interesting Bungalow— The

Concrete Pillar Bases Could Be Greatly Improved by Changing the

Proportions.——The Cost to Build is Estimated at $2,200
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Roomy and Attractive

      

 

fl Well-Buill, Comfortable and Refined Home Conlaining Several Good Sleep

ing Rooms-*Eslimaled Coal $2,400

 

An Qdd Type of Cottage

      

 

Common Redwood Boards Slaincd a Reddish Brown are Used Verlically on lhc

Walls of this Bungalow and Horizontally in lhe Cables—Chimney and

Foundalion are Made of Common Lighl Brick—Coal: Aboul $1,400
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Bungalow Rightly Designed

  
  

 

The Group of Many—Paned Windows is the Feature of this Bungalow which,

with its Broad, Single Paneled Door, Gives it Distinction—The

Projection of the Exterior Siding Over the Porch is Effect

ive—The Approximate Cost of Building is $2,000

 

Unusual Roof Construction

  
 

r-_-__"—

 

Q

  

 

' D ' ’ .0. ..i o 4. s1 »._

Brown Shingles, with Cray Limestone and an Unusual Roof Treatment,

Combine to, Produce a Charming Effect—The Lattice-Like

Casement Windows Complete the General Ap

pearance—Cost About $1,800
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@FLOWERS AND SHRUBS

FOR THE COUNTRY HOME

The Making of a Country Home

HE tide that is moving out of the quickly make the home cheerful. For suc—

city can not help making many

mistakes, by investing in property

that they can not subdue, and in

planting unwiser at' the outset. I have

seen a good deal of trouble and dissatis

faction from undertaking too much. I will

use special caution in the way oprroviding

lists of fruits and flowers for those who

are creating just “homes,” and nothing
else. i '

We may as well start with the flowers,

and go on in later articles to the fruit gar

den and orchard. We want such flowers

as can be grown easily, and will most

  

 

cession and for beauty, without too much

work, I would plant the following six sorts

of flowers:

I would have all the tulips I could af

ford to get, although if one buys one hun

dred sorts they can be multiplied so rap

idly that within a few years he may have

them by the hundred.

A country home needs a large array of

easily grown lilies. The madonna or can

didum lily is best of all, both for its superb

fragrance and its multitudinous blossoms.

It begins to open early in June, and con

tinues for most of that month. Almost as

 

  

p Hedge of,Margueriles and Rualic Pergola .on Grounds
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easily grown are the lancifoliums or Jap

anese lilies. Remember that I am selecting

only those things that will cause little work

and give great satisfaction. These two

lilies will grow in any garden soil, and

having been planted need not be disturbed

for three or four years—only do not put

any manure around the roots.

Another plant that you may lay in

freely is the hardy phlox. It begins to

blossom just as the roses are through, and

the profusion of bloom is as delightful as

the fragrance. New seedings will come up

shade and sends up splendid stalks of

richest blue, from three to five feet high.

Annuals you cannot bother with at the

outset, and yet there are a few of them

that must be included. First of all and

fairest are the sweet peas. I will tell you

how they make the least possible trouble

and are the surest to respond. Plant them

very early in the spring in trenches five

inches‘deep, in rich garden soil, and, as

they grow, gradually fill up around them

with rich compost (not fresh manure).

Then pick the flowers as fast as they come

   

A Country Home Needs an Array of Easily-Crown Lilies

every year, and if you will save these, or

some of them, you will have in a few years

hundreds of novelties, of great beauty, and

all entirely hardy. The phlox blossoms all

through July, August and September.

If you will cut down the stalks after bloom

ing others will come up and blossom still

later. It is a royal everybody's flower; it

will do its best in rather poor soil, only

it wants plenty of water; and in dry sea

sons, is not conspicuously beautiful. For
additional perennialsiyou will find perennial

larksspur very satisfactory. It takes pretty

good care of itself, does not like too much

if you want them to keep on coming. Give

away huge bunches, and thousands more

will appear. The nasturtium, or tropeolum,

is my hobby. While most flowers like rich

soil this one does best on the poorest. If

too highly fed it runs to vine and not to

flowers.

Another hobby to indulge in from time

to time should be hollyhocks. These can

be planted along the edge of your corn

field. In fact, if you get them well estab

lished they will sow themselves, and then

can be hoed out where not wanted. I do

not know anything finer than an avenue of
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hollyhocks running along through your

fruit garden, or a border for your vege

table garden. The old-fashioned singles are

better than the new-tangled doubles any

day, but try both.

But whatever else you do with flowers,

you must surely establish a shrubbery. This

ought to be an odd piece of ground, never

in front of the house, nor conspicuous, but

somewhere on a slope or in a swale, where

you can go for a quiet hour and

forget work altogether. You can make a

shrubbery out of wild, native plants and get

a very good one in that way, for there is

not a section of the country that does not

afford a dozen ideal bushes, but not always

appreciated. To my own shrubbery I add

small—growing trees with conspicuous flow

ers. The shrubs that I should recommend

to start with, and for succession of bloom,

are (1) Judas tree. This is the earliest

shrub to blossom, that is at the same time

hardy, and it stays in bloom for three full

weeks. It is a mass of lilac-colored flow

ers, without a leaf. Then follows a charm

ing display of golden foliage. On the whole,

this is one of the finest shrubs in existence,

growing eight or ten feet high, or trained

as a tree to fifteen feet. (2) Lilacs con

stitute the most popular shrubs in exist

ence, and they deserve all the praise and

love they get. You can get a dozen of the

new French varieties, single and double,

and of all shades of red, white and pur

ple, at a very low figure. or can content

yourself with the old-fashioned lilac and

the white variety, which like to make a

small tree; they are good enough, and the

purple sort has never been beaten. (4)

Tartarian honeysuckle should make number

four, and multiplied as fast as possible.

Nothing else makes as good a hedge for

blossoming. This bush stands from five

to ten feet high, and you can trim it as

sharply as you please, and with it should

be planted its cousin, highbush cranberry—

a viburnum that is loaded all the autumn

with yellow fruit, which turns red for win

ter, and feeds no end of cedar birds and

pine grosbeaks. It is a great thing to have

growing by your fences and in corners.

(6) Plant weigelias in two or three of the

hardiest varieties—especially rosea. This

shrub may cause you some trouble, because

it has to be trimmed every year, but the

plant is gorgeous while in flower. (7)

Mock oranges you must have. You can

find the old—fashioned sorts among your

neighbors, and these are good enough for

anybody; but you will do better if you plant

some of the late flowering sorts—then have

seeds and grow new sorts yourself. Peo

ple do not know how many fine things they

can get by this simple sort of cross-breed—

ing.

Be sure and get the elder that grows by

the brooks, and the wild barberry—there

are few things finer than these. The 'dog

woods can be got almost everywhere, and

for winter there is nothing nicer than a

huge bush of the red—barked.

For half a dozen'vines I would select to

grow over the doorway honeysuckles; the

scarlet trumpet and the monthly fragrant

growing together. Grapevines are not used

half as much as they ought to be, and they

are grand on the walls of a house or barn,

both for the shade they give and the added

fruit.

aggggaeaa
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Colonial Country Gardens

By Edith Dahney

  

The Show Garden of the Country

 

than another that delights the

owner of a country estate or

suburban cottage, it is the gar

den, and no sooner is the manor house

or simple home building well under way,

than the true country lOver turns his

thoughts towards the landscape effects

which are to prove its setting.

There are all sorts and conditions of gar—

dens, English, Italian, nondescript, but the

one which gives the best insight into the

character of its owner, is laid off along old

fashioned lines, with quaint little’ flower

squares and boxwood hedges. In the gar

dens of two hundred years ago no anachro

I F THERE is one thing more

  

 

nistic shrubs found place; nothing won at

tention by reason of conspicuousness, for

everything harmonized, belonged, so to

speak. Nature in those days suffered no

make-up on her smiling face; there were

no startling beds of coleas and cannas, no

hectic, carpet—patterned effects, for the one

idea of the colonial landscape architect was

to merely enhance the natural beauties.

Fortunately for those whose lives are cast

in a less romantic era, there are a few of

these genuine old gardens left as object les

sons, but more fortunate still, is the realiza

tion that their reproduction is within the

power of rich and poor alike, for the old

time garden is a matter of taste more than
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wealth, and it is a comfort to know that no

mansion is too grand to be adorned by it,

nor no cottage too simple to claim its beau

ties.

To borrow the distinctive features of the

colonial garden, one must appreciate them

thoroughly, and in order to do that must

wander among them in their homes, be

greeted by their winsome blossoms that for

centuries have been supplanted by no mod

ern flowers, peer into the box traced beds

and understand the enchanting sense of or

der born of seeming informality. That un

attractive era of decorative horticultural art

which followed in the wake of the so-called

Romanesque period is rapidly being out—

lived, and true artists, as well as nature lov

ers, are looking backward at the dear old

gardens which have weathered more than

two hundred years to serve as models for

latter day reproduction.

Of course the show Colonial garden is at

Mount Vernon, this being the same today

as when laid out and planted by George

\Vashington for Martha Custis when she

became his bride. The 'smaller 'flower

squares and circles are indelibly marked out

with two-foot box hedges growing now as

in the past, the larger beds and walkways

boasting taller borders. Peeping into the

quaint beds one sees nestling shyly in the

cool shadows, the innocent blue faces of

violets and other delicate blossoms. In this

garden, the triangles, circles and parterres

of which impress one with their dignity and

formality, grow such familiar flowers as

jonquils and narcissus, the royal purple iris,

ragged robins, verbenas and pansies, which

smile sweet scented greetings to every

glance, however slight.

Such gardens were a common sight in the

halcyon days of the country which is now

beginning once more to appreciate their

charm, and still another which has served as

a model for those of the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries, proves that, second only

to the box borders, are giant hedges of pink

althea and purple lilac. The center of this

famous old garden is a stretch of thick,

unbroken turfing beginning at the mansion

  

The Cenler of [his Famous Old Garden is a Slrelch of Thick Unbroken Turfing
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steps to be lost in the ivy-hung, stucco

greenhouse, a delightful bit of garden archi

tecture. On either side of the open space

are wide walks bonnded with eight foot

hedges where purple lilaCs mingle with the

white, and joining these walks at right an

gles are others with box replacing the taller

shrubs.

Still another very beautiful example of

the Colonial garden suggests its name, the

“maze,” by the winding, twisting walks and

hedges which seem to ramble from mansion

(Bay with the many hued bloslsoms of

spring and summer, these gardens are

neither colorless nor unscented during the

winter months, the sturdy boxwood pre

senting a soft green note against a snowy

background. From the time the first tiny

violet bravely puts forth its head, until the

precise little hedges are fringed with icicles,

these gardens are sources of unending joy,

proving in their simple fashion the unlim

ited promise which they have held forth for

years.

  

The Smaller Beds and Circles are Fringed with Delicate Cowslips

to meadow, giving it no positive beginning

nor ending. In this strangely beautiful gara

den, the property of the descendants of the

little Indian princess, Pocahontas, mari

golds vie with larkspur, while sweet william

and candytuft scent the air. Though the

larger beds and walkways are hedged with

square clipped, four foot box, the smaller

beds and circles are fringed only with deli

cate cowslips winding in a gold linked

chain.

And though there may be some to whom

the charms and delights of this style of

landscape architecture is unknown, there

are many who gladly say with the poet:

“I know a garden old, that lies

’Neath softer rains and bluer skies,

A garden filled with simple phlox '

And a tall host of hollyhocks;

With endless rows of mignonette

And the shy, hidden violet—

A garden quaint, and very old,

Yet young with rose and marigold.”
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Tints and Stencils as Applied

to Country Homes

AID the noted German painter,

S Hans Thoma, “For my part I do

not want to live in any work of
art.” I

From an artist, such a sentiment would

seem at first sight to be a pulling down

of the pillars of his own house, a re—

pudiation of all his own endeavors.

What the painter really meant to con

vey, however, was only the very broad

and basic principle that underlies all art,

that of fitness, or suitability. He meant

that many interiors are so over-decorated,

Interior Decoration. In their re-action

against the frippery and floweriness of

the French school, these new idea artists

have gone to a more intolerable extreme,

and their forced and morbid exaggera

tions are fit only for the “exhibitions”

where they have chiefly appeared and

where, let us pioust hope, they may re

main. The grotesque and the eccentric

is neither art nor beauty, nor is sim

plicity, necessarily bare and bald and un

pleasant.

Nor is it impossible to have an interior
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Stencil Decoration for Bedroom in Country Home

:50 treated as “works of art,” though deco

ration is by no means always art—that

their real uses are lost sight of, and they

are mighty uncomfortable to live with.

So much of the so-called interior decora

tion makes such an overpowering claim

upon the occupants of the dwelling that

ordinary comfort is out of the question

and goes by default.

The protest of the German artist is not

surprising when we consider the aston

ishing performances which his own Ger—

man conipeers in the realm of art have

put forth upon an innocent and suffering

world as high art of the New School of

decorated with artistic beauty, yet be

entirely livable withal. That furnishing

and decorating which oppresses and dis

turbs the occupant, instead of being

quietly subservient to his needs, lacks

the first element of art—which is fitness.

Fitness to the scheme of the dwelling,

to the habits and requirements of the

occupant, and to the general conditions

and environment. The super-elegance

and redundance of ornament, characteris

tic of the French school, the rococo and

gilding, the brocades and realistic floral

designs of every conceivable hue are in

congruous with the everyday life of ev—
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eryday people. Equally incongruous are

the Japanese women in bodkined hair,

the sun, moon, and stars, the strangely

deformed trees with exotic birds of ev

ery brilliant plumage, flitting among

them, with our prosaic American char

acter. All this quaint, oriental art which

fits so perfectly that eastern land of le

gend and of charm, and which has been

so prevailing a fad with some of our

leading decorators, has come near to

making the homes of many well-meaning,

but ordinary, people ridiculous.

Some decorators appear to think that

the sole end and purpose of a wall, is that

it be decorated. The wall is simply a

surface on which to impose a smother

of design and ornamentation. Their only

aim is to make a great show of their

“art” and their stock in trade.

Now, if this protest of the German

painter applies to houses, in general, with

how much more force does it impress us

in regard to the treatment of a country

home? Without doubt, the first and fore

most desideration of a country house is

restfulness. We are wearied with the

multiplicity of forms and impressions of

the city life. The very words “country

home” at once suggest a picture of peace

and quietness; of wood tones and undu—

lating green flecked with silver; of gray

tree trunks and the delicate green of wil

lows; with these crude, strong colorings,

aggressive design does not accord.

Neither does the covering of walls with

paper of textile fabric best meet the re

quirements of the situation, for the coun

try house is usually situated by the water

side, and this means dampness, especially

if it be closed for part of the year, as it

usually is.

The free use of wood itself, in country

house interiors, is always felicitous, and

here we may follow true Japanese art

without fear. The different color tones

obtained from different methods of treat—

ing wood surfaces is amazing. Even the

one process of fuming applied to different

woods, produces a great variety of softly

blending tones of color. Where plain

walls, treated in restful, harmonizing

tints, with some slight relief of decora

tion, are used in conjunction with wood

paneling and beam work, the ideal coun

try house interior will be achieved. But

since the concrete example is always

more forceful than mere generalizing, let

us take, for instance, a country house

living room-hall, with wood paneling up

to the casement windows, the chestnut

fumed to a mellow, sunny brown, which

is not dull but glows with a soft, bright

lustre. Heighten this sunniness of tone

by the dull, soft yellow of the plaster

panels above, and by the deep ivory tint

of the plaster between the ceiling beams.

Make a liberal use of dull yellow, olive

green, brick red and old blue in the rugs,

hangings and furnishings, with high

lights of bran or copper in fixtures,—and

have we not an ideal country interior

with, if you please, no "decoration" what

ever.

Or, since the diversity of conditions

and of individual tastes is infinite, let us

take a country house dining room, which

is devoid of even a plate rail, and which

has only the conventional casings and

baseboard. with a floor of Georgia pine.

Suppose this floor and woodwork stained

to a warm cigar brown. The plaster of

the walls is the ordinary, hard-finished,

"putty coat.” We will, therefore, paint

this wall in a flat tone, oil paint a half

tone green, to within two feet of the ceil

ing, finishing the upper edge with a wood

moulding. Upon this lower wall suppose

i
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Stencil Suggestions for Simple Frieze:
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a formal floral design of some dignity to

be stenciled so that the tree-like stems

form panel-like divisions on the wall, and

the branching tops a decoration of great

in a rich bluish green, the flowers lemon

color, and the stems dull orange, all vig

orously outlined in dark brown. The

plain frieze above and the ceiling to be

tinted a light but warm pretty gray.

In a beautiful English country house,

these principles of simplicity and fitness

were most happily illustrated in the wall

treatment, plain tints being used through

out with simple stencil decorations in

some of the rooms.

One could scarce conceive that the

haunting loveliness of the briar rose

could be suggested through the medium

of the stiff, unyielding stencil. But in

the drawing room of this country house

the decoration of the over—mantel was

the feature of the room, a graceful, curv

ing design inspired by the briar rose,

and carried out with stencils. The long,

sweeping stems were twisted and inter

laced, the leaves charmingly grouped, the

thorns suggested, and the rose centers

themselves in amethyst and orange were

executed in slight relief on a background

of old ivory. The remaining wall spaces

were tinted old ivory with no decoration.

The woodwork was fumed oak and the

tiles of the fireplace beneath the briar

rose decoration, were rose colored enam

el. In the same house the briar rose

motif was used for the guest room, be

ing here adapted to a frieze design in del

icate lilacs, pinks and gray-greens on an

ivory ground, with a wall below the

frieze of pale green.

Here, indeed, is art in happy union

with simplicity and fitness, and even the

disgruntled Hans Thoma would not ob

ject to living amidst such a work.

Not the least argument for such a

form of decoration is the keen pleasure

which is derived from doing one’s own

decorating, for the methods are simple

and not beyond the amateur workman

possessed of some knowledge of form

and line, and some skill in handling the

brush and pigments. The simple designs

here illustrated are merely suggestions

of decorations easily within the scope of

those who have a fancy for doing their

own decorating. The artist-amateur can

work out his or her own individual de

sign with greater freedom.

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Suggested ‘Panel for Stencil rDecoration

in ‘Dr'nl'ng Room
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Group of Minnetonka Country Homes

HE wonderful, park-like region

T of Minnesota is famed for the

beautiful country homes which

dot the shores of its lakes, nestle

in its wooded groves, or crown some

sightly eminence. These homes are of

varied types of architecture and wide

range in cost. There are “cottages”

which are fit for palaces, with expensive

grounds and every outfit and appliance

that modern invention can provide, and

that can be occupied the year around;

and there are log cabins, bungalows and

“shacks” which are intended only for a

few weeks or months in summer.

Minnetonka, the best known of these

lakes, is but a half hour’s ride from Min

neapolis. and its many miles of delight

fully irregular shore line, and its jutting

points, rounding bays and bold headlands

—-all heavily wooded—are circled with

summer homes. There are Greek temple

facades and the rambling Old English

Farmhouse, concrete and

with just “cottages” galore.

Several of these homes, each with in

teresting and individual features, none of

them extreme, either as to architecture or

cost. are here shown for the pleasure of

our readers.

The houses shown in the illustrations

were designed by Mr. Wm. Channing

W'hitney of Minneapolis, which to the

initiated means that however liberal his

treatment of any given style may be, 0w

ing to the purpose and environment of

the building, it will be scholarly, both as

to its mass and in the careful and pains

taking study of its details.

Long association with residence archi

tecture has given this designer an in

sight into the requirements of the home,

which, in a measure, accounts for the suc—

cess of his work in execution.

The three houses shown are not all of

recent date, the first erected being about

cobblestone,

   

 

Side (Perspective of the gooey Summer Home
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sixteen years old while the latest one is

much more recent. However. it cannot

be said that either of them is old fash

ioned, as each is representative of its

own style, fitted to the present, if ones

requirements are better suited by its own

peculiar treatment.

Let us consider the later of the three.

first, that belonging to Mr. C. C. Bovey.

Here we see the new thought expressed

in broad low lines, wide-spreading cor

nices and last but not least cement—

that material which today occupies so

much of our field of vision. and which

seems to invade every styleof architec

ture finding for itself a harmonious place.

snow and ice still have us in their chilling

grasp, makes us feel hot from the very

intensity of the shadows cast and the

brightness of the light reflected. One

may well expect to find a cool retreat

upon them. Here a willow chair and a

not too heavy book will serve to keep a

too serious view of life from us upon a

warm summer day. No photograph can

do justice to a well laid cobblestone wall

and it is more than possible that much

of the beauty of this foundation is lost,

too.

The play of color in the subdued tex

ture of its mass should form a beautiful

contrast to the more even gray of the

  

{Broad Low Line: with Wide, Spreading Cornice

If one may be allowed to use the term.

this house might be called a two-story

bungalow, for with its wide expanse of

roof with low hipped dormers it suggests

it. How eminently fitting this house is

to a location near a lake where a mid—

summer sun glares down on its smooth

surface reflecting light and heat to an

extent. on one side at least. Wide pro—

jections to cornices aflford deep shadows

in which may be some degree of comfort.

How inviting these porches look in a

picture which, even at this date when

cement above. The white lines of the

sash are prominent because of the dark

stain of the general trim, a necessary and

pleasing effect with the fine lines of the

glass divisions, or muntins. How beauti—

fully the grounds slope away from the

house. True, one—half of the house is in

its setting.

The house of Mr. H. ]. Burton is situ

ated at beautiful Deephaven, a landlocked

haven making a considerable indentation

in the coast line.

To yachtsmen this suggests cup win
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ners for it is here that some famous

yachts have been designed and built. The

house is located on a considerable estate,

adjacent to which are a store, post

oflice and railroad station all designed by

the same architect. In fact, since the

house was built a town has come into

existence.

The grounds are carefully laid out and

all out-buildings are of the most pic

turesque character without being obtru

sive. The house itself is built on ramb

ling lines suggestive of New England,

with Colonial detail. The boulder work

of the first story is exceptionally good, a

proper proportion of large and small hav

ing been maintained with a minimum

amount of mortar showing on the surface.

The chimneys also are ofgthis material

with caps of rock faced stone: " The color

scheme externally is of interest, red

gables, green trimmings, and roof of moss

green. The front door, dimly seen in

the shadow of the porch, is of the Dutch

variety in two parts, one swinging inde

pendently above the other. Upon the door

are ornamental hinge plates of wrought

 

  

iron, not the finished production of me

talic baths and catalogued finishes, but

the work of the “village blacksmith.” At

any rate, they were hammered out by a

workman of ordinary talent from the ar

chitect’s full size detail and, therefore,

possess a charm of their own, which they

might have lacked had their execution

been by more elaborate means.

The interior finish is largely of oak,

one bedroom being detailed in a bamboo

effect, however. There are four fireplaces

on each floor. That in the main living

room, 4% feet wide, and that in the din

ing room are built of boulders. The large

music room is two stories high, having

an 18-foot ceiling. On the third floor is

a large studio.

The interior details are picturesque,

rather than classical, but are in splendid

keeping with the general scheme of the

whole design. The surrounding country

is extremely beautiful from a pastoral

view-point and it is here that so many

tennis games of national interest have

taken place. .

The other house is owned by Mr. E. I.

 

 

Summer Home of H. ]. Burton—Deephaven
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fl Colonial Summer Collage

Phelps at Ferndale. Its details are more

Colonial than the one preceding, and its

lines are more severe; yet there is a

charm about their symmetry which at

tracts at once. The design is a little un

usual yet how appropriate for a house

having such a splendid outlook. The

porch is again a dominant feature and

must be a delightful place to all who are

so fortunate as to set foot upon it.

The house is of the good old “down

east” color, white with green blinds. The

hall runs through the entire house from

front to rear, with dining room on one

side and living room on the other. The

first story is of Colonial detail in stained

hard wood, while the second story is pine

painted.

One is indeed fortunate to have a home

upon the shores of beautiful Lake Minne

tonka, for while there are many Minne—

sota lakes of equal or greater size there

is only one Minnetonka. In view of the

building operations already begun, and

in prospect, one may safely prophesy that

before many years the whole shore line

of the lake will be built up, a trolley line

will encircle it, a park system will be in

charge and a city of pleasure will sur

round the whole.

ifiiiléifi
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Cottage Designs for the Home-Builder
 

OVVHERE in the world does

architectural style change so

rapidly as in America, and so

quick has the American archi

tect been to grasp the new situation and

meet its conditions that we already have

(still in its infancy) a distinct style of

habitation set off by itself known as the

“American Country Home.” Its prin

cipal characteristic is an informal, some—

what rambling appearance, the exterior

being a straightforward expression of the

simple needs within. In all good archi

tecture, utility and beauty go hand in

hand but neither one should be sacri

ficed for the other. The country home.

more than any other, is capable of ful—

filling this ideal. The designer has one

great advantage in planning a country

home—it is essentially all front. It can.

therefore, be given more freedom in the

proportion of its various parts than is

possible on a “city front.”

In planning the country home, a more

appropriate setting can be obtained by

informal boundary belts of planting and

the proper location of trees and shrubs

than through the elaboration of the prem

ises by fountains and formal walks. The

frequent open spaces among the trees

giving pleasing vistas from the principal

rooms, the flowers and shrubs all lend

it a suitable setting, giving it added

beauty, graceful freedom and seclusion.

Trailing vines can be used appropriately

on several parts of the house but should

never be allowed to completely cover it.

Design “B 52”

(ILLUSTRATION. PAGE m6)

 

In considering the best arrangement

of rooms for a country residence, we

would refer to a concrete example. The

house first illustrated this month under

our designs for the Home Builder, is

planned for both winter and summer use

and to meet special requirements. The

contemplated location is a high, heavily

wooded plateau overlooking a broad lake

to the north, with a beautiful wooded

valley view to the east. To obtain the

splendid views afforded, the living room

is placed on that side of the house hav

ing also an eastern exposure. The large.

old-fashioned brick fireplace is set in an

alcove, the entire floor of which is tiled.

On either side of the fireplace are the

bookcases having small casement win

dows over them. There is a French door

opening onto the vine-covered pergola

on the east. Dining-room and living

room are connected through wide sliding

doors and just beyond is the conservatory

extending across the entire south side of

the dining-room. The large porch, thir

ty-six feet long, is on the north, where

it gets the best lake view and is coolest

in summer. On the second floor are the

den, three chambers, bathroom, and linen

closet. It can readily be seen that the

house is planned to suit the location

which is of paramount importance in the

planning of country homes. In style it

is plainly an up-to—date farm house.

The home just described is designed

for a rough-cast cement exterior on hol

low tile with a brown stained trim and

dark green roof. A rustic stone exterior

would be equally appropriate. It is not

an expensive house in any particular, and

has very little ornamental detail as an

aid to its effectiveness.

Design “ B 53 ”

(ILLUSTRATION, PAGE 207)

\Ve have here one of those quaint

Southern California homes built with

board and batten sides and shakes in the

gables (not shingles). A house of this

character must necessarily be built either

in a southern community or else in a

northern summer resort for summer use

only. The plan is as original as its ex—

terior. The reception hall is only di—

vided from the living—room by the great

stone fireplace whose solid masonry

walls are seen alike in both rooms. The

living room is large and has windows

on three sides of it, including a broad

bay of old-fashioned casement windows.

The dining-room is down a step from the

hall. To one side of the dining—room is

the old time china closet with its store

of the family’s most valued table relics.

This is certainly a home designed in the

good old way. On the second floor are

four chambers each ten feet by thirteen

feet. The dormers on this house are

out of the ordinary. They are the cheap

est style of dormer built, but when prop
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erly designed are unusually attractive.

The cost of this house could vary con

siderably, but if it is built without plas

tering or basement, could be erected

very reasonably. Including both, how—

ever, it would cost about $2,200.

Design “B 54 ”

(ILLUSTRATION. PAGE 208)

An ideal home in the country generally

means more room, both in the house and

also in the surrounding grounds. This

plan of B 53 is of a home built on large

grounds in the country adjacent to a

thriving city. The treatment of exterior

is in the English style, with high-pitched

gable roof and standing with the broad

front to the street. The first story is

built of brick and the second story of

timber and cement. The projected vesti

bule entrance and porch is in the center.

Entering through the vestibule into a

large living—room of irregular form, the

impression is one of liberality and home

comfort, the interior opening together

with wide doors and archways, supplied

with an ample wood fireplace on the

right, alcove at the rear of same and

dining-room on the left. Ceiling finished

with timber beams, floors of polished oak.

There are many attractive features that

might be mentioned, perhaps the most

important and to be desired are the large

and ample piazzas on each side, one open

ing from the living-room and the other

from the dining-room, also a second-story

screened~in piazza. In the second story

are four fine chambers, the family cham

ber is extra large, each room provided

with ample closets. The attic is finished

with a large amusement room and two

servants’ rooms, also store-room, tank—

room, etc. The estimated cost, exclusive

of heating and plumbing is $6,000.

Design “B 55 ”

(ILLUSTRATION. PAGE 209)

Here is a splendid, large comfortable

looking country home designed with

what may be termed a Jack-rafter cor—

nice. It is treated with narrow siding

for the second story, with wide siding

for the first, or shingles could be used

to good effect. In fact, this house would

look very well indeed with an all shin

gled exterior. The treatment has a free

and easy style to it and yet the house is

simply designed. The location and size

of the windows has been given consider

able study and this is a most important

matter to look out for in designing. The

porch extends across the entire front

of 40 feet; it is 10 feet in width and has

several fluted columns supporting it in

addition to the two main central piers.

Lattice treatment is given to porch en

closure below the fioor. The porch steps

and entrance is in keeping with the gen—

erous treatment throughout.

The interior is the central hall arrange

ment with a big living-room, 25 feet long

at one side, separated from the reception

hall by sliding doors. The dining-room

has a triple window on the south ex

posure with a built-in sideboard at the

end of room. ()n the second floor the

chambers are all of good size and the

bathroom is particularly roomy. The at

tic 1s arranged for a billiard room with

the addition of servants’ room as well.

Interior treatment is for oak through

out the first story; hardwood flooring;

kitchen, pantry and second floor treated

in pine, painted.

In building this house today under

the present favorable conditions, the cost

would be complete about $5,900.

Design “B 56 ”

(ILLUSTRATION, PAGE 210)

The accompanying photographs and

floor plans illustrate a charming story

and—a-half bungalow recently built in

Los Angeles, Cal., at a cost of $2,900. It

is a house designed particularly for a

narrow lot, but it can be used with pleas

ing results on a lot of any shape or size.

It is substantially built throughout, and

by adding an inner sheathing it would

be suitable for almost any climate. It

contains seven rooms, a screen porch and

bath, three of which, all sleeping rooms,

and the bathroom are located on the sec—

ond floor. .

Its exterior finish is of rough-sawed

Oregon pine, stained a rich brown, with

the trim painted a deep cream. The chiml

neys, porch pillars and foundation are of

brick, while the porch steps and all walks

are of cement. It has a double dormer

and a small rear and front balcony. There

is a miniature side pergola shielding a

bay window, which offers an excellent

setting in summer for vines and hang

ing baskets.

The front door of the house opens di

rectly into the large living room, which

extends across the entire front. In one

end there is a simple neat fireplace of

olive green tile, half enclosed by station

ary bookcases, with a cozy seat on either
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Arthur C. Clausen, Architect

A Country Cottage Adapted to Location

DESIGN “B 52 ”
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side. The dining—room is separated from

the living room only by portiers. Both

rooms have paneled walls, beamed ceil

ings and hardwood floors. \Vith the ex

ception of the floors, the woodwork is

of Oregon pine, finished to resemble

flemish oak, with which the furniture of

the rooms harmonizes. The dining-room

 

possesses a fireplace also and an excel

lent built-in buffet.

The kitchen is provided with spacious

built-in cupboard room, a draught cooler

and other convenient features. Its out

side door opens into a screen porch,

which is provided with stationary wash

tubs.
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Journal of Modern Conslruclion Seric

Summer Cottage with Batten Sides

DESIGN “8 53 "
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The sleeping rooms are reached by

stairs accessible from either the living

room or the sewing-room.

The bookcases arranged in the manner

shown, with their leaded glass doors,

furnish semi-seclusion for the cozy seats,

and at the same time help to enhance the

fireplace effect from the other end of

the room. They also provide excellent

rests for flower vases. The clock that is

made to form a part of the fireplace man

tel lends still more to the general charm

of the arrangement.

CLOS

CHAMBER

/0x/3

CHAMBER

/0)< IJ

CHAMBER

/0K/J

  

SE COND FLOOR

The actual cost of this bungalow is

divided as follows:

Lumber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $689.00

Millwork . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350.00

Carpentry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 653.00

Masonry and plastering . . . . . . .. 435.00

Painting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240.00

Plumbing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 225.00

Electric work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105.00

Sash and doors . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 123.00

Hardware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80.00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$2,900.00

(Descriptions Continued on Page 209)
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. C. S. Sedgwick, Arcbilecl

A Suburban Home with Cement Exterior

DESIGN “B 54 ”
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The Keilh Co., Arcbilecls

A Good, Square Country House

DESIGN "8 55 "
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(Descriptions Continueder Page 207) floor is particularly good. The fireplace

Design “8 57,, treatment gives a cozy nook with seats.

The dining-room is provided with a pleas—

ing bay window, making this room very

This country home, while practically light and increasing its length to nearly

a square house. is given an entirely dif- 19 feet. Five chambers and two bath

ferent treatment from the preceding de- rooms are provided on the second floor

signs and it is one which will likely in- with space in the attic for two addition—

terest a great many readers. a] rooms if desired. This gives plenty

The interior arrangement of the first (ContinuedonPage 212)

(ILLUSTRATION, PAGE 212)
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A Pretty Bungalow for

DESIGN “B 56 "
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Charles Alma Byers, Arc/lilch
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fl Corner of lhe Dining Room Showing Fireplaczc
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The Kcilh Co., Arc/riled:

Country House Design

DESIGN "B 57 ”
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SECOND FLOOD PLAH.

 

(Descriptions Continued from Page 209)

of accommodation for the entertainment

of one's friends.

It is suggested to treat the exterior en

tircly in cement applied over metal lath.

With this construction and the usual

hardwood interior finish, wainscoting the

hall, living—room and dining—room and

with hardwood floors throughout, the

estimated cost is placed at $5,600.
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w Cement Coating fall‘

of Residences

This delightful architectural idea is not so new

(ll as many suppose. We were Pioneers in the

development of this style of exterior--which, by the

way, is commendable only as the material is right!

   

 

q Twenty Years Ago we were supplying the ideal

hard cement material for this purpose--known as

“Adamant No. 2 C”

r. rffi ‘1] When you plan your home, have your architect I ' » I ~ ~1

      

 

 

 
 

specify “Adamant No. 2 C", and adopt a thor

oughly modern style with the comfortable assurance

of permanent beauty and lasting endurance in a time

tested material.

 

 

“Adamant N0. 2 C” is unusually plastic, attorci- t. _.____,
r.___ ‘___1 . . . . . , w

mg the Widest latitude in decorative des1gn, and

it will not crack, stain or otherwise mar. It is botb

fire-proof and weather-proof Beauty plus Protection!

Permanent colors, and the Natural Stone Gray. 1

Write us, at our nearest office, for our Booklet

K.-A, illustrating and describing this truly re

markable material, and showing some handsome

“Adamant No. 2 C” homes.

United States Gypsum Company

New York Boston Cleveland Chicago Minneapolis San Francisco

1': '1 I an . - ~ I I;
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If You Want an Attractive

Mission or Weathered Oak Effect

ask your architect to specify and see that your builder uses,

Breinig’s Weathered Oak Penetrating Stain. This is only one of a

long line of attractive stains for beautiful interior wood work.

Breinig’s Stains are entirely different and distinctive from vari

ous other stains or “dyes”. They penetrate the wood deeply, and

do not raise its surface. Applied directly to the unfinished surface,

and then Hgone over” with Wheeler’s Wood Filler or Bridgeport

Standard Prepared \Vax, they give a richness and exclusiveness or

coloring that is truly astonishing.

BRIDGEPORT STANDARD

WOOD FINISHING PRODUCTS

are recognized by leading architects, builders or painters the world

over, as the best. But perhaps you, the property owner, do not

realize the wonderful possibilities of attractive home furnishing by

the use of these products.

Our book, HModern Wood Finishing," illustrates a number of

exclusive finishes in their natural colors, tells exactly what materi

als to use, and is a valuable compendium on artistic wood finishing

generally.

Our book, “Modern Floor Finishing,” tells how to finish up

new floors and reclaim and renovate old ones.

Ask for both these books, or tear out this ad., write your name

and address on the margin, and let us refer you to a dealer who

carries our goods and can show you finished sample boards for

you guidance.

Sole Manufacturers

The Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co.

80: 127, NEW MILFORD, CONN., U. S. A.

New York Chicago Philadelphia Benton

.

_.
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Every Woman Her Own Decorator

Not that she should be her own paper

hanger. That is a privilege reserved for

the elect and there are mighty few of

them. Almost anyone can paint, given

neatness and a strong wrist, but paper

hanging involves a hardly acquired

knack.

But every woman may understand the

principles which underlie all successful

decorative work sufficiently to save her

from being under the thumb of the local

decorator. Once in a while such a man

has an artistic conscience but, as a gen

eral thing, his suggestions march with

his own interests. He finds it to his per

sonal profit to equip an eight-foot-high

dining room with a dado of burlap, a

chair rail, a figured paper, a plate rail

with another pattern above it, and a

moulding next the ceiling. When the

work is done and the bill presented, it

is seen that it would have cost no more

to have covered the entire surface of the

walls with grass cloth, or an imported

brocade paper.

Knowing What You Want

You have a distinct advantage in deal

ing with any sort of mechanic if you

know exactly what you want. W'ith that

knowledge you are immune to sugges

tiorfs; without it you are at his mercy

and he ends by persuading you to have

your room done exactly like Mrs. A.’s,

although the conditions and uses of the

two rooms are entirely different.

The Main Considerations

These group themselves under three

heads. You must think first of the ex

posure of your rooms. This must decide

your color scheme. In a room with a

northern exposure you must have a warm

tone of coloring. some modification of

red or yellow. For a southern exposure

the cool tones are in order, gray, green

  

  

k-*

or blue. In rooms facing either east

or west you have your choice of either

warm or cool tones, with a preference

for the former in an east room, which is

usually deserted by the sunshine early

in the day. But whatever the color

scheme chosen, let it be a positive one.

Shun as you would the plague the non

descript papers with cream and fawn

colored grounds and little dabs of gild

ing, which the decorator calls “neat.” If

you want a really light wall, and there

are places where such a wall surface is

the best thing possible, get a satin striped

paper in white, or cream, or that delight

ful color, buff.

The next consideration is the size of

the room, also its general construction.

You cannot afford to dwarf a room ten

feet square by laying a paper with a Mor

ris design, nor a tapestry paper with

landscape vistas, nor even a verdure pa

per. Nor do you want to use a paper

with a distinct pattern where, by reason

of multiplicity of doors and windows, the

wall space is limited, even though the

room is a large one. Nor do you want

to lay a cartridge paper in a room 'with

large unbroken wall spaces, unless you

consider your wall merely as a back

ground for pictures.

The third consideration is the use to,

which a room is to be put, and whether

the house is in the city or the country.

The flowered paper which will look very

well in the simple parlor of a farmhouse,

or a seashore cottage, with wicker fur

niture and white paint, is incongruous in

the extreme with the hardwood finish of

the typical city drawing room. Vice versa,

a tapestry‘paper, or a burlap is out of

keeping with any but a very stately bed—

room. Indeed, a burlap wall is never

advisable for a bedroom. Its surface sug

gests the retention of germs, although it

is said to be, and indeed is, absolutely

antiseptic.
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Decoration and Furnishing—Contlnued

Colors for Artificial Light

One matter not to be neglected is the

use of the room by artificial light. In

this respect the most satisfactory color

is a light shade of golden brown. Few

greens light up well, and reds absorb a

great deal of light. A pure light gray

wall reflects an artificial light well and

the lighter shades of terra cotta, with

white paint. are cheerful by gas or elec

tric light. Blues reflect light badly and

are apt to assume peculiar and disagree—

able tones at night. Of the really light

tones, buff is more satisfactory than pink

or yellow, which bleach out in artificial

light. Only a very pinkish lavender is

tolerable at night.

The Choice of Wood Ftnish

The decorator does not love paint.

He tolerates white paint, but he prefers,

as a setting to a wall paper, as close an

imitation as he can compass of golden

oak, or mahogany. A few years ago his

chef d’ oeuvre was cherry, with a dis

tinctly orange tone. but that has gone

out. He delights to burn of? the original

finish and apply stain and varnish. It

makes an expensive and lengthy job.

Moreover it is hopelessly shabby in a

few years, and is sure to need renewal.

It makes no difference to him that it does

not really harmonize with more than one

wall paper in a hundred, and that not one

which any one would wish to live with.

The Function of Interior Woodwork

The woodwork of a room is the setting

for the walls and for the contents of

the room. It is the frame of the picture and

should not be the one jarring note in an

otherwise harmonious composition. In

any room, with the exception of bed

rooms, where it should be white, the

woodwork should be of the same color

as the walls, but several shades darker,

and the floor a still darker shade.

Some Exceptions

There are exceptions to this rule. As

I have said white paint should be the

rule for bedrooms where the suggestion

of cleanliness and freshness is all impor

tant, and where the complement of the

white paint is sure to be found in the

furnishings. The other exception is in

the case of a house in which the whole

lower floor is done in a single color, green

or brown. a very desirable procedure in
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FAB-Rl-Ko-NA
( Trade Illark Registered in U. S. Pat. 0].

and in Pat. 0]. in GI. Britain)

WOVEN WALL DOVERINBS

Burlap. Canvas, Krash, Herslan and Art him. 5;

Plain. Kord, Art, Lustrous. Metallic and Vellum

ellecls; oler great variety of combination! in hhrics

that In", and colors that are full; easily cleaned,

perfectly sanitary.

FREE—BEAUTIFUL BOOKLETS

Send lor oneI and say about what the cost 0! your

house is. We will send you I book with reproduced

photos otactual labrlc covered, lully decorated and

lurnished rooms, with detailed description, alternate

color sthemcs, suggestions as to woodwork. floor

coverings, hangings. upholstery, etc., by John

Taylor and John Ednle.

Trude lurkprinted on back of every yard of

Jolinrh good».

II. B. WIGGII’S SONS 00.,

42 Arab $1., Iloomllold, N. J.

FAB-RI-KO-NA Woven Wall Coverings are known

and sold by all first-class Decorators.
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MADE OF

Ornamental Brick

Last longest—look best-are not too costly.

There's no other kind so good-so pleasing.

Our Sketch Book tells all about them.

Write for it before you build or remodel.

PHILA. & BOSTON PACE BRICK co.

P. 0. Box 8518, Boston. Mono.
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Decoration and Furnishing—Contlnued

a small house where all the rooms com—

municate with each other.

Contrasting Colors

Suppose a house in which all the rooms

are in tones of green of varying depth.

The exposure of the hall makes it de

sirable to use a warmer color, say cop—

per red. In that case all the woodwork

of all the rooms would be painted a dull

green of a low tone, not excepting the

hall. In the hall the body of the walls

would be a copper red burlap, or cart

ridge paper, a three-quarters treatment,

or else carried just to the height of the

doors, in the case of a high ceiling, and

finished with a heavy green moulding, or

ledge. Above this ledge would be laid

a paper in bold conventional design com

bining green and copper red, with pos—

sibly some gold.

Instead of paintingthe floor green, as

in the other rooms, it would be stained

a warm brown and the rugs would com

bine green, brown and copper red tones.

The furniture should be black enamel

with cushions covered with Liberty vel

vet or tapestry combining the green and

copper tones of the frieze. A bowl, for

cards, of red and gold Japanese ware,

and some bits of dull green pottery and

of copper would carry out the scheme,

as would a red chalk drawing or two in

black frames.

The Question of Frieze

The paint question once settled, the

laying of the paper comes up. It may be

laid down as a rule that, in the majority

of moderate sized rooms, the frieze is

absolutely out of place. It cuts up the

wall too much and it attracts to the ceil

ing line attention which should be be—

stowed upon objects lower down. It is

only useful in the case of a very lofty

room, whose proportions are bad, and

even then it is not so satisfactory as the

device of tinting the ceiling to harmonize

with the side wall and carrying the tint

down a couple of feet on the side wall.

The landscape friezes, very beautiful and

artistic, are a great temptation but they

really only look well in a semi-public

room like a large hall or in a room which

is furnished specially with reference to

them, in which there are no other pic

tures.

A Matter of Expense

The cost of papering a room is greatly

increased by the use of a frieze. Not only

is the frieze much more expensive than
 

You who know the endless bother which

the use of wax and wax preparations

entails—

You who know the u liness, the scratchi

ness, that floors finished with common

varnishes have—

Learn now about this

elastw varnish — which

bends under the pressure

of heavy. heels and cas

1tors—w ch gives instead

of marring, scratching,

breaking.

Learn, now, about this inexpensive floor

finish, which once' on needs no care, no at

tention—saves labor, instead of increasing

it—lightens housework instead of adding

to it.

WE AGE OUR OILS

Learn how, by a special process of ageing

our 0115, we have produced the first varnish

Elastic: Floor Finish in made by the

STANDARD VARNISH WORKS

Sold by dealers everywhere.

  

TRADEV

tough enough and elastic enough for floors.

TOUGH. ELASTIC. WATERPROOF

Learn how, by multiplying our oils, we

have overcome the “deviltry” that makes

common varnish unfit for floors.

Learn how, after thirty

nine years of experi

ment we have made

a varnish which is

to u g h, which is

waterproof, which

is sanitary, which

is brilliant and

beautiful.

No matter whether your floors

are old or new, find out about

this new elastic varnish be

fore deciding on any floor

finish. Please use the

convenient coupon

in the corner.

BBronsy.N.Y.

or 2620 Armour Av.

Chicago

your Elastica Floor Fin

ish. and telling how various

floors should be finished

Nome

Addreu
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The Paint That

Wears Best—

How do you make sure

you’re getting the right

paint? “They say,” if you

use White Lead and Oil

you know just what’s in

your paint—But, there are a good

many grades of white lead, and

frequent adulterations.

Then there’s boiled oil, and raw,

cold-pressed, hot-pressed and steam—'

pressed; “aged” and “green” and a

big difference in flax-seed, and

danger of adulteration.

So, how are you going to know?

You can't — neither can your

painter. Then, after you get your

materials, you've got to take

chances on proper mixing.

You can’t be very cock-sure about

that kind of paint.

But you can be absolutely sure of

All-ready-for-the-brush—

When you use Lowe Brothers High

Standard Liquid Paint—you know far

more about it than merely “what‘s in it,"

—you can be absolutely sure of just what

it will do—

It is a paint so perfectly ground—the

oil and the pigments so perfectly rom

bined—That it works better and spreads

better—covers from 50 to 100 more square

feet to the gallon—And lasts from two to

{our years longer than ordinary paints.

There's a Hiin Standard Paint for

every purpose—Linduro, Veruicol Enamel

White and Interior Enamel are among

them and are just what you need for

beautiful rooms. Write for booklet—

“The Owner’s Responsibility.”

THE LOWE BROTHERS COMPANY

450-456 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio.

Bouton, New York, Chicago, Knan City

  

Decoration and Furnlohlng—Contlnued

the side wall papers, but it costs more

to lay and the decorator makes no al

lowance {or it in calculating the amount

of side wall paper required. Add to this

the fact that very few really good papers

are made with matching friezes and you

have every reason for dispensing with it

altogether.

A Sine Qua Non

Frieze or no frieze, one thing is indis

pensable to a properly finished wall, the

picture moulding, or some sort of' a

moulding at the ceiling line, if the paper

is carried to it, or at the termination of

the side wall paper. At the latter point

it should be reasonably heavy and paint

ed to match the woodwork. At the ceil

ing line, if you elect to hang your pic—

tures invisibly as you very well may, if

you have a ‘good many, it may be the

tiniest quarter ogee moulding, white like

the ceiling.

A Word to the Wise

The picture moulding is always a con

siderable addition to the expense of pa

pering. It is a sensible saving to buy

the plain pine moulding, at a moulding

mill, and paint it yourself, matching

either the woodwork or the ceiling. On

a heavy moulding you will save as much

as four or five cents a foot.

 

INEXPENSIVE CLEANLINESS

If you have gas a Humphrey Instantane

ous Water Heater will give you steaming

hot water in any quantity, at any minute

day or night, at less cost than by any

other method. Moderate in cost, no ex

pense for repairs. Bathing means health.

.-, , } Write today for our 30 days Trial Offer and

<."_=J. Free Booklet.

HUMPHRFY (10.. MI. 414. lhlanuu, lid.

 

  

 

 

WRITE FOR OUR

Stained and Leaded Glass Designs

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Lamp Shades and Other Trlmmlngs

FOR THE HOME

MCCULLY & MILES CO.

16 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO. ILL.
 

 
 

PREVENTS DRAFTs, Dusr AND WINDOW RATTLING.

“' IVES‘ PATENT

Window Stop Adjuster.

EAVYBED

  

 
 

PATENTS!)

The only Stop Adjuster madelrom one place of metalwith solid

ribs and heavy bed that will not cup'turn or bend in tightening

the screw. Manufactured only by The H. B. IVES C0“ New

linen, Conn" U, S, A, (Fifty-page Catalogue Mailed Free.)
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You can easily produce that rich, subdued lustre which makes

floors so beautiful, and which with age mellows into still richer effect;

whereby the floor becomes an undisputed object of the owner's pride.

This ettect is produced by

®lb English {.5555
" The wax with a Guarantee "

And the reason why “Old English" does produce it so much better is simply

because it is a floor wax of the very “highest quality." You will understand

it better when we say that all floor waxes are made essentially from two ingredients

-—a hard, expensive wax and a soft, cheap wax. That offers an easy way to

cheapcn any floor wax.

In compounding "Old English" floor wax the question of “cost” never enters

in—it is entirely a matter of "quality" of product—and we make it the very best.

That's why it proves to be the most attractive, most economical, most easily applied

and most satisfactory finish—

For Floors, Furniture and all Interior Woodwork

It is equally suitable for the finest inlaid hardwood floors or plain pine floors.

It never flakes nor becomes sticky, nor shows hch marks or scratches. It preserves

the floor and is sanitary. It is easy to get beautiful floors and easy to keep l

them beautiful—if you do it right. We have studied this subject thoroughly and r»

  

b "4

t We WI" Send Free—Our Book‘ “Beautiful Floors—Their Finish and Care"

1? It will give you valuable, expert advice in plain terms on such subjects as

E ' Woods Flt For Flooring Flnlshlng Kitchen,Pantry and

— Cleaning and Polishing Bathroom Floors

Hardwood Floors Finishing Dancing Floors ;

Flnlshlng New Floors Finishing Furniture and

Finlshlng Old Floors Interior “'oodwork. Elm, Etc. ,

Stopplmz Cracks In Floors Removing Varnish, Shellac or b?

Care of Waxed Floors Paint ‘

“Old English" Floor “'ax is guaranteed to give satisfaction when used as

directed or money refunded. "

F but you must use it as directed. Put up In 1, 2,

R 4 and 8 lb. cans, 50¢. a lb. 1 lb. covers 300 sq. ft.

Sold by high class dealers in paints and finishes. Mention your dcnlcr’s

name in writing for the free sample and the book, and if he hasn't “Old English"

Floor Wax you may order it from us ‘

fift'illi ' A. s. BOYLE & co.,1924w. 8th St, Cincinnati, Ohio

Also Manufacturers of " BRIOHTENER "A which keeps floors clean and brlght

all the time.

t

.'

ll“

{Wiggi,\‘__T-m‘-_-’~<
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0n Free Trial “0"”
Expense

Until Jan. 13!, 1910

Our story is quickly told. We will send you a Hess

Steel Furnace and complete heating outfit, including pipes,

registers, fittings and everything needed, for from $25 to

$100 less than you can buy from dealers, and deliver it at

your station, freight prepaid. You may place the purchase

price in the hands of your local banker who will hold the

money until Jan. lot, 1910, while you test the heater.

If the test is not satisfactory to you in every way, you

may return the goods at our expense and have your money

back, we to pay cost of removal and freight charges No- 45'

both ways. Ask us more about it. There’s money in “Leader”

it for you. Our great co-operative plan makes you Price, $49

a partner in our success. \Ve explain this with every Flues and Realsters

estimate. This offer also applies to heating equip- _ in” I

ments for all buildings. We manufacture and 3°32;‘1‘,°,,§",f;fif'1'; “,1:

sell from our Factory direct to you. Ohio Mr.

Heating Plans Free!

Send us a rough sketch of any building you wish to heat and, without anycharge or ob

ligation on your part, we will have our experts prepare asimple, clear plan which you can

easily understand, showing every detail ofthe furnace, pipes, registers, etc., in their proper

places, with the exact cost to you of the equipment delivered at your station, freight prepaid.

Write For These Booklets

Our booklet, “Modern Furnace Heating" clearly explains principles that cannot

be ignored if the heating of any building is to be accomplished perfectly and, at the

S'unc time, eronomically. This booklet is written so that anvonc can

easily understand the diagram illustrations and principles involved. it

covers the entire heating proposition thoroughly and contains much

heating information of great value.

The booklet “Theoe Bear Witness" gives the names and ad

dresses of hundreds of people in every state and territory (many

of them, perhaps, your neighbors) who have, and are

using, the Hess Steel Furnace and outfit, and to whom we

refer as having found our furnace the best in heating capac

ity and most inexpensive in first cost and fuel consumption.

Write for lhele free booklet. today

Hess Warming and Ventilating Co.

717 Tacoma Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

QM ..

‘v/A" ’
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| Answers to Questions

ION INTERIOR DECORATION I

-_-_-—-_—_-_—J

N. l.—Plule nddren letters intended (or answer in thin column to Decoration and Furnishing Department. You ohould

state in your letter the exposure of room. interior finilh. height of ceiling and dimensions.

Answer will be given in next issue to go to preu if possible.

Norm—Color schemes {or Exterior Painting or Staining furnished to our readers without charge by an expert on this

work. Incler ltnmped envelope for reply by mail.

Mrs. J. W. P.—“On our farm we have

walnut, white oak, black oak, and wild

cherry sufficient to finish the three main

rooms down stairs of the house we are

to build. These all open together with

sliding doors. Would it be advisable to

use walnut floors? House being square,

36 ft. by 36 ft. Hall northeast, parlor

northwest, dining room southwest. Could

I use walnut in one or two, and which,

and white or black oak in one? I wish

to have library table, Morris chairs, and

davenport made of walnut, by hand, in

mission style. Your advice on wall deco

ration for the three connecting rooms

would also be of great help.” '

Ans.—It will be best to confine the

black walnut to the living room where

the walnut furniture is to be used. It

will be very handsome there. As this is

a northwest room, ecrues, tans or warm,

pretty grays will be the best choice for

wall color. The oak will be best in the hall

and for the floors. Walnut is not adapted

for floors as it splits easily. A brown

oak stain with dull yellows and browns

will be good in the northeast hall. Either

the oak. the walnutor the cherry may

be used in the dining room, with cor

responding furniture. If the cherry is

chosen it could be darkened with a ma

hogany stain and mahogany furniture

used with it, or it could be finished nat

ural, though it is now impossible to find

cherry furniture in a natural finish. Ma

hogany furniture with dull blues and

greens in the southwest dining room

would be pleasing. Or as the room opens

from the library, the black walnut finish

can be used with either walnut or black

oak furniture, and the same blue and

green decorations.

P. A. P.——Requests “advice as to the

decoration of a bungalow which I have

on the shore‘of Lake Champlain, com

pleted last summer. The floor plan is

of true bungalow type, one—story with

unbroken, projecting roofs, and is occu

pied in the summer only. The build

ing is constructed throughout of yellow

pine surface on all sides. There are no

ceilings, all of the rooms being open to

the roof. The rooms are not plastered.

The exterior walls of all of the rooms

are formed of the sheathing and the in—

terior walls by the partitions separating

the rooms. The studding is exposed in

all of the rooms except where the smooth

sides of the partitions form the walls.

The rafters are exposed in all rooms.

Suggestions as to following matters are

desired:

(1). \Ve design staining the walls

and overhead portion of nearly all of the,

rooms. \Vhat colors would you advise

for the various rooms, particularly the

living room? That room as you will

note is quite large and extremely well

lighted. The fire place and chimney

breast is made of cobble stones and is

massive and carries a heavy timber shelf.

The window seats have thick cushions

covered with dark green denim. The

floor of this room as well as the rest is

oiled, and this room has a large Crex

rug. green in color.

(2). What character of curtains and

of what material would you advise for

this room? Something comparatively in

expensive is desired. The windows have

dark green shades.

(3). To add to coziness of living

room what use would you advise of the

“nook” to left of fireplace. which is about

five feet wide and four feet deep? The

room is already quite well provided with

seats.

The cottage faces north.

'Ans‘.—In regard to the interior finish

of your bungalow, it is advised first to

stain the rafters and exposed studding,

a mission brown. To treat the spaces

between as panels. If the yellow pine is

bright and fresh. to shellac merely, as

the yellowish tinge will form an agree

able contrast to the dark studding. If

nothing has been done to the wood and

it looks dingy, a light application of
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orange stain before the coat of shellac,

would bring out the color and deepen it.

The green rug and cushions would com

plete a pleasing color scheme.

Second, the curtains should be short

ones of cream colored cheese cloth, with

stenciled decorations in green and yel

low. Stencil decoration is now much in

vogue and is applied to all sorts of lab

rics, thick and thin. It is well suited

to a bungalow interior.

As to the nook beside fireplace, in de—

fault of seats it might be occupied by

rustic book shelves, and emphasized as

the place to hang trophies of the woods

or sports.

Mrs. O. S. S.—I intend to build a

house with living room 16x23 with nook

for fireplace, seats on each side, a row of

four or five windows to north, large plate

glass window to east, dining room 14x18,

with circularibay window to north. Hall

12x12, all above, with beam ceilings nine

feet six inches high, and hardwood floors.

All finished in brown mission, rather

light. I have golden oak dining room fur—

niture. What color in rugs, curtains and

draperies would you suggest? I thought

of having them in shades of browns and

yellows. Will have square pillar effect

between hall and living room and dining

room. \Vhat kind of electric light fixtures

would be best? Dining room to have high

wainscoting and plate rail; mission fur

niture in living room.

I also have a den 9x14 with fire place

and high windows. This is to be car

peted. \Vhat colors would you advise? In

the bedroom, 15x18, with windows to

north and cast, I have a birds-eye maple

set with brass bed. \Vhat should I have

the woodwork furnished in, and also the

carpet and draperies?

What color wood finishing would go

best with mahogany bedroom furniture?

The exterior painting to be light cream

with grey roof. Would you prefer a light

colored, solid oak front door or a darker

shade?

Ans—Your idea of using a rather light

brown stain on woodwork of main rooms,

is very good. Your plan of using brown

and yellow tones is also good, since your

rooms appear to face principally the

north and east. The wall color, how

ever, should not be dark.
 

Mantels for Every
Purpose

Original Ideas in Mantels suitable for Bungalows, ‘

Cottages, Concrete or Cement Houses.

Investigate'our new Combination Mantel Fireplaces

—ideal for Flats and Apartments. LORENZEN

PAYS THE

‘ Pli’ElC—HT

Lorenzen Mantels are Ahead

The styles are modern—the designs are distinctive—the workmanship is better

than other makes sold at higher prices.

Every mantel is made by experienced workmen from highest quality air seasoned

lumber in various woods and finishes. The prices are as varied as the style—all the

way from $3.00 to $250.00.

Our enormous stock is mirrored. and priced, in our catalog—the most magnificent

ever issued. Send your name now and receive a copy as soon as it comes from the press.

Dollars for Contractors and Owners in Our Proposition

Our latest innovation. the combination Mantel-Fireplace, will coin extra dollars for mantel dealers.

Something new! Handsomer, richer and vastly superior to any brick fireplace. We explain

this to anybody writing. Write today.

LORENZEN .1
“The Mantel Man”.

3 N. Ashland Avenue. Chicago
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Answers to Questions—Continued

In the living room a soft ecru, with

ecru net curtains and relief of deep, rich

blue in rugs, draperies, etc. In hall, warm

golden browns. In dining room, dull

yellows, orange, etc., touches of light,

brilliant green could be artistically in

troduced. As a relief and contrast to

these quiet tones, make your den all in

warm reds and stain the woodwork

Tavern Oak.

The northeast bedroom with birds-eye

maple furniture, should bring out the

rather indefinite wood, yet give an ef

fect of sunlight in a room which has

little sunshine. I should paint the wood

work cream color, and tint the wall a

deep, golden yellow with cream ceiling.

I should have side draperies at the win

dows of yellow taffetas, with curtains of

ruffled cream white muslin, and I would

have a deep blue and yellow rug. White

paint is best finish to use with mahogany

bedroom furniture.

In regard to exterior, the combination

of light cream with a grey roof is not a

happy one. Either the roof or the main

house. should have a more positive color—

ing, as for instance, a brown house with

cream trim and brown roof, or a cream

house with brown, red or green roof.

The dark entrance door would be prefer

able.

C. M. F. writes: “I would like to get

your assistance as to color scheme for

decorating my bungalow. Am sending

you herein a sketch of ground floor plan

showing location of various rooms. The

hall, den, living and dining rooms will all

be wainscoted either in stained oak or Or

egon pine stained ‘mission’ shade. Furni

ture will be plain mission. There will be

no plastering in the house; will use above

wainscoting, some covering for wall and

ceilings. Will you kindly suggest a color

scheme for the various rooms on easterly

side of house—hall, den, living and din

ing rooms—t0 include rugs and curtains?

Am very partial to two-tone effects in

rugs, and a rather simple effect through—

out. If I should use, say, two shades of

rather light buff or terra cotta for dining

room, would a rug in two shades of

brown harmonize? And, if so, what

should be added to give a slight touch of
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color? Supposing the living room were

given this treatment, what would har

monize with it for hall and dining room?

You can see they are all in line, and how

about the small den ?”

Ans—Replying to your letter of in

quiry of the 6th inst., the treatment sug—

gested for the main floor is as follows:

\Voodwork, if of oak in hall, living room

and dining room, stained brown or fumed

oak. These stains are not so dark as

English or weathered, and as there is to

be so much woodwork, the effect of so

much dark stain would be heavy. In

 

  

Plumbing

Supplies

_AT_

Wholesale

Prices.

Bverythln in the
Plumbing; Um.

I gusrsntos to save you 17% to 40% on high olsss goods. No

sooondsmnly first onsllty. Writs sud let no prove to you

the money I on ssvs yon. Illustrst cstslogns frog,

8. K. KAROL, 235 West Hsrrlson St.. Chicago. Ill.

case yellow pine is chosen, a darker stain

can be used, as this wood absorbs less

color.

On the ceilings uSe the natural bur

lap, which is a sort of grayish white, an

excellent ceiling color and costs about

half the prepared burlaps. The prepared

canvas is also good for ceilings. Either

fabric can be painted if desired.

An ecru tint would be better than terra

cotta for living room, and harmonize bet

ter with brown rugs and furnishings. The

brown tones could be stronger in the

hall.

In the northeast dining room. a dull,

pumpkin yellow above the brown wood,

with lighter shade on ceiling. The small

den could be made an exception in the

general brown stained woodwork and the

woodwork including wainscoting stained

a bog green. The wall above this have a

yellow burlap finished at the top with a

frieze in landscape greens. Ceiling pale

yellow. The rug should be solid green,

and all the furnishings green. This will

give an effect of great cheeriuess yet be

soft and refined. The browns of the liv

ing room could be relieved with touches

of warm soft red in certain shades. Not

every red will combine with brown.
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i/A Beautiful Home is

the result ofa definite

plan or scheme of

decoration.

Our Decorative Department is organized to

help you select the proper color scheme,

hangings, floor coverings and furniture to

produce just the desired effect in your home. This

service is free. \Vrite and ask us what we have to

suggest. Our plans are practical. We not only

suggest the desired effect, but we tell the means of

securing it.
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You obtain, in Ford’s Galvanized Rubber Roofing, a product that

has stood the test of time and which embodies every essential that goes

to make good roofing.

Since 1865, on every kind of building, under all climatic conditions

and in all climates, Ford’s Roofing has stood for roof protection.

FORD’S == the “Quality” Roofing

We know Ford's Roofing is the quality roofing. From first to last

—from the dry felt to the finished product—it's our own roofing made

in our own mills. The special manufacturing process involves extreme

heat and great pressure and requires the highest quality materials. So

all materials are examined before they are used.

Excels from Every Standpoint

There is practically no limit to the use of Ford’s Galvanized Rubber

Roofing. From the standpoint of durability, ease of laying and good

appearance it is all that can be desired. Various types of buildings—

hotels, apartment houses, public buildings, churches, factories, concrete

houses, etc.—can be successfully roofed with this most advanced roofing

material.

Liberal Guarantees Protect Con

tractor and Consumer

Based on what Ford's Roofing actually is—what it has

actually done—the time it has actually lasted on roofs—and

what consumers actually say about it, we give the following

broad guarantees through dealers, direct to contractors and

consumers. ,

3 ply is guaranteed for 15 years

2 ply is guaranteed for 10 years

1 ply is guaranteed for 5 years

Architects are specifying Ford’s Galvanized Rubber

Roofing; contractors are using Ford’s Roofing; consumers

are demanding Ford’s Roofing. We will cheerfully send

samples and quote low prices to those asking.

FORD MANUFACTURING CO.

115 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill
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The Notebook Habit

Every housewife ought to cultivate the

notebook habit. And like most other

habits it is best acquired early in life.

The value of the written reminder is not

so apparent when the faculties are at

their keenest, in youth, but the habit

formed then is found to be of incalcul

able value when, with the coming of mid—

dle age, lapses of memory grieve and as—

tonish us.

The choice of the notebook has its im

portance. Too big a book is a nuisance

and so is one with stiff covers. The best

sort has the leaves attached at the top

and not at the side, like a stenographer’s

notebook, and is perhaps three inches

wide and four long, with sides of the

tough orange brown cardboard used for

children’s exercise books. It ought to

have a loop to hang by and a short, sharp

pencil, attached by a string, also the na~

ture of its contents written legibly on the

outside. This presupposes more than one

notebook. As one develops the habit,

half a dozen will not be too many.

One notebobk should be dedicated to

matters of household routine, plans for

special work, changes in the weekly rou

tine. a few dates. The filling of this

book will suggest itself to any house

keeper. Then there is the book of the

table, suggestions for the kitchen, new

receipts, dietetic values, menus, decora

tion with a page for people’s peculiar

tastes.

The sewing book will have its home in

the upper regions. It will contain lists of

garments made and needed, addresses of

dressmakers and seamstresses, and of

shops where specialties in this line can

be found. It will also register the amount

of material needed for different garments,

and the measurements of the various

members of the family.

Another book is a directory of the
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house. It will indicate the contents of

closets, the location, in attic or store

room, of different articles or packages,

the quantity of preserves, pickles and

groceries in packages, items being

checked off as consumed. It will also

register the repairs and renewals made

from time to time and their dates.

Other books are devoted to sugges

tions, under the head, perhaps, of “Other

People’s Ways,” and to gifts. The lat

ter should be installed just after Christ

mas and records of gifts made and re

ceived. In it from time to time will find

a place the dates of anniversaries and of

birthdays, and notes of suggestions as

to presents for different individuals, made

as one learns their tastes or particular

desires.

The habit once acquired, a number of

others would probably be added to those

specified, but the list given is sufficient

for a beginning in a most excellent way.

At the End of the Year

Each of these notebooks should cover

the entire year, and the series will be to

a certain extent a family history for that

year. In the early days of the new year

when the new set is in commission, file

the books of the preceding year in a

strong manila envelope, large enough to

hold them easily, and marked with the

figures of the year. With this envelope

readily accessible, it is the matter of a

minute to decide just when last year's

coal was put in, just when Mary Shangh—

nessy left you for higher wages, or ex

actly how much a yard you paid for

having the guest chamber carpet cleaned.

And what a saving of argument and dis

cussion, and futile searchings of memory.

Communal Selfislmesa

"I wish,” said one woman speaking of

another woman of really fine traits of

character, “that she were not so selfish
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Household Economics—Contlnuod

for her own family. It is the one fly in

the pot of ointment, and the worst of it

is that she has made them all frankly sel

fish to everybody.”

The pity of such a condition is that it

springs from the woman’s personal un

selfishness. The women who are selfish

for their families, and their name is

legion, are very rarely selfish for them—

selves. They practice an attitude of self

ettacement in behalf of their immediate

circle, never thinking of their own com—

fort or convenience, and small wonder

that husband and children become self

centered. For after all it is the wife who

sets the pace, and the rest take her esti~

mate of themselves. And so we get, in

every community, large numbers of fam—

ilies who are absolutely sufficient to

themselves, and very often this attitude

is praised as a fine development of family

affection.

The future, with its encouragement of

individualism, will probably make short

work of the self—centered family, but in

the meantime it is a very unlovely de

velopment. The first step to its correc—

tion is in the hands of the woman. Let

her begin the practice of an enlightened

selfishness and the rest of the family will

fall into line. Like all periods of tran

sition, the experience will be a trying one

for all concerned, but a tonic one. When

matters are changed within the house

  

 

 

The

Lasting Impression

of Artistic Hardware

  

5'17},_"

  

 

 

Service

We are constantly receiving in

quiries concerning the building

and furnishing of homes, as well

as questions about lighting. heat

ing, plumbing, water systems.

etc. To meet this steadily in

creasing demand for advice and

help We have established an “In

formation Service Department"

for readers of this magazine.

This office will furnish airy in

formation at its comman con
gtllggisill iifil’ilgfl'é’fi'éeiiteafig “mint! “use subJects free of cost.

request Write at once. iii! and give the names of persons best

SIRGENTQCO., l5l Leonard St.. New York. 1% able ‘0 supply our readers' needm

ADDRESS

- - v
“Information Service Dept.

v t . .

Let the hardware trimmings hold, the time \Vlll have come to look

about yourhouse reflect your abroad for opportunities for helpfulness.

Chose" arehltecfural SQthe git The chief sufferers in the self-cen

.§:~ at: 21:38am], tered household are the children. They

,_ l

{a} home finishing. Whatever33;; the woodwork 0r decoration, I f t .

iii, plain or elaborate, perfect 5‘», m n

fl}! harmony is assured by h n O r a 1 O

1' 165;.

am...".

.

SARGENT’S

ArtisticHardware
Illustrations and descriptions

of over seventy distinctive

designs are contained in

Snrqenl’s Book 0| Deslgns—Free

Also ex lains the Easy Spring

Princip e of Sargent’s Locks.

The Colonial Book—showing Cut >

  

 

\.vno»...a-~¢“\1.<.g‘.n=-_.‘v-

“w.-<.-_.a~v

v”
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Household Economica—Contlnued

cannot stay forever in the nest and when

they leave it they enter a world of hard A

knocks and no favors. The process of I

adaptation is a hard one in any case,

doubly hard to the boy or girl who has

been greatly considered all his life. For The“I mean that my boy shall have his

hard knocks from his mother, who loves

him, and not from strangers who do

not,” said a friend to me, a good many

years ago, and her grown son, who has

never given her a minute’s anxiety in his

life is the best argument for her wis

dom.

 

Our 1909 cat

aloguecontain

ing 100 de

signs of new

Renovating Feathers and artlsnc

\/Vhen buying cheesecloth for dusters,

allow a couple of yards extra for a large

bag into which the contents of a feather

pillow can be emptied while the tick is

being washed.

After the feathers are in the bag, sew

up the end securely and submerge it in

a lather of hot soapsuds, sousing it up F.

and down thoroughly. Run it through

the wringer, into a second tub of hot ‘ -

water and ammonia, run through the & co.

wringer a second time and hang out in EVANSVILLE, IND,

the sunshine, until the feathers are quite

dry, beating them up occasionally.

mantels will be

mailed free of

charge u p o n

  

application.

  

 

 

   

More Light—Less Cost

The Hercules Gas Generator furnishes a brighter,

cleaner and safer light than any other illuminant, and costs

one-third less than kerosene oil.

A small plant in your own home occupies but little

space and furnishes enough acetylene gas for an ordinary

house and outhouses.

Send for catalogue—it tells how.

HERCULES MFG. COMPANY

705 Chestnut St. CHATTANOOGA, TENN

  

 

 

 

mostly on the exterior of 7your house. Our

houses are cozy and attractive. inside and out.

practical and planned to be easily built.

It You Will Send Us $1.00 we will send you

prepaid a dozen blue printed designs of Cot

tages and Bungalows on 12x20 sheets. costing

from $1000 to $3000 to build. These plans and

sketches are very clear, drawn at a large scale,

to show the‘ detail. With these we will send

our 6x9 book 'The Planning and Building of

Model Homes." finely illustrated, printed on

heavy paper, shows fine interiors. plans of cot

tages and bungalows, treats on the proper

finish of woods, floors, etc., and explains the

relation of architect, owner and builder. This

book sent alone upon receipt of 25 cents. if

you would like to plan your own home, we will “’ -

prepare special sketches. submitting them by Ill IIEXPEBIVE lllllll"

I mail until satisfactory, adwsmg you first what II III! "lle—This Society I: composed oi architects and eraitsmen who are associated (or the

our charire Will be. artistic expression of their ideas in modclhomes. Satisfaction guaranteed. Inquiries must have

flat. 5 Aniltsnml Pulisiil: 50667.. In 404 Iluliud, (on. ""1"! immac

lour Reputation for Tnsta Depends [a

,9’9
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HE PECK-WILLIAMSON COMPANY UNDERFEED

HEATING WAY is the ONE SURE WAY of escaping big and

frequent coal bills. The UNDERFEED System of Hearing—

applied either to warm air furnaces, steam or hot water plants

—makes it possible to get from cheapest slack, not burnable in other plants, as much clean,

even heat as big/mt grade anthracite will yield.

Peck-Williamson Furnaces-Warm An

UND E R F E E D BOilel'S—Steamdeater

Save We to 2/3 of Coal Bills

Coal is fed from below. All the fire is on top. Smoke and gases murt pass thru the flame and are

consumed. This UNDERFEED Coal-burning plan solve: the smoke nuisance, insures clean homes and

Illualrnll'nn slmrrs furnace vrllhou! vns- better AShes are te‘v are removed This illustration shows the

ing, an away 1,, in"... how coal n. forced by shaking the grate bar as in ordinary furnaces. mme and HotWater Under

up under-fire, which burns on top. feed Roth-r.

Dr. E. B. Dean, of West Carrollton, 0.,

clearly defines what UNDERFEED economy

really means. He writes:

“There was at one times. thing called a fur

nm-e in the basement of my house. It con

sumed from 840 to $60 worth of good coal

each winter in a vain endeavor to heat. the

house to 65 degrees. Nearly two years ago

you Installed an UNDERFEED furnace and

during the past two winters we have had more

heat than we needed at. a cost of about 825

per winter and less than half the work the old

furnace required."

We’ve hundreds of letters just

like this. We’d like to send a lot

of them in fac-simile, with our Un

derfeed Booklet for warm air heat

ing or our Special Catalog of Steam

and Hot Water Underfeed Boilers.

      

  

    

Heating plans and services of our

Engineering Department are yours

—ALL FREE. Write to—day, giv

ing name of local dealer with whom

you preter- to deal.

The Peck-Williamson Company, (3 .5385 West Fifth Street. CINCINNATI, 0‘.

Furnace, Hardware Men and Plumbers Ire Invited to send for our New Selling Plan.
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An Edwards Metal Spanish Tile Roof

Costs no more than a good tin roof

And is architectural and ornamental in appearance—being the most beautiful roof

in the world—and has many other good points that are really worth considering by

those contemplating building, namely:

A roof covering that is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and lightning proof.

Its extreme lightness (about one-eighth that of slate) and durability.

Can be applied without soldering or the use of special tools, and by an ordinary

mechanic at a very moderate cost.

The method of interlocking our Spanish Tile forms the only perfect system of

expansion and contraction so essential in securing an absolutely water tight roof.

Manufactured from the best quality Worcester grade Tin Plate, furnished either

painted or galvanized (galvanized after being formed) size 10 x 14 inches.

Send us the dimensions of your building and we will forward exact cost of ma

terial delivered f. o. b. your nearest railroad station.

Descriptive booklet sent free on request. Responsible representatives wanted.

The Edwards Manuiacturing Co.

“The Sheet Metal Folks"

520-540 Culvert St, - Cincinnati, Ohio.

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF IRON AND STEEL ROOFING IN THE WORLD

Metal Ceilings, Metal Shingles, Steel Cluster Shingles, Roof Cresting, Ridge Roll, Eaves Trough, Con

ductor Pipe, Cornice, Skylights, Ventilators, Finials, Etc.
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SEDGWICK’S BEST HOUSE PLANS

Are You Going to Build?

ll so, and $1.00 for my

Beautiful Book

I have planned and built every

house in the book, and many others

in every state in the union. This

is my new EIGHTH EDITION and

contains 185 different plans, of

cottages, bungalows and resi

dences; shows plans, elevations,

interiors; gives cost of houses

and plans. \

I have been established in Minneapolis 25 YEARS and have had a very extended experience in

the planning and construction of homes. _If you purchase yourplans of me, or engage me_ to make

special lans, you will llnow the plans Will be made right. and you will have awell built, artis
tic andP thoroughly good house when completed. I give your plans and specifications

my own personal attention. DON'T DE

-_’.vl-.-r1l LAY, SEND FOR MY BOOK NOW, select a P-' ‘7

house that suits you and get your plans right

. away, so that you can let your contract early in

the season. I will make you as ecial sketch, beau- I

tifully colored for $5.00. I ma echanges in stock =

lans to suit for very small additional cost. I

IVE my handsome Church Portfolio Freo

ans. s. srnowmx, more“ .‘ y .
1028 l lumber Bxclullle \ MINNEAPOLIS. MINN

  

  

  

 

 

 

For Porches, Pergolas and Interiors

Dignified classical designs. Made entirely of

of metal. Finishes to match any wood perfectly.

Will not split, check or rat. Stronger and more

d'urable than wood. Lasl Longer. Cost No More.

Write now for Booklet “ G 4" describing

UNION METAL COLUMNS

Union Metal Manufacturing Co.

407 curron ST., CANTON, 0.
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The Coffee Question

There are enthusiasts who raise the

matter of abstinence from coffee to the

level of a great moral question. They

think of the fragrant berry in terms such

as, a generation ago, used to be applied

by temperance agitators to “the demon

rum.” One must admit there are many

persons to whom coffee is a more or less

acute poison, but their number is small

as compared with those to whom its use

affords a mild and beneficial stimulant.

Brain work of all sorts is facilitated by

the use of coffee and it is a distinct help

to digestion. A great deal of mischief

ascribed to it is due to improper pro

cesses of making, or to the inferior qual—

ity of the berry used.

A person who had been employed in

one of the largest coffee establishments

in New York told the writer that the

cost of marketing the grades of coffee

usually sold at thirty-five cents a pound

was about fourteen cents a pound. This

included the original cost of the coffee,

roasting, grinding, packing and labeling.

Consider the fact that aside from the

actual cost of the bean, these expenses

are the same in the case of the lower

grades, what must be the quality of the

beans which are sold ground at twenty

and twenty-five cents a pound, or even

less?

The people. who cherish the idea that

they are drinking Java and Mocha, are

laboring under a delusion, as practically

none of these coffees reach the Ameri

can markets. The source of our supply

is Brazil. A high tariff wall separates

us from the product of our own planta

tions in Porto Rico. Notwithstanding

 
 

‘\

East!

 

the facts, Old Government Java meets

our eyes in every department store and,

although a misnomer, indicates a desir

able sort of coffee. So, too, with Mocha.

It is as well to accept the situation as

a matter of nomenclature, rather than

of morals.

There would be more satisfactory cof

fee drunk if people realized the impor

tance of two or three points. In the

first place tastes differ. Some people

like a strongly flavored coffee. They

should buy an unmixed Java, as giving

the desired strength with a smaller

quantity of coffee. The blended coffees

appeal to those whose tastes demand a

milder drink.

'Another point is having the coffee

properly ground. If it is to be used in

a percolator, or a coffee machine, it

should be pulverized. The exception to

this is with the French stone ware per

colators. Pulverized coffee can only be

used in them with the help of filtering

paper, a tedious process. For all the

boiling and steeping processes the coffee

should be ground as finely as possible,

short of pulverization. As it is not for

the grocer’s interest to do this, it is

necessary to insist to have it done. Once

ground, the coffee should be kept in a

glass preserve jar. which with its screw

top is as nearly airtight as possible. For

the small family it is best to buy only

half a pound at a time, as it loses strength

and flavor by keeping.

\Vhatever the process of making, and

there are half a dozen ways of making

good coffee. care should be taken to keep

the aroma from escaping, by plugging up

the nose of the coffee pot with a cork
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or a wad of paper. In like manner keep

the lid of the percolator on tightly while

the water is running through.

Do not guess about quantities. Have

a definite rule and stick to it. Have a

graduated tin measure for the water and

always use the same sized spoon to meas

ure the coffee.

The Choice of a Coffee Pot

Time was when every one of any pre

tentions had a silver coffee pot. The

silver coffee pots still exist, but they

adorn the sideboard, rather than the

breakfast table. They involve pouring

the coffee from one vessel to another to

the great detriment of its quality. The

popular agate or enamel coffee pot is

light and easily cleaned, but after a

while it gives the coffee a flat taste, nor

does it retain the heat as well as an

earthen one. The pure white ones are

very pretty and cost less than the same

thing in china.

It is only within the last few years

that it has been possible to get any

thing satisfactory in the shape of an

though not specially pretty. Another

sort, which comes from the Duchy of

Luxembourg, is of a bright, reddish

brown. This is rather cheaper than the

German stoneware. In both of these

wares the coffee pots are shaped ex

actly like tea pots, with almost globular

bodies and spreading spouts and handles.

At about the same price as the Luxem

bourg, if not from the same pottery, is

a dark green stoneware. The pots in

all these wares are supplied with per

colators. '

For a coffee pot of the regulation

shape, one must go to Dresden. Most

people are familiar with the flowered

china which is typical of the Meissen

potteries, also with the blue and white

onion pattern. But there is another

grade of stoneware made of about the

same quality as that turned out by the

English potteries, although better

printed. The design is a conventional

one in blue, a flat arrangement of flowers

and leaves and graceful and intricate

stems. A coffee pot of this ware, eight

inches high, five inches in diameter, hold

earthenware coffee pot. Now there is

quite a choice. There is a brown, Ger

man stoneware. of very good quality,

ing ten good sized cups of coffee, costs

ninety-eight cents, and smaller sizes are

cheaper in proportion. The bottom is
 

In Silver

finds the highest expression in

“Silver Plate That Wears”

it won its I‘Ppulatlon more than haitn cen

tury ago, and holds it today through the vir

tues of old-fashioned quality and exquisite

modern design.

When there i! u wedding, birthday or nnnlvcrnul'y

“ l8_4'_! ROGERS BROS.”

spoons, knives, forks, etc.,suggest the gifts most appropriate—most accept,

able. lie guided by the full trade mark “1 4 loans IIIIIS."

()n Tureens, Tea Sets, Candelabra, etc., 00 for this mark

Sold by lending dealers everywhere. Send for new catalogue “D 85 "

MERIDEN lRlTANNIA GU. lI-wn-iin-\Si1'-c°..siiw) MERIBEII, CONN.

III '0“ lulu-Toll, CAIADA cmcmu
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flat and must be protected from direct

heat by an asbestos plate, but coffee can

be boiled in it on any but a red hot range.

Balancing Meals

There was once a man who lived in a

boarding house and caused his wife great

mortification by a certain habit. He sat

beside the mistress of the house and it

was his custom to inquire at an early

stage of the meal what dessert was to

be expected. Was the answer custard,

he ate heartily of the earlier courses, but

in the anticipation of suet pudding he re

strained his appetite from substantials.

His principle might be followed with

profit by the house wife when she plans

out her meals. The picked—up dinner

will be looked back upon with pleasure

if it has ended with an especially good

dessert, rich pastry, or a hot pudding

with a sauce, while the meal of a soup,

a roast and a variety of vegetables is

ample if it ends with cheese and nuts

or raisins.

New Silver

Sandwich dishes, in solid silver, are

new. The center is plain, polished silver

and there is a wide border of openwork.

Another comparatively new piece is a

draught screen of silver, intended to pro

tect the flame of an alcohol lamp under

a tea urn or tea kettle. It is in three

panels.

For small pieces, pepper boxes, shakers,

and cruets, also for coasters and various

stands, there is a great fancy for silver

deposit on glass. which is effective and

not expensive.

 

See ad on page 170 of this issue for

special book and subscription offers

 

 

Stewart’s Iron Fence

We make the best,

cheapest, and longest

lived

Fence and

Entrance Gates

 

 

      

  

 

 
 

BEFORE YOU BUILD

Consider the saving in fuel if you insulate

your house with

NEPONSET

Black Waterproof

Building Paper

You will use some kind of building pa

per: and you can use the best at a slight

additional cost over cheap papers.

NEPONSET has been the standard for

over twenty-five years. It will save enough

fuel in one or two winters to pay for itself.

NEPONSET acts as a blanket on a

house. In winter it keeps in the heat and

shuts out the cold.

For your roof consider the merits of

PROSLATE ROOFING and SIDING.

Dealers sell NEPONSET and PRO

SLATE. Send for samples and name of

nearest dealer.

F. W. BIRD & SON

Establlshed 1817

East Walpole, - - Mass.

  
  

 
 

 

    

FIREPRO0F

COSTRUCTION
When you build,

build Fire-Proof—

build [fa/m SJ's/e’m,

_ and thus assure the

. ' durability of your

> investment.

For bungalow, house, hotel, busi

ness block or factory Kalm Sys/em

means money saved and dependable

fire-proof c 0 n

struction.

If you’re going to

build write us for

descriptive printed

matter, tell us char~

acter of building and

ask for suggestions.

Mailed free on re

quest.

Trussed Concrete

Steel Co.

on earth

Over 500 Dosilns

Also Letters. Iron Res

ervoir Vases. Stable

Fittings. Tree Guards.

0 Hitch Posts, etc.

'2” Write for Catalogue

AGENT WANTED

THE STEWART IRON WORKS CO.

1741 Covington St. Cincinnati, Ohio.

The largest makers of iron fence in the world.

- M

5" Yrunell Concrete Buildin‘

Detroit, Mleh.
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Any Man Can Erect this Furnace

, 1 UNDREQS have done it—Hundreds five other larger sizes,fall built and sold on

‘ a more Wlll. YVe do all the planning our money— saving plan. Shipping straight to

_- free. You give us a rough_plan of you cuts out all the middlemen's profits. You

‘. your house. Then we furnish com- get a high grade furnace at a reason able pric

plete plans and show you how and

where you should put pipes, registers, fur

nace, etc. People in Alaska, in Florida, in

Maine, in Oregon buy the

Leader Steel Furnace

and put it in themselves. Hundreds of en

. thusiastic letters

prove that they’re

pleased, happy,

contented.

The furnace il

lustrated at t h e

left is our No. 45

L e a d e r S t e el

Furnace, sold ' ' ‘

direct fr 0 m me. A third of a century‘s experience in furnace building

7 makes our advice reliable. valuable. Don't let the in
ter." to )0“ for experienced guess at your expense. Write us. Get our

It's a ‘oad two furnace books; one "Modern Furnace Heating"

 

 

 

 

  

   

that explains all about our plan of sellin direct

. furnace‘ ‘It Front Factory to You. The other a Eomplete

heats easrly price list of registers. smoke and heat pipes, partition

3 small church. a pipe‘sa etlc. TAICSC prigesdarfe much Aower than your

oca ea er c arges. an or it an coin are—thStore or SChOOI' or note what a lot we save you. 9 en

a 6 to 8 room H
can Warmtn 6 V ti .house. We have 77 Tacoma 'Buiidin:.n0iili::i£.g co '

  

 

The Sanitary‘ Door

The construction of this door with

no joints, no beading or moulding and

its simple, smooth surface makes it

the ideal door for hospitals, institu

tions, etc.

  

are perfection doors. Built of several layer.

with the grain running crosswme, malnntr

shrinking, warping or swelling impossible.

Veneered in all varieties of hard-wood—birch.

plain orquiirter-sawed red or white oak. brown

ash. mahogany. etc.

Morgan Doors are light. remarkably strong

and absolutelv perfect in every detail of con

strtlction. Each Morgan Door 18. stamped

"Itlorgan" which guarantees qualiti'. Style

durability and satisfaction.

In our new book, “The Door Beautiful."

Morgan Doors are shown in their natural

valor and in all styles of architecture——

Colonial. Empire, Mission. etc.. and it is

explained why they are the beat and

cheapest doors for permanent satisfaction

in any building. A copy sent on request.

Arrh-‘rrrh: Drxfiipll'rv dnnlla of Mir-mm Dom-ii

may befound in Sim’i- hid“, pages 1m and 679.

Morgan Company, Dept. F Oshkosh. Wis.

Morgan th and Door ColeIY. Chicano. lll.

Menu Company. Oshkosh. u.

Morna Company. Baltimore. Md.

?
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INTERIORS BEAUTIFUL

A Very Choice Collectlon of I20 Intorestlng Rooms

   
 

 

There is a fascination in seeing the inside of other peoples houses, particularly where taste and the

artistic atmosphere prevail. We have examined hundreds of interior views and selected from them,

120 of the best, each one of which has some special feature of interest and merit. A group of modern

Halls, Stairways, Living Rooms, Dens, Fireplaces, Dining Rooms, Bed Rooms. Be sure to order this

book and add to your ideas for interior treatment, style of fireplaces,[cozy seats, wall decorations,

price $1.00. TlllS noon WITH KElTl-I'S Fun on: YEAR, $1.15

MAX L. KEITH, Lumber Exch. Bldg., Minneapolis.
 

 

T ' l A 'yplca merlcan Homes.
L ,f j;;-."_4_; _ -'~ '-,‘.-* ,_;. )3; An unexcelled collection of designs for

t . .;_ . "' ' " "‘ 74 Houses costing $3,000 to $5,000.
I b 70 Houses costing $5,000 and upward.

From a large number of designs I have

selected and put into two volumes what

must be conceded to be the finest lot of

House Plans for medium cost houses to be

found anywhere.

No such collection is possible where the

designs are confined to the work of one archi

tect as there is bound to be a sameness.

These designs are picked from the best

work of some 25 different leading architects

of the country. two, three or four designs

Full Daze design or this house on page so. from each and gives you what may readily

be called a "cream" collection. Many ex

amples of the very newest work in all cement exterior, combination brick and cement, frame and

cement and the English half timbered architecture are shown. Either VOI. $1; both $1.50

llthor Volume With Koltb'o For One You- $2.00.

MAX L. KEITH, Lumber Exchange Bldg.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
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THE ART, SCIENCE AND SENTIMENT OF

HOME BUILDING
By ARTHUR c. CLAUSE", ARCHITECT

A Complete Authority for Home Builders, 200 Illustrations, 46 Chapters

I . Complete table'Ingcrg-nt‘e-nés stégtéiptaroecgesilt.Ell3€l%\-ysis a condensed

The Practical Side of Home Building, The Sentiment of Home Building, The Cottage, Planning

the Cottage Home, Planning the Country Home, Planning the Farm Home, etc.

BUHGALOJ'SI'LEL AMERICAN BUNGALOW

1’ son TWO THE 1' -
Homes for Special Places, A House or a Horne?, Outside Our Hogigs,sg'izttinld‘ggggiifggrteriors,

Brick Houses, A ‘Vord About Concrete Blocks, Suggestions for Porches, Roots and Porches, The

Proportion of Dormers, Kitchens and Pantries, Designing the Fireplace, The Planning and Design

ing of Stairways, Doors and Entrances, etc.

PLANNING "I'HE DUPLEX HOUSE

Design and Location of Windows. Thoughts on Things Colonial, Thoughts at Random, A Few

“I)on’ts”, Owner. Architect and Contractor, Letting the Contract, Special Plans vs. Stock Plans

The Odds and Ends, Distinct Character in Homes, etc. Prlce, post paid, $1.00. I

The only complete book of its kind ever published. It is the best of several books by a man who has written more arti

cles on home building than any other living architect. In its 46 chapters will be found complete information on the plan

ning and designing of all parts of every kind of home. ‘

COMPLETE PLANS

For my most popular cottage. Design No. F» ‘r "it300 including all working drawings and

specifications.

FOR SID-0°

This cottage was built from my plans in 27

cities during 1908. Among its present owners

are lawers, doctors, two real estate men and

a contractor. It is being built in Minneapolis

for $1,700 exclusive of heating and plumbing.

If you are interested in this design send for -

free booklet giving particulars and eight. dif- MFRDT ri 009 H

M... .

 

 

  

ferent floor plans. |

ARTHUR c. CLAUSEN ‘ ‘1

ARCHITECT

Design N°~ 3‘” 405-7-9 iimiioiigi. MINNEAPOLIS, mmn. CO" 81-700
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I Positively Can Save You 60% of Your Fuel 7

bill and at the same time give you four times as much heat as you can

get from a common grate.

I can save the expense of your furnace a large part of the Fall and

Spring, or can heat the living rooms in a house that has no furnace, at this

big saving in cost. This is not an extravagant statement. I can prove

what I claim, and can also guarantee results. Your money back if you

do not get them.

ALDINE F[REPLACES

will produce these results, and 48000 are now doing so in _2000 cities and towns in the United

r States and Canada. There is probably an Aldine Fireplace in use in your own town where you

  

I ll norm, 'rouflenl

 
 

can see it.

Do not lay aside this magazine and say _“I don't believe it"—

write me and let me prove it. You risk nothing.

My new Aldine book tells a plain simple story of proven

facts. Send for it—it's free.

You can just as well save this fuel money and get this extra

heat—whether you live in a new or an old house.

Low in cost, certain in results.

Write me personally and I will tell you what the Aldine

Fireplace will accomplish in your own particular case, quoting

you price direct or through dealer.

—A. D. RATHBONE, rm,

RATHBONE & PANIGOT CO,

(Formerly Aldine Grate & Mantel C0.)

5603 Clyde Park Ave. GRAND RAPIDS, MICI'I.
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Illuminating the Country Home

The question of the source of illumina

tion for the country home is usually lim

ited by the location, so that neither elec

tricity nor city gas can be given consid—

eration. The usual method of illumina

tion is, of course, kerosene. Candles still

survive for minor uses, but the serious

installation of a lighting system involves

several interesting questions.

It is necessary above all things that

.the illuminant selected shall be safe. It

must also be economical, healthful and

reasonable in cost of installation. The

illuminant selected should also be ade

quate in candle power, convenient and

the quality of the light should be agree

able to the eye. cleanly and instantly

available.

Acetylene seems to answer these re

quirements in every respect. The safety

-of the modern acetylene system of illum

ination has been demonstrated by the

adoption of new rules and regulations

by the National Board of Fire Under

writers, which permit the inside instal

lation of acetylene generators. The new

rules were based upon the investigation

of the Board of Engineers of the National

Board of Fire Underwriters, who re—

ported to the Executive Committee that

acetylene, as installed under the rules

.6 J‘plinters and Shavings fl

  

and regulations of the National Board,

was safer than the illuminants which it

replaced.

Acetylene has advantages of safety

which are not considered from an insur

ance standpoint. City gas practice is used

in piping, and the heat' generated by the

small acetylene flame is but little more

than one-tenth the heat generated by or-,

dinary city gas, and in about the same

ratio of one—tenth in comparison with

kerosene. Kerosene, of course, is a mov

able unit, as are candles. so that danger

to life from the upsetting of movable

units is in the case of acetylene elimi

nated.

Acetylene has no poisonous quality

whatever, and there is absolutely no

danger from asphyxiation, no case of this

kind having occurred throughout the

world. The quantity of acetylene escap

ing into a room through a yZ-n. burner

is so small that danger from explosion

from this cause is eliminated, and the

perfection of the acetylene generator as

now constructed under the direction of

the Board of Engineers of the National

Board of Fire Underwriters, is acknowl

edged to be such that it is mechanically

safe and practical] fool proof.

Calcium carbide is not a hazard, where

as liquid hydrocarbons are a source of
 

 

WalchupplylorlIounlry Houses

THE PROBLEM °

SOLVE!)

No elevated tank

to freeze or leak.

Tank located in

cellar. Any pres

sure up to 60 lbs.

The ideal fire pro

tection. Send for Illustrated Catalogue 41.

Let our Engineers figure out your needs.

[Hill-M085 CllllPlNl, ll 8. Mariel St, Boston

  

 

Army Auction Bargains
Tenln - ".90 up 0M Pinon - - - - - 0 .no up

' Shoe! - 1.15 “ Ufllcenl' Hwordn, new - 1.7!- “

ARMYSADDLES 8.00 “ Cavalry Sabre! - - - 1.50 "

“ Bridles - 1.00 “ UNIFORM - 1.x up
H [lulu-1,“. .is “ 18h0l€lrblno 8.50“

  

 

U. S. SPRINGFIELD B-L RIFLE
,Blcnk or Bill Cartridge, 95 cents box at 20.

1901 MILITARY CATALOGUE, use large pares, thou

,~.\' "and! of beautiful illustrations—with 1m supplement,

ell ‘ 'holeulu and retail prlcen. Mailed for In cents (lumps).
16 ACRES GOVT. AUCTION GOODS. I

 

  

 

, FRANCIS BANNHIMAN, 501 Broadway. NEW YORK

  

 

 

! Unlll we learn to make It better, we shall lnolot that

“ALBERENE”
  

1‘? ii

In Positively the BEST Laundry Tray that an be

Produced.

ALBERENE STONE COMPANY.

New York. Chlclqe. BOIQOIIJ
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constant danger. Hence the question of

safety is well settled by the expression of

the most authoritative body that could

be called upon to consider the subject.

The very small flame of acetylene and

its extremely high candle power in pro

portion to the consumption of oxygen

makes acetylene the most healthful of

illuminants, with the possible exception

of electricity. In this respect there is

no comparison with kerosene, gasoline,

candles or city gas, as acetylene is far

and away the most hygienic.

The question of the cost of illumina

tion is settled by the fact that it com

pares favorably with city gas burned in

an open flame burner at $1 per 1,000 cubic

feet. The basis of this estimated cost

is Plain. One hundred pounds of calcium

carbide costs $3.75. Allowing 25 cents

for freight, this leaves calcium carbide

4 cents per pound. While calcium car

bide will yield 5 cu. ft. of gas per pound

under laboratory conditions, the Govern

ment guarantee is that it shall yield at

least 4% cu. ft. in a generator. Esti

mating that only 4 cu. ft. are yielded, the

cost per 1,000 cu. ft. would be $10.00.

Professor Pond, in his recent work on

acetylene, credits it with 12% times the

illuminating power of city gas. It is,

therefore, seen that there is a wide mar—

gin allowed, both in yield of carbide and

in the yield of illumination, when the

claim is made that it equals city gas at

$1 a 1,000. It compares favorably, can

dle power for candle power and cost for

cost, with kerosene, as acetylene in a

clean burner is always burned under the

best conditions, whereas keresone is sel

dom burned in a perfectly trimmed lamp.

Therefore, acetylene is economical for

the country home.

The cost of the installation of acetylene

here becomes of a great deal of interest.

Taking an average country home of from

seven to ten rooms, furnished with care

fully designed and well polished gas fix

tures, the cost of installing acetylene

would be about as follows: A 25-light

generator, and by this is meant a gen

erator capable of producing, with one

charge, sufficient acetylene to burn 25

lights, giving approximately 25 candle

power for ten consecutive hours, would

cost $120.00. The burners would cost

$5.00; the fixtures, including glass ware,

$35.00; the piping, $30.00; freight, dray
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NATIONAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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No. 82 “ Silent’ Parlor Door Hanger

MADE BY

STERLING.

“Silent” in name

and in fact.

Pointers:—

Roller Bearings

Wheel has vulcan

ized fibre tread

Flexible hinge

joint

Simple in con

struction

Can’t get out of

order

Adjustable

ILLINOIS
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age and incidentals, $10.00. A generator

of double capacity—that is, a SO-light

generator, has many distinct advantages,

in that it will generate sufficient acetylene

so that the question of recharging will

occur at double the intervals, and, fur

ther than that, should it ever occur that

all the lights were lit at once, there would

be no danger of the supply of acetylene

being exhausted. Such a generator

would cost $50.00 more—that is, $170.00

—making the total cost of an acetylene

plant of the highest quality for a coun

try home $250.00.

The figures given above are based on

the assumption that very artistic fixtures

and good glass ware will be adapted for

the better rooms, and that simple but

artistic fixtures and first-class glass

ware shall be used throughout the rest

of the house. The piping is ordinary city

gas piping.

The installation of the piping and fix

tures can be accomplished by an ordinary,

careful workman, and can be done in

from three to five days and in such

a manner that the piping is not visible,

nor will the introduction of an acetylene

system inconvenience the family.

The acetylene generator is shipped

completely set up and has no intricate

parts to be adjusted. It can be placed

in the basement or in a separate build

ing if so desired. Generators are usually

accompanied by complete instructions,

which are so simple that they can be

followed by any ordinary workman with

out difficulty.

It has been found in actual experi

ence that a house which is equipped

with 25 burners will not burn on an aver

age more than two burners at a time,

and according to the season will use these

burners for only a few hours each day.

A 25—light machine has therefore prac

tically 250-light hours, and should last

without recharging for ten days or two

weeks, and often longer.

A larger capacity machine, such as is

described as a .50-light machine, would

probably need recharging, under ordinary

conditions, about once a month.

The recharging is accomplished by

very simple means, and the residue from

the generator is merely slacked lime.

This has been found useful for all the

ordinary purposes for which lime is used,

including that of fertilization, and in this

 

   

lation, especially the

and keeping.

KELSEY Warm Air Generator

for it is the only system that heats every room alike, economically, and

also furnishes an abundance of fresh, pure air.

about it here that we earnestly request you to send today for this

instructive book “The KELSEY Generator,” for it is worth having

Over 35,000 KELSEY Generators are giving perfect service in

American Homes, Schools and Churches.

 

Our Book "Opinions" illus

trates 250 elegant homes.

It will help you with yours.

Mailed for two 2c. stamps.

 

 

  

 

KELSEY HEATING 00., 102 E. Fayette St, Syracuse, ll. Y.

This FREE BOOK means

a Healthfully and EcOnomically

Heated Home -~

Send for Yo_ur copy- It’s Fr_ee!A Planning or Building a Home ? ;

Investigate carefully the methods of hygienic heating and venti

So little can be told

Why not in yours?

There is probably a KELSEY Dealer in your locality.

KELSEY Dealers are reliable and know how to install

heating systems properly. We will furnish plans.

specifications and estimate of cost through the nemtr

dealer. '

156-1: filth A".

In! York City
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direction has proved very valuable for

the garden.

It is, therefore, possible by the use of

acetylene to have a complete individual

lighting plant always ready for instant

use. In the country all the conveniences

of city gas, with many advantages over

city gas, can be had by the country

dweller to-day in acetylene illumination,

the nearest approximation to sunlight yet

devised in artificial illumination, with a

distinct advantage as regards safety, at

a moderate cost and to his infinite sat—

isfaction. .

Some 150,000 installations in country

homes throughout the United States are

a demonstration of the appreciation with

which these facts have been received, and

it is notable that wherever acetylene has

been introduced into a community, the

neighbors and residents who can afford

a private installation have hastened to

secure the advantages which each initial

unit so clearly demonstrates.

Questions arise as to the use of acety

lene for cooking. When compared with

city gas in the city, burned in an ideal

gas stove, it costs considerably more, but

in the country home the convenience of

acetylene for use in the gas stove. es

pecially in summer, and the fact that all

the arguments it} favor of the city gas

stove, as regards-waste of coal, cost of

kindling, which make the city stoves of

such marvelous advantage economically,

apply, so that the use of acetylene for

cooking as an adjunct to the main sys

tem and as an adjunct to the country

home is unequaled.

—From The Illuminating Engineer.

Do Architects Work?

Some good people have an idea that

the work of an architect is, in the main,

aesthetic. These professional men are

not supposed to bother their heads very

much about details, but earn their money

by doing “the pretty thing.” No amount

of evidence, probably, will disabuse the

lay mind of this delusion.

The following fact, however, will be

interesting to the public, even if it does

not change any ideas: The specifications

for the New York Educational building,

Albany, alone contain about 800,000

words—~an ordinary novel contains about

150,000 words.

nute detail was dictated by the architects

to a stenographer, and transcribed by him

for the printer.

 
 

    

Carter's Side Wall Register

Carter’s Wall Cold Air Faces for

return cold air are made in large

sizes and will furnish sufficient cold

air for any size furnace.

lNSlST ON HAVING THE BEST!

Write for catalog and circulars

Waterloo Register Co.,

WA TERL 00, IOWA

forwall. 01am, Kirk 8 Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Distributors for the Northwest

Twlchell iron Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Distributors for the Southwest

  

the latest styles of hardware.

easily cleaned by removing top of grill— (only regis

ter made with this improvement).

HA VE YOURARCHITECT SPECIFY

Carter’s Side Wall Registers

and Wall ColdAir Faces: -

Don’t mutilate your floors by using old fashioned

methods.

Carter’s Side Wall Registers and Wall Cold

Registers can be

  

Side Wall Cold Air Face
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GEBTE'SPP MILLER’S <3 Iw atb r bei l n 'l MA'LED i"e e poo ng c m s FREE

Made of Genuine

Swedish (Zbarcoal Iron 2311;:'1,

Pronounced by users to be the best.

Made only byH.J. MILLER’S N

Brldgewater, Massg s5:; ’82? 31mm)“,

  

Jackson, Mich., Grunt Nail and Supply Co., Boston, Mass.

 
 

ETC.

PHENIX EVERYONE
HANGERS and |NTERESTED

FASTENERS m BUILDING

Solve the problem HOW TO SHOULD

HANG and FAST!" Storm Wm- HAVE IT

down and Window Screen:

11': the "flame-wife’s Joy"fiii‘ila’fiffi‘a5%552353; WRITE

""111:'L'ii.'L‘.’;L"-§:.‘CZ °°° TODAY

Richfiel Springs, Glazed Bevel Plate

For worming 541410;, uddnu W . v I .

PHENIX MFG. co. r "11539 C111 O‘USA

MB Cantu SL. "3-. L 'h.
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PRATIBAHIISE nicnnmnu '

  

The book for all who intend to decorate either a new

or old home. Written by experienced decorators.

  

  

192 pages, profusely illustrated. Contains 12 complete

decorative schemes for a moderate cost house, giving

treatment for each room. A gold mine of artistic

suggestions. Size 7x956 inches, printed on fine

enameled paper, limp covers. Price $1.00.

THIS BOOK WITH KEITH’S MAGAZINE

for one year, both for $2.00, including the four extra

copies of the Magazine offered with all new subscrip

tions. _Order yourIcopy today.

Max L. Keith, Publisher, Minneapolis
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It Don’t Stick

It Don’t Bind

It Don’t Get Off the Track

Those are the claims made for the Allith

Round Track “Reliable” Parlor Door Hanger.

And the hanger is made tomake the claims

00d.g These claims can be made for any other

parlor door hanger—but no other is so made

that 'it will make the claims 00d.

No other parlor door anger run so

smoothly and so noiselessly. he wheel is

brass bushed and steel cased with fibre tread.

The bearing is absolutely anti-friction.

Allith Round Track

“Reliable” Parlor Door Hangers

“The Original and Best" "

These hangers are a step in advance.

They have none of the faults and weaknesses

of others.

The hanger and plate for attaching to the

door are made of wrought steel. The adjust

ing screw has an extra long bearing in the

frame of the hanger, making a very strong

and positive adjustment — and the screw

cannot work loose. -

The round steel track, with tight] fitting

inside supports, is the best possible con

struction.

The sagging on warping of walls, floors or

doors does not affect t e erfect working of

this hanger. It can be adjusted without re

moving strips or stops.

If you have had experiece with the sort of

hangers found on some parlor doors you will

thank us for calling your attention to the

Allith “Reliable.”

If you are going to build or remodel your

house see that your sliding doors are equipped

with these hangers. It means freedom from

all sliding door annoyances forever?

Be sure and tell your architect to nip

our parlor doors with Allith “Religiile '

Itound Track Parlor Door Hangers.

Local dealers sell them. If yours does not,

write us for catalogue and prices—also give

name of your architect.

Allith Manufacturing Co.

212] West Taylor Street CHICAGO, ILL.

  

  

_ A Cheerful, Open

~ ,Grate Fire and a

Ventilating Warm=

' Furnace

are combined to secure

coziness, comfort, health

and economy in

The JACKSON

VENTILATING GRATE
will pay for itself in three years by

giving four times as much heat as

the ordinary old-style grate from

the same amount of fuel. Not

only warms Directly by the fire in

the grate, but warms Indirectly

by drawing in fresh air from out

side, warmingit in the air cham

ber surrounding the fire and send- .

Inuit into the room. Also heats

connecting rooms and also rooms

upstairs if desired. Any mason

can set it up from our Complete

Plane Furnished FREE. Better

than a furnace for Fall and Spring

—more cheerful, less attention,

about half the fuel.

SendforFree CatalogKof Ven- '

tilating Grates, mantels, andirons ~

and all kinds of fireplace fixtures “

with explanations, illustrations,

full information and prices: also

reference to users in your region. Studylthis dlagrsm 82d

ou wil see at once t e
EDWIN A‘ JACKSON 6' BRO' Iiealing and ventilating

MANUFACTUIIRO
\ principle which makes this

‘ 15 Beehman SI" New York ‘ _ It" zratesuperior to all others.
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‘in poor conductor pipe?

 

 

 

 

D0 "

Allow It

Do you want Rust

Stain; disfiguring your

walls on account of breaks

Why put in “The same old

thing?" Polygon pipe costs

no more than ordinary square ._\\

pipe and adds greatly to the :

appearance of your home.

POLYGON PIPE IS

ORNAMENTAL

made in two finishes, copper

and galvanized iron.

CATALOGU E FREE

Write Us a Portal for Price: and Style:

0! Discharge Cap.

THs AMERICAN

ROLLING MILL COMPANYllDDLBTOVN. OHIO
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HOME

STORE

HOTEL

scruuon

INFORMATION FREE

SEND FOR IT. " '

DETROIT HEATING

AND LiGllTlNG CO.

DETROIT -~‘i‘1lCH.

 

Royal Healers

Hart&Crouse Co.

Utica, N. Y.

Steam and Water Healers. Radiation,

Hot Air furnaces and llam

hinaiion fleaicrs.

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUES

WANVW

Branches:

New York, Chicago, Columbus, Ohio and

Minneapolis.

  

Real Homes for

Real People

lKEITlfSIbRTlIiS AS BlilLT IN WYAJ

'a T .i,“ _ . 7"!“

  

  

 

designs especially studied for compactness of plan. In books

I‘M. 174 and 207 scheduled below are many variations of this

plan in frame and brick construction.

at?!“our/11¢.

 

. n . M m... _

No. Similar to No. 941 in 194 book. A prize plan nnda

good ‘ seller." Second story rooms full height. Den makes

good bedroom. Easily made full two stories if desired.WONDEFi USE‘I, _ AS BUILTI

a N9 4 $. ~

IN CALIF- '

.' yr
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One of a 100 Bungalow designs we have of every variety of

floor plan arrangement. See Book of 100 Designs. Also for

larger and better class of Bungalows, our other books contain

many attractive designs, both one and one and a half story.

A WORD PERSONAL

Thinking of building a new home?

If so, you want to plan to spend every dollar to the best

advantage, do you not? We believe we can show you how.

For fifteen years, especially since my Ladies' Home Jour

nal articles, I have made house-building my particular

I}

study. and have personally trained all my assistants. I

will give you my very best efi'ort. because future business

is secured by pleasing every customer.

Here is the best collection of designs, and the most com

plete and carefully drawn plans in the world. The dollar

is merely evidence that you mean business. What is a

dollar if it inspires the idea for your new home?

W. J. KEITH, Pres. The Keith Co.

A sensible, practical design that wears well and will sell

readin if you should ever Wish to. Very important some

times. One of 1500 Modern Plans for you to select from in

our various books alplans. as follows:

I00 hull Cam‘s: uni Inn. Iluvn 8 .SI i“ [ll Bul II Iuild 820" Is 825M {Lu

9! bl. C"! II Iuild ill” to Slilll .50 I14 " " 3150. ll 33". HID

ISB " “ Ilfllll is Sllill Lllfl 201 " " ans ll “Mill LN!

IIB " " UNI ill noun LIIO ‘54 " " “IN "I upnlvfllfifl

THE KEITH 60., Archllecis. 1721 Hennepin Av" Minneapolis, Minn.
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Build Beautiful Houses

It is really cheaper tobe beautiful than ugly. Your rop

ulation for taste depends mostly upon the outside of your

house. Most people never see the inside. The soft, rich,

velvety tones of

Cabot's Shingle Stains

make beautiful houses more beautiful, ugly houses attractive,

and redeem commonplace houses. They are also cheap,

easy to appl and guaranteed fast. colors; and they are made

of Creosote, ' the best wood-preservative known."

Samples on wood and color-chart sent on request.

SAM U EL CABOT, In 0., sggs¥5umgg

Agent. at a” Central Point

George Nichols, Architect

New York

  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

A Home Without A Sewer Jeopar

dizes the Health of Your Family

The Ashley System disposes of sewage sanitariiy, ef

fectively and cheaply without sewers or cesspoois. In Your Home

write Al on“ PM will be a constant source oi satisfaction—STYLE—

: FREE BOOKLET ‘ QUALITY—and wonxmausmr the BEST.

Describing the Ashley System

It tells how sewage is disposed of in the

earth. It is an automatic process, requiring

no chemicals, no fire, no attention. Country

 

 

  

houses, factories or institutions are equipped W6 $8"

at small cost. Write today. Direct You 35 to

table House-Sewa 0 Dis osai 00. “""M"
y g p ' nw'm J From 50 per

Factory cent on

MALLOR-r.s loYou Your

Purchase

Standard

Shutter Worker.

The only practical devise to

open and close the Shutters with

out railing windon or disturb

  

The above is one of many designs shown in our 108
in] semen-- page book which is the finest. most complete and ex

am“). “pufihou or n" hon-“D flu."“ML “one pensive MANTEL catalog ever issued. Catalog sent

or mm. “a will hoidtho blindflmin any pooltion. he“ °“ “We” lzuiclfl'iggngef- gimme" °' "W"

cmPerfectly burglar pm]. I

Sand/w I'll-anM CM, it your hardware tleallt d." CO'I

has: than. to No. 1227 Olive Street, St. Louis, U. 8. A.

LLORY MANUFACTURING CO. to i

25] Halo Street Flemington, low Janey, Ii. A. REPUTATION AND QUALITY COUNT I
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THE CELEBRATED FURMAN BOILERS
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n: ad "eating. I“ A: all-mt. Purrnm Boiler! Mum Large Dividend-l in imp-wad

hes. Addrcal Health, hauled Comlort And Full Saved.

The Horondoon Monuloeturln' Company V
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Take time to investigate

UNDERFELTBURLAP INJERTED

GRANITE SURFACE!) ROOFING

It will save you Time, Trouble and Money.

This Famous Roofing is Guaranteed for 10 years to withstand Fire, Hail and Storms.

Underfelt also comes in Sand and Rubber Surfaces.

Let us send you samples.

McClellan Paper Company

rarlo. N. D. " The Home of Quality" Duluth, Minn.

Jloux Falls, 6‘. D. MINNEAPOLIJ La Crone. Wis.
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("Id royal

P5110];8N THlB .

Plano-Ilnllh, Selected Illurl,

Quarter-Saved Dal Hillel II

$29.40 '

Dolloro' rioo 40m

fa. high 008%. wide.

HxIBFronch ‘1301 Mirror. Xour

luoludu llo booing, 60:18

Hearth Plated Fromm our! Club

Home (ll-ate

HARDWOOD FLOORS

AND PABQUETBY

will hot u long In the house.

Any carpenter can lay It outer

than ordinary floorlng. Get our

- - - prime.

AND MOBAICS for hm WALLS FLOORS. E196?“ m

Write for oatan o! Mantel... Grutul. Tile. 1 r fl d in th
’ Slate Laundry obs. Grilloe. etc. It in tree. 1): In? Ill-acorn: t:

on, at: 0 on our Art Mantel Oat-log. Mantel Outfit. from I"

to I 00- ads to order Fly Sores {tor door-end I adore

W. J. OSTENDORF. ms . amine. vunimllml'lnjlt

Ball-Bearing Hinges THE STANDARD

OF EXCELLENCE

OUR system differs entirely

from any other in use, and

while it is slow and expenn'ue—

elow in thoroughly air seasoning

and kiln drying. expensive in

‘ using ten machines to convert that

most stubborn article ' 'Kiln Dried

Roch Maple" into IXL FlooringARTISTIC BOOKLET FREE with its “wedge shaped was“

and groove."

THE STANLEY WORKS m

Dept-T, NEW BRITAIN, CONN- Wisconsin Land 6 Lumber Co.

Hermansville. Michigan

ATTENTION T0 DETAILS

Will

Insure Comfort

l N Y O U R H 0 M E

  

See that Your Doors are hung with

 
 

 

 

 

No creaking of doors

No need of oiling

No sagging

  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

my $365
  

 

I > _ Cornplete

we“ -_ Shipped anywhere ready to be put up in a few days

‘ ~v Thisisa five-room house, containing big parlor. din

BUild “ Yoursell ing room, kitchen and two bed rooms, Iize l6'x36' ‘

Price includes all These houses are all cut out We fllw hnvcplher 'iled ileum. barns.

lumbercutto proper in our own mill; each piece cut “rm” h°“‘“- e‘c- 0

lengths, roofing, doors. l0 proper length and ready m be 4-roorn house complete $29

‘ windows_ a | a | a I patcm nailed in place. We furnish our pat- z'room house $160

lager bond, pain“ NHL on! planter board‘talres place of lath Can be erected in from [W0 to six days.

oc . etc. and plaster. Making houae very warm. Complete drawian and instructions.

    

  
 

2?;i'lfltml'é'3:l.i°éo North American Construction 60- 2521,51:
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THE ROWLAND 0 Did you ever figure out how

~ l much time your carpenter con

. sumed in putting up screens the

“ Old way ” with hinges, spring butts or slides?

} It may be a small item, but as the screening of your house is about

 
   

 

 

the last thing to be done, you are usually ready to “economize on

screens."

Use Rowland Hangers

and save a great deal of the old method expense — You can still come

within your “appropriation for screens" and have not economized at

the EXPENSE on QUALITY.

Rowlands ALWAYS give satisfaction. $1.00 buys complete fix

tures for 12 screens, of any Hardware or Builders supply dealer, or

THE ROWLAND MANUFACTURING CO.

1541 Champs St. Denver, Colorado.

  

scstfi" "AMER

  

 

 

Special Subjects in Building

————: AND DECORATING =——:——

Pollowing Is a Tabulated List of Particular Subjects and Special Classes of Designs

Treated in Former Numbers of Keith’s Magazine

ALL FULLY ILLUSTRATED

Subieet Month Price Per

Pnhlllhed Co"

Whilelhey Lut

Concrete Block Construction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oct. 1907 $ .15

10 Auto Houses, with Full Description of Materials and Cost. ..Aug. 1907 .15

Two and Four-Family Duplex Houses and Flats . . . . . . . . . . . . .June 1907 .15

Good Club Houses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 1907 .15

Heating and Plumbing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Dec. 1907 .15

Types of Colonial Mansions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Jan. 1908 .15

“ “ " (Concluded) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Feb. 1908 .15

The Out Door Living Room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .June 1908 .15

Six Modern Homes Built in Denver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July 1908 .15

American Homes of English Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Aug. 1908 .15

A Mountain Camp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 1908 .15

Vines for Porches and Arbors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 1908 .15

Entrance Gates (English) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oct. 1908 .15

Building a Five-Room Bungalow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Dec. 1908 .15

American Homes of Swiss Chalet Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jan. 1909 .15

INSIDE THE HOUSE

ILLUSTRATED Inside Plastering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oct. 1907 $ .15

“ Leaded Glass Work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oct. 1908 .15

“ Rugs and Carpets . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov. 1907 .15

“ Decorative Metal Work. . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dec. 1907 .15

“ Character in Detail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jan. 1908 .15

“ Care of House Plants During Winter. . . . .Feb. 1908 .15

" Kitchen Ideas for a Cottage . . . . . . . . . . . . .June 1908 .15

“ Colonial Halls and Stairways . . . . . . . . . . .Aug. 1908 .15

“ Putting in a Hot Air Furnace . . . . . . . . . . .Sept. 1908 .15
U Suggestions on House Painting . . . . . . . . .Sept. 1908 .15

" Concrete Floors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sept. 1908 ‘.15

“ Decoration of Ceiling and Walls . . . . . . . .Jan. 1909 .15

KEITH’S MAGAZINE, -:- Minneapolis, Minn.



 

Paint Talks N0. 3 — “Spring Painting”

Spring is the time when most of the painting is done.

brightening all around and the impulse is to make houses and barns

and fences bright and in harmony with the new leaves and blossoms.

Nature is

This is good economy. You not only make things spick and span, but

you save your property and make it more valuable.

Only you must use good paint—pure “’hite Lead and linseed oil.

See that it is put on your building PUI'E- Otherwise, you fail to more

than temporarily beautify and fail utterly in preserving the painted things.

The Dutch Boy Painter trade-mark is the thing to look for when you

buy paint materials it is on the side of pure White Lead kegs. Ask for

it, insist on having it.

A few more points on your painting: Rciuse absolutely to let the work be done in wet

weather, or when moisture is on or under the surface. Give your painter plenty 01 time

between calm—make him take several days between. Don't insist on using a tin: which a

good painter tell! you is perishable. White Lead in very durable

material. but it the tinting material fades out, the job is spoiled. A chain

is no stronger than its weakest link.

Ask your painter about our White Lend (Dutch Boy Painter Trade

Mark). Also, your dealer has it.

Read about our “House-owners' Painting Outfit" A?

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY

A n ofire in each of (he [allowing cz'tr'rr.‘

NM! York Boston Rnfl'nlo Cincinnati (“hirncm Cvar-lnnd St. Louis

Philadelphin \John ’1‘. Lewis tit Bros. Company) l'itrsburgh vh'nuomtl Lead and Oil Company

v: .1

  

Paintiné Outfit

Free

We have prepared a

little package oi things

bearing on the subject

of painting which we

call House-owners“

Painting Outfit K_ R,

It includes:

[—300]: of color

schemes (s ta t e

whether you wish

inferior or extr

rwr schemes).

Z—S cifications

for a_l kinds oi

painting.

3-ln5trument

for detecting

ndulterarion i in

paint ma teria l.

wi t h_ directions

for usrng it.

Free on request to

any reader who asks [or

House-owners' Paint

ing Outfit K, E_

 

  

 



PAYS FOR

ALL THEandMILLWORKI'

FOR THIS FINE HOUSE

  

  

 

. 1'

    

  

 

Including Architect‘s Plans, Blue Prints and Complete Specifications F EB

The above offer is an example of the tremendous saving on material for any

size and style of house, if you buy direct from us. Anyone can take our Free Floorle ofHouse

Book of 44 Complete Plans and figure from our Catalog the exact cost of mate- see 1,- Ar

rial for any house there shown. me fauna“.

We will furnish all the material needed to build this handsome home complete

with porches and art windows. as shown above. for only $619. This includes all - {21" 

the Millwork and Lumber to build this house. together with correct and easily

understood Plans. Blue Prints and Specifications. See Floor Plans in space at the

right. Undoubtedl the greatest house bargain ever ofi'ered. Our prices save

you at least half. house like this is easily worth $3,000 when finished. We

carry a tremendous stock and can ship promptly. at lowest prices in America Oww.

Direct from World’s Largest Building Material Plant

Quality, Safe Delivery and Satisfaction Guaranteed

We sell over a million dollars' worth of building material a ear. We have no

 

 

  

traveling men—Sell only for cash. We are the only large sas , door and lumber _

concern selling direct to the consumer. Our low prices will save you big money.

We have customers in every locality. Ask any of them about our goods, our WNW”

 

methods, our prices, our guarantee. our prompt shipment. Your local banker ..v..;<~

or any bank in Davenport, Iowa, will tell you we are responsible. See our

rating in Dun and Bradstreet. If goods are not satisfactory we guarantee to

refund money and pay freight both ways. You take no risk. Why pay double P

We Undersell Everybody on Guaranteed

Building Material. We Ship Everywhere

No other concern can duplicate our prices. We control our sources of timber

supply and operate the largest building material plant in the world. We ship

direct from our own warehouses and lumbergards. All our material is guaran

teed up to the ofiicial grades of the Sash & oor Manufacturers“ Associations.

Our lumber is first air-dried, then put through a scientific drying process.

There is no “come apart" to our work.

Write for Grand FREE CATALOG

of 5,000 Bargains in Materials for

New Buildings or Remodeling Old Houses

Write for this great Free Millwork and Building Material Catalog, which pictures,

describes and puts a bargain price on over 5,000 different building material H

items. Saves you the huge profits of the retail dealer. Oflers everything I ‘ ' I

needed to build, remodel or repair, at an actual saving of 50 to 75 per cent. “1509.59

May save on hundreds of dollars. An endless variety of styles. Latest archi

tectural i eas. Many illustrations in-colors. Tells how to order correctly.

Makes everything plain. Gives freight rate to your nearest shipping point.

A postal brings you this valuable catalog by return mail—FREE. Write now.

Gordon-Van Tine's Famous Book of Plans FREE!

44 Complete Houses, Bungalows, Cottages, Barns

The most populnr collection of plans for beautiful. practical homes. Up'to-the-rninute

in style. Correct In every detail. 1)05lgt116d bg liiiiensicglnrchitecitls.d Igon‘t build u_nttll ynlia itr-q._,p_n_o,.2 _ PM”,

see these handsome homes. The comp ete oo 0 ans ma e ree on recelp ot _

cents to cover cost of packing and postage. Send for it. $1657 Bulldl Abe" Home Cor-9U.

GORDON-VAN TINE (20.. 1717 Case Street, DAVENPORT, IOWA
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